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Abstract
This thesis is concerned with inferring static, self-equilibrating, axial forces 
in redundant space frames from knowledge of their natural frequencies and 
associated mode shapes. Accordingly, it is necessary to have a mathemati­
cal description of the physical frame in an eigenproblem parameterised with 
variables accounting for load. Newton’s method provides an iterative means 
of minimising the difference between the eigenvalues and eigenvectors and 
the measured frequencies and mode shapes they respectively represent; forces 
are thus inferred from the converged eigenproblem. Rather than updating all 
member forces, models are formulated on force distributions and scalars re­
lating to the extent of loading form the updating parameters. Enforcing such 
equilibrium constraints beneficially minimises the order of Newton’s method. 
For multiply redundant frames, it is necessary to formulate the model on a 
number of force distributions and any state of equilibrium can be described 
by their linear superposition. The ways in which load affects the dynamic 
characteristics are investigated thoroughly. Frequencies are shown to coa­
lesce and exchange places in the spectrum, leading to non-smooth functions 
since the eigenvalues are numerically ordered. Mode tracing strategies, which 
utilise eigenvector consistency across coalescence points to conserve function 
smoothness, are investigated. This consistency, however, is observed to dete­
riorate if the eigenvalues exhibit veering. Measures facilitating mode tracing 
when consistency is deficient are explored. Special treatment is required at 
eigenvalue degeneracy in order to observe eigenpair differentiability, which is
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necessary for Newton’s method. Numerical simulations demonstrate success 
of force identification in a variety of contexts. Newton’s method is effectively 
applied to identify load in actual, physical frames with single and multiple 
force distributions. Offset and length parameters supplement load to sta­
bilise and improve the accuracy of solution. For complicated frames, it is 
shown that starting iteration in the eigenvector, as well as eigenvalue, neigh­
bourhood is crucial for convergence to result.
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Prologue
The purpose of this thesis has been to thoroughly investigate the prospect 
of identifying axial forces in space frames, solely from knowledge of their 
vibration modes. It is intended to be of benefit to those who seek to know 
the state of static loading, perhaps for reasons of monitoring structural in­
tegrity or for improving a mathematical model’s description of a structure. 
Self-equilibrating, axial forces can easily develop in redundant frames due to 
a number of causes, such as non-uniform thermal fields or even lack-of-fit at 
fabrication. By inferring load from the actual physics of a frame, advantages 
are held over direct measurement methods using strain gauges, whose con­
figuration relies on a load datum that cannot always be known. The work 
here outlined therefore holds much promise in providing a physically more 
sound means of identifying static load in space frames.
The foundation for such a concept to be successful is the assumption that 
the natural frequencies are significantly dependent upon loading, so that 
their magnitudes at different loaded states are capable of uniquely signifying 
the sizes of the axial forces that caused them to be what they are. It is 
necessary therefore to model the frequencies as functions of load. Due to 
the complexities of space frames, explicit functions of load cannot be deter­
mined; the frequencies can, however, be approximated at discrete values of 
load using finite element models. Solution of such models equates to deter­
mining the eigenvalues, which relate to the frequencies, of an eigenproblem 
parameterised with distributions of axial force; the associated eigenvectors
18
are capable of describing the mode shapes in which the modes oscillate.
The ways in which static, axial force distributions affect the dynamics of 
frames is a relatively unexplored area of research. Ch. 1 and Ch. 5 go some 
way into exploring such effects and it is found that there exist similarities 
between the dynamic, global system as a whole and the individual systems of 
the constituent beam members. Of particular note is that the fundamental 
global mode vanishes at the onset of buckling of the first member, just as 
the fundamental mode of a single beam vanishes at its Euler buckling load. 
Ch. 1 also surveys the complicated manner in which frames load statically 
and how this influences the dynamic characteristics.
Having a finite element model parameterised on load is simply not enough 
to identify axial forces and some means of bringing the model eigenvalues 
to closer agreement with a set of measured frequencies is needed so that 
the forces can be inferred. Newton’s method1 provides an iterative means 
for doing so, based on approximating the unknown eigenvalue functions as 
first order functions using their magnitudes and gradients. Effectively, the 
eigenvalue functions are modelled as their tangents and the problem is solved 
for the root of the tangent, some value of load. Repetition progressively 
takes iterates closer to the root of an actual, generally non-linear eigenvalue 
function if iteration is started in the neighbourhood of this root. For a single
eigenvalue, A, dependent upon a single load parameter, p, Newton’s method
1Newton (1711), De analysi per aequationes numero terminorum infinitas, 1669, and 
Newton (1736), Methodus fluxionum et serierum infinitarum, 1664-1671.
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evaluates progressive iterates as
A '(p*) ’
which can be illustrated as shown in the following figure.
Newton’s description of the method actually differs greatly from the modern 
implementation shown above. The method outlined in Newton’s manuscripts 
does not even evaluate successive iterates pk+1 but computes a complicated 
sequence of polynomials. Although the modern method derives in a natural 
way from Newton’s fundamental theorem of calculus, as shown in the course 
of this thesis, Newton failed to notice the connection with calculus and viewed 
the method as purely algebraic. A simplified description of Newton’s original 
method, using successive iterates pk+1 instead of polynomial computations, 
was given independently by Raphson (1690); the modern iteration is therefore 
sometimes referred to as the Newton-Raphson method.
Considerable advancement in using Newton’s method to identify frame 
loading is herein demonstrated compared to work by Greening (1999), upon 
which present work is founded. Formerly, the strategy was to update the
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finite element model using all the frame member forces as updating para­
meters; in order to greatly reduce the number of updating parameters, and 
thus facilitate iteration and reduce computational cost, the notion of equi­
librium constraints has been introduced. That is to say, a priori knowledge 
of the way forces distribute in a frame requires only one updating parameter 
that accounts for the extent of loading in a particular distribution. Such a 
concept is further seen to lend itself to describing the equilibrium of frames 
with multiple force distributions through the linear superposition of these 
distributions. The problem formulation is described in Ch. 2.
Another development from former frame load identification has been to 
overcome the problem of frequencies exchanging places in the spectrum. 
This is problematic because the eigenvalues that relate to the frequencies 
are numerically ordered and, due to this exchanging phenomenon, form non­
smooth functions of load, which is detrimental to iteration. The consistencies 
of eigenvectors are used to trace out the true, smooth eigenvalue functions 
amongst a landscape of intersecting, overlapping functions. It is therefore 
necessary to know not only the frequencies of a frame, but also to extract its 
associated mode shapes so that the tracing of modes can be performed. How 
much the mode shape consistency can be relied upon throughout iteration 
is thoroughly investigated and it is found that veering of the eigenvalues is 
a mechanism by which it can greatly deteriorate. Mode tracing is outlined 
in Ch. 4 and its validity is investigated therein. Some strategies that poten­
tially strengthen consistency, and thus aid mode tracing, are suggested and
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explored in Ch. 4 and Ch. 7, one attempting to predict what the eigenvectors 
will become at the next iterate and another artificially tagging experimental 
frequencies with ‘stronger’, mathematical eigenvectors.
Since, under the influence of loading, frequencies exchange spectral po­
sitions, eigenvalues are coalesced at discrete load values. Function disconti­
nuity at points of eigenvalue coalescence means that evaluation of the eigen­
pair derivatives there needs particular attention for differentiability to be 
observed. At coalescence, eigenvalues have equal magnitudes and so axe de­
generate or ‘repeated’; their associated eigenvectors exist in a degenerate 
space, that is to say, their dimensions ‘stick together’. The physical inter­
pretation is a repeated frequency with mode shapes that are a number of 
distinct mode shapes superimposed. Degeneracy associated with transito­
rily coalesced eigenvalues has herein been overcome to make differentiability 
observable, as described in Ch. 3, through methods from the literature that 
anticipate the separation of the eigenvectors into distinct spaces along with 
the eigenvalue separation as load varies. Other, more intricate forms of eigen­
value degeneracy are also dealt with.
The proposed method of force identification has been implemented in a 
variety of numerical simulations, in Ch. 5, and on real, physical space frames 
possessing single and multiple distributions of axial force, in Ch. 6 and Ch. 7, 
respectively. Results are very encouraging and show that an unconstrained 
Newton’s method is capable of converging upon force distributions and equi­
librium states generated by multiple force distributions. The accuracy of
22
axial force identification is shown not to be affected by the number of force 
distributions required to describe equilibrium, with constraint of the solution 
being provided by the overall equilibrium state itself.
The load parameters of iteration schemes for real, physical frames have 
been supplemented with physically meaningful parameters that account for 
the effective lengths of the frame members. These are the member lengths 
themselves and joint offset parameters describing the finite lengths of the 
beams within the joints that oscillate as rigid bodies. The supplementary 
parameters are seen to stabilise convergence and provide a more accurate 
solution to the sought level of load.
Issues particular to more complicated frames, with a greater number of 
frame members, are noted and strategies to aid iteration are suggested. For 
such structures, mode shape consistency greatly, and rapidly, deteriorates 
away from the root, which encumbers the necessary tracing of modes. Start­
ing iteration in both the eigenvalue and eigenvector neighbourhood is shown 
to be crucial. Successful convergence in such instances has been demon­
strated, but finding more robust, global convergence methods that are less 
dependent on where iteration is started is deemed the main thrust for future 
work in the area of force identification.
Summaries of some of the work undertaken can be found in two papers: 
Bahra and Greening (2005a) and Bahra and Greening (2005b).
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Nomenclature
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real, Euclidean space
coefficient describing how much an eigenvector contributes to 
a coupled mode shape 
Kronecker delta 
strain
offset, the length of the rigid portion of a flexural beam ele­
ment, m
phase angle, radians 
eigenvalue
m-tuple of eigenvalues
m-tuple of eigenvalue differences, A(pfc) — A(p®) 
damping factor 
density, kgm-3 
singular value
element of an eigenvector, degree of freedom
eigenvector
left eigenvector
arbitrary eigenvector at degeneracy 
circular frequency, 27rHz
transformation matrix transforming rp to their distinct-space, 
adjacent eigenvectors
transformation matrix numerically combining a set of eigen­
vectors to align with a single, root eigenvector 
binary permutation matrix 
diagonal matrix of degenerate eigenvalues 
diagonal matrix of singular values 
eigenvector matrix
matrix of arbitrary eigenvectors at degeneracy
automac modal assurance criterion of a set of eigenvectors specifically 
amongst themselves 
b number of frame joints 
c general constant 
crossmac modal assurance criterion of a set of eigenvectors specifically 
with eigenvectors at some other parameter state 
d degree of eigenvalue degeneracy, eigenvalue multiplicity 
e normalised member force, element of E
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/  member force, N
f ^-tuple of member forces /*, i =  1,2, . . . ,  £ 
i vector designation, matrix row designation 
j  matrix column designation 
k iteration number 
I beam effective length, m 
t  number of frame members
m  number of eigenvalue functions upon which Newton’s method 
is formulated, number of functions of a linear set of equations 
mac modal assurance criterion
mac modal assurance criterion with the kth iterate eigenvector 
forward-cast
mac modal assurance criterion with the (fc+l)t/l iterate eigenvector 
backward-cast
n dimensionality of Newton’s method, degree of frame static 
redundancy
p force parameter, P  normalised to the lowest Euler buckling 
load
normalised positive buckling load, unity 
Pg normalised negative buckling load, the ratio of Pg to P£ 
p n-tuple of force parameters Pi, i = 1, 2, . . . , n 
Ap scalar Newton progression 
Ap multidimensional Newton progression
pUi force parameter, factor upon the ith left singular vector of E 
pu n-tuple of force parameters pUi, i = 1,2, ,n  
poc pseudo-orthogonality check 
r modal designation 
s number of modes in the root subset
t number of modes at the current iterate subset used to pair 
those in subset S  
u displacement 
u left singular vector 
v right singular vector 
xor cross-orthogonality, cross-mass-orthogonoality 
xor cross-orthogonality with the kth iterate eigenvector forward- 
cast
xor cross-orthogonality with the (k +  l) th iterate eigenvector 
backward-cast 
A cross-sectional area, m2 
A(uj) accelerance, dB
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A total stiffness matrix, K + G
B total mass matrix, equivalent to M
D number of pre-buckled rigid body modes
E Young’s modulus of elasticity
E equilibrium matrix
E reduced, full rank equilibrium matrix
G geometric stiffness matrix
G geometric stiffness matrix shell, pG , P ^ O
H diagonal matrix whose elements are the reciprocals of the Ja- 
cobian column norms
I second area moment, m4
I identity matrix
J St Venant torsional stiffness — for a circle, equal to the polar 
second area moment, m4
J Jacobian matrix
K structural stiffness matrix
L beam length, m
M mass matrix
N order of eigenproblem, number of finite element model degrees 
of freedom
P force parameter, factor upon a distribution of axial force
Pe fundamental Euler buckling load, N
P i Euler load when a frame is loaded such that the member to 
buckle at the lowest value \P\ is in compression
Pe Euler load when a frame is loaded such that the member to 
buckle at the lowest value |P| is in tension
V pencil, A — AB
V manipulated pencil — q.v. Eq- 3.33-3.34
Q matrix defined as K7 — AM'
5 root subset of eigenvectors
T current iterate subset of eigenvectors
T coordinate transformation matrix of direction cosines
U left singular vector matrix
U matrix of the first n columns of U
V right singular vector matrix
W modal mass matrix
t derivative
(n) nth derivative
* well-converged root quantity
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+ generalised matrix inverse 
f Moore-Penrose matrix inverse 
e ‘elemental’, in opposition to ‘global’ 
k iteration number 
T  transpose
R analogous, mathematical root quantity 
(r) experimentally determined root quantity 
H ambiguous, mathematical root quantity
| | vector modulus
|| ||2 Euclidean vector norm
|| infinity vector norm
— > set permutation, mapping
diag diagonalise a zero matrix with a set of ordered elements 
length length of a vector, number of vector elements 
range range of a matrix, the space spanned by its columns 
rank matrix rank, the number of linearly independent matrix 
columns
trace matrix trace, the sum of its diagonal elements 
Note on subscripts:
Matrices, their columns and elements are designated in the following manner.
(Reference is never made to the rows of a matrix.)
A i The ith matrix of a set of matrices Ai, A 2 , ... &c.
3ij The j th column vector of a matrix A
aij The scalar at the ith row and j th column of a matrix A, mu­
tually
N ote on eigenvector lengths used in consistency evaluation:
Firstly, eigenvectors, say (f>k and </>®, used in a consistency evaluation, such 
as mac(0fc, are by definition of equal length. This length is therefore 
limited by the number of degrees of freedom available in the smaller of the 
two eigenvectors. Typically, length(<f>®) < length((f>k) because only a small
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proportion of the degrees of freedom are measured for a physical frame. This 
is not hereafter stated, as the lengths of eigenvectors are inferable from the 
limiting number of degrees of freedom. If, however, the total number of eigen­
vector elements used to evaluate consistency is less than the total available, 
this is stated — for example, if only ^  degrees of freedom out of a total 
N  available are used, the dimensions of the eigenvectors are indicated, e.g.,
Note on units:
Frequently throughout the thesis, reference is made to values without stating 
their units. All units conform to the Systeme International and are shown 
in the Nomenclature.
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Chapter 1 
A xial Force Influence on Space 
Frame Dynamics
The effects of axial load on the vibrations of single beams are first described to 
give an appreciation of how constituent frame members behave in isolation. 
Some classic results are derived. Discussion and findings from the literature 
are presented, which focus, in terms of both static and dynamic behaviour, on 
the complexity of having beams coupled within frames. However, it is found 
that some analogy can be drawn between the characteristics of the constituent 
members and of a frame as a whole, such as the Euler buckling load coinciding 
with the fundamental frequency vanishing.
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1.1 D ynam ics o f A xially  Loaded Beam s
The dynamics of axially loaded bars have been understood for some time; 
Lord Rayleigh (1877) in his Theory of Sound published detailed derivations 
from elemental forces and energies the equations governing the longitudinal, 
torsional and transverse vibrations of bars. It was there shown that the 
longitudinal and torsional vibrations can be described by the one-dimensional 
wave equation,
d2u 2dPu
(L1)
where u , t, and x are respectively displacement, time and distance along the 
bar; c is a constant. The transverse vibrations were separately described 
through appreciation of the balance of potential and kinetic energies.
The work was extended to include the effects of longitudinal tension, most 
notably the raising of the natural frequencies. A thorough and comprehensive 
account of the effects of axial load on beam dynamics can be found in more 
recent papers: Shaker (1975), Bokaian (1988) and Bokaian (1990). These give 
closed form analytical and numerical solutions to the effects of both tensile 
and compressive axial load on the frequencies and mode shapes of beams 
with various boundary conditions. It is worth, at this point, reviewing the 
most basic of these findings.
The free motion of a beam can be described by the familiar differential 
equation
where E  is Young’s modulus, I  the second area moment, P  axial force (pos­
itive when compressive), p density and A the cross-sectional area. At fre­
quency u, it may be assumed that the beam vibrates in simple harmonic 
motion u(x ,t)  = u (x) sin ut, and thus the time-dependency of Eq- 1.2 can 
be eliminated:
The solution to Eq- 1.5 is of the form u = Uea ,^ U constant, which is satisfied 
by the four roots of the bi-quadratic equation
For brevity, it has been assumed that both the end conditions and mode 
shapes are symmetric about the beam centre at x =  0. The results, therefore, 
will be restricted to such modes.
(1.3)
or, defining the non-dimensional parameters
(1.4)
(1.5)
a4 + 7r2pa2 — Q2 =  0, ( 1.6)
viz.,
(1.7)
and
( 1.8 )
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Results for particular boundary conditions are now established. For the 
case of simple supports, the cosinusoidal solution u = U cos (2n — 1) 7r£, U 
constant and n the frequency number, which satisfies the conditions of zero 
end displacement and curvature, substituted into Eq- 1.5 gives the frequency 
equation
= (2n -  l)7r2 ((2n -  l)2 - p ) 2 . (1.9)
Eq- 1.9 shows that for a simply supported beam, the natural frequencies are 
parabolic functions of the axial load. It is clear, and a point worth noting, 
that fln —> 0 as p —> (2n — l)2, showing that the nth frequency vanishes 
when Pn = (2n — l)2, i.e., at the nth Euler buckling load. Of course,
only instability at n = 1 has any physical significance, the cases when n > 1 
being purely of academic interest.
For a fixed-fixed beam, consider that the modes, which are restricted to 
being symmetric, are expressible as the even functions
u =  U\ cosai£ +  C/2cosq2 ^, (1-10)
which, when subjected to the boundary conditions u ( ± |)  = d u (± |)  /dx = 
0, lead to the frequency equation
ai tanh ^  tanh ^  =  0. (1-H)
The approach for a free-free beam is identical, except that the boundary 
conditions are more involved. Since both ends are free, it is obvious that the 
bending moments there, and therefore curvatures, are zero: d?u (± |)  /dx2 =
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0. The transverse force at the ends, however, is comprised of the shear force,
Solution of these equations establishes the load-frequency loci of Fig. 1.1, 
such as are found in Shaker (1975), Bokaian (1988) and Bokaian (1990). 
These references further include other boundary conditions, combinations of 
boundary conditions, analysis of non-symmetric modes and the variations
simple supports, the Euler and vibration modes are of the same form so
tion is perfectly parabolic; the remaining relations are near parabolic. The 
frequency-load figure shows that for free-free and simple-simple boundary 
conditions, the frequencies of the beams vanish at the same load, a con­
sequence of both having the same fundamental Euler load. For fixed-fixed 
boundary conditions, the fundamental Euler load is fourfold larger with the 
frequency seen to vanish at a value of p = 4. At zero load, a simply supported 
beam has non-dimensional frequency = 7r2 , with fixed-fixed and free-free 
beams both having non-dimensional frequency Q, = 22.373.
Stephen (1989) uses the exact results of Bokaian to test the upper bound
E l (d3u/dx3) and the axial force component P (du/dx). Hence the boundary 
constraints on Eq- 1.10, for a free-free beam, are
( 1 .12)
giving
a3 tanh ——  a\ tanh —^ =  0. 
1 2 2 2 (1.13)
of the mode shapes with respect to axial force. Note that for a beam with
that there is no disturbance to the mode shape and the load-frequency rela-
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Figure 1.1: Classic beam frequency-load loci for three boundary conditions: ---------------
free-free; • — • — • — • fixed-fixed; — — — — simple-simple.
approximation to the fundamental frequencies of beams with various bound­
ary conditions, as given by the Rayleigh quotient, and the lower bound ap­
proximation as given by the equation of Galef (1968):
u;(P)2 ^ (  0)2 ( l - - g ) ,  (1.14)
where u, P  and Pe are respectively fundamental frequency, load and Euler 
buckling load. The author finds that the shortfalls in both the upper and 
lower bound approximations may be attributed to the dissimilarity between 
the static buckling and fundamental vibration modes of the beams, with the 
error increasing closer to buckling. Consequently, the upper and lower bound 
solutions coincide with each other and with the exact solution for the case of 
a simply supported beam since its buckling and vibratory mode shapes are 
identical.
Laura (1992) notes that following Bokaian’s treatment of axially loaded 
Euler-Bernoulli beams, no effort has been made to account for the dynam­
ics of axially loaded Timoshenko beams, which further account for shear
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deformation as well as rotary inertia. Abrahamovich (1992) then develops 
the characteristic equations for the natural frequencies of compressed Tim­
oshenko beams subject to ten different sets of boundary conditions. Only 
combinations of simple and hinged supports admit closed form solutions. 
For these boundary conditions, the given theory indicates that the u;2-load 
relations are similar to what is indicated by the Euler-Bernoulli theory, but 
that a slight non-linearity is present, which increases with the radius of gy­
ration of the beam (i.e., as the shear deformations of the beam become more 
significant).
Extensive research into axially loaded beams has revealed interesting 
phenomena. Liu et al. (1996) discover the fundamental mode of a tensed, 
free-free beam, previously overlooked, which is essentially the result of ax­
ial tension transforming the pitching rigid body mode into a strain mode; 
the frequency and mode shape of this mode are determined analytically and 
confirmed using a finite element formulation. Virgin and Plaut (1993) study 
the forced linear vibrations of a beam under tensile and compressive axial 
load with various boundary conditions. It is found that axial compression 
decreases the magnitudes of the frequencies and increases the vibration am­
plitude. The dynamics of the post-buckled state of a perfectly symmetric 
beam axe studied by Virgin (1985), who shows that the u;2-load relation ini­
tially following buckling is also linear but has a slope of —2 times that of 
the pre-buckled beam. Przybylski (2000) extends the work of Tomski et al. 
(1998) to analyse the effects of prestress on the vibrations of a two member
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column excited by a follower force (an axial force that remains tangential to 
a deflected member). Amongst the findings are that prestress alters the in­
stability mechanism under external load from flutter to divergence and that, 
although it acts to lower the critical external load, prestress may be used as 
a means of passive vibration control. Naguleswaran (2004) investigates the 
dynamics of a prismatic, Euler-Bernoulli beam subject to a linearly varying 
axial force with a constant component, and with a variety of boundary con­
ditions, and finds that the Euler load and the vanishing of the fundamental 
frequency are again coincident.
Laura et al. (1983) find success in using polynomial functions to approx­
imate the transverse vibrations of axially loaded, continuous beams with 
concentrated masses at span-wise locations. Jensen (2000) shows that high 
frequency, axial vibrations of an axially loaded, simply supported beam can 
increase its Euler load, although the beam may assume stable, buckled equi­
libria.
Knowing the frequency-load relations for a variety of boundary condi­
tions, it is natural to want to utilise this for identifying the axial force in a 
beam. The identification of axial force in struts through inference from ob­
served natural frequencies is outlined by Stephens (1936) and, exacting this, 
Lurie (1951), who also seeks to determine the degree of end fixity. Sundarara- 
jan (1992) contributes by proposing a simple secant method, utilising the 
quasi-linear u/2-load relation of beams (linear for a simply supported beam), 
of approximating the fundamental frequency of an axially loaded beam, or
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Figure 1.2: Frequency identification of mass-modified structures, as suggested by Sun-
dararajan (1992): D, original structure; D', modified structure;--------------- approximating
functions.
other simple structure, by using a reference structure of the same stiffness 
distribution and therefore the same Euler buckling load. The method is suit­
able for estimating frequency values at loaded states of a structure that has 
been modified in terms of its mass distribution from an original structure, 
provided there is knowledge of the frequencies at zero load for both struc­
tures and that a further frequency is known for the original structure at some 
loaded state. This is illustrated by Fig. 1.2, from which it can be appreciated 
that the fundamental frequency approximation is
J  (P2)2 «  J  (0)2 + ( « (Pi)2 -  <0 (0)2) • (1.15)
u;(0) P i
Although not stated by Sundararajan, Eq- 1.15 can alternatively be for­
mulated as a force identification method:
Such means of force identification are appealing in that they are passive 
and effective, but they do not analogise in an obvious way to intricate assem­
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blies of members in frameworks, where there can exist severe distortions to 
the lj2 loci due to dynamic system coupling. Not having closed form solutions 
or simple, approximating models necessitates the use of finite element models 
for force identification in more complex structures, such as space frames, as 
outlined in this thesis.
1.2 Static and K inem atic Effects o f Variation  
in Frame M em ber Lengths
In many engineering fields, aerospace, civil, mechanical and oceanic alike, 
beams exist collectively in space frames. Changes in member lengths may 
be imposed on a frame without axial forces developing if it is statically de­
terminate. The effect here is to alter the structural geometry as there are no 
redundant members restraining the movement of the structure. Indeed, such 
geometric alterations are prescribed to statically determinate frames such as 
antenna reflectors, where shape precision is of the utmost importance.
Utku et al. (1991) discuss the employment of actuators for incremental 
geometry control in determinate frames. The authors note that for small 
length adjustments, such as prevention of deviation from a desired geome­
try, piezoelectric or heat actuators suffice, whereas for situations requiring 
greater movement, hydraulic actuators are necessary. The study includes an 
example of one of the points of a crane moving along a prescribed trajectory, 
with two of the ten members forming the structure being length-adjustable. 
Haftka (1984), and later Haftka and Adelman (1985), investigate static shape
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control by the prescription of forces and temperatures to members. The ex­
ample of a beam shows that the effectiveness of actuation decreases rapidly 
as the wavelength of geometrical disturbance decreases, while for a tetrahe­
dron module antenna finite element model a factor fifty reduction in thermal 
distortion is achieved by having seven of the four hundred and twenty rod 
members as controls. In two related works, Bushnell (1979a) and Bushnell 
(1979b), an attempt is made to control the surface shape of an axisymmetric 
shell using force actuators and actuators that produce self-equilibrating cou­
ples, indicating that the latter are more suitable for mirror reflector surface 
control.
It is in statically indeterminate or redundant frames that member strains 
generate force distribution throughout the structure, and the objectives for 
inducing these may be static or dynamic in nature. However, as Hanaor 
(1988) indicates, indeterminate structures can themselves be divided into 
kinematically determinate and kinematically indeterminate classes, and al­
though prestress can be induced by virtue of their static indeterminacy, the 
latter class of structures, which includes cable networks and tensegrity struc­
tures, rely on prestress for geometric integrity and possess infintessimal mech­
anisms. Hanaor goes on to develop an algorithm for the design and optimisa­
tion of prestressed structures of both classes. An interesting study by Tarnai 
(1980) shows that a class of cyclically symmetric frame that is statically 
and kinematically determinate can, through pure geometry change, become 
prestressable even with the conservation of topology.
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Stressless geometry control of redundant frames is still a possibility, as is 
demonstrated by Ramesh et al. (1991), but as the authors note the redun­
dancy is computationally prohibitive to the objective.
As mentioned in many of these studies, including that of Hanaor and 
Levy (1985), a large proportion of space structures are designed for very 
small external load, meaning that self-equilibrating, internal member forces 
may become the dominant design consideration.
As well as for geometry control, a number of algorithms have been de­
veloped for optimising indeterminate space frames with static equilibrium or 
stability constraints. Hanaor (1988) suggests an algorithm derived from the 
flexibility method with the objective of optimising prestress effects on struc­
tural capacity, i.e., the amount of external load a structure can withstand. 
The formulation is intended for frames whose design is governed by the buck­
ling of a critical member. N.B. As acknowledged by Cilley (1900), if weight 
is to be the objective function, then it is clear that an optimised structure 
will be determinate, that is to say a frame needs the minimum number of 
members to prevent it from becoming mechanistic, and in a complete state 
of stress (i.e., use is made of all members to resist an external load). Spillers 
and Levy (1984), however, discover that this is also true in their force optimi­
sation results for a prestressed, redundant truss with two loading conditions, 
but note that without prestress the optimal design for the indeterminate 
frame is not in a state of complete stress. Essentially, this suggests that pre- 
stress helps, when the structure is externally loaded, in a way that relieves
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otherwise over-stressed members and utilises the redundancies; without pre­
stress, this extra structural strength is not utilised. Holnicki-Szulc (1979) 
and Levy and Hanaor (1991) show similar findings for singly-loaded trusses 
with, respectively, network theory and realisability theorems.
Notwithstanding the fact that static determinacy is synonymous with 
optimal design for static criteria, many structures are redundant for other 
reasons. Hanaor and Levy (1985) and Levy and Hanaor (1991) state that 
the minimum number of bars that need to be prestressed in an indeterminate 
structure in order to realise an optimum force system is equal to the number 
of redundant bars it comprises. Balut; and Gioncu (1990) identify, in their 
discussion of geometrical tolerance effects on space frame behaviour, that 
prestress and the degree of redundancy are closely related. Indeed, as Greene 
(1983) and Hanaor and Levy (1985) state,
Axiom 1.2.1 ‘The number of linearly independent force distrib­
utions in a statically indeterminate frame is equal to the degree 
of internal redundancy. ’
Hanaor and Levy also discuss the way in which prestress enhances space truss 
design through utilisation of the compressive capacity of nominally tensile 
members. The objective of maximising the overall elastic limit load capacity 
through imposing lack-of-fit is investigated as well as the consequent min­
imisation of weight. It is decided that prestress should be provided through 
straining just a nominated set of redundant members. It is seen that the 
lack-of-fit pattern, i.e., the locations of the strained redundancies, suggested
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by the algorithm therein is generally asymmetric, even for symmetric frames 
experiencing symmetric external forces, although the resulting, induced force 
distribution may well be symmetric. For fundamentally different patterns of 
imposed lack-of-fit, very similar force distributions result, whereas displace­
ments are significantly different. The nature of these straining patterns, 
and the force distributions they induce, are later discussed in the following 
chapter and are exemplified in Ch. 5, and Ch. 7. There is the possibility 
of doubling the load capacity or halving the structural weight by imposing 
lack-of-fit; Holnicki-Szulc (1979) previously provided similar findings. Im­
portantly, Spillers and Levy (1984) note that
Axiom 1.2.2 ‘Any state of equilibrium can be realised through 
the prescription of member forces.’
Balut; and Gioncu (1990) show that effects due to the existence or natural 
onset of lack-of-fit can be relieved by adjustable joints, but that there is a 
limit to the degree of accommodation that can be provided.
As Alpay and Utku (1973) indicate, loading of space structures may be 
random and non-deterministic. Greene (1983) uses an approach to evaluate 
the effects of random member length changes on the geometric accuracy 
and force distribution in antenna trusses statistically. Many deterministic, 
linear finite element analyses are performed with each member length error 
generated randomly per evaluation, in a Monte Carlo study. The resulting 
statistical properties are then used, with comparison to an ideal truss state, 
to appreciate the accuracy that can be met. Among the conclusions are
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that a greater number of truss members decreases geometrical error whilst 
increasing the residual member forces, which is in concordance with concepts 
outlined hitherto, i.e., that a greater number of members is prohibitive to 
geometric control. Also, as the number of members increases, the static 
behaviour of the antennae tends to that of an equivalent continuum structure. 
(If the reader is interested, Rong et al. (2000) demonstrate the behaviour of a 
continuum structure, under dynamic constraints, as material is progressively 
taken away from it.) Similarly, Hedgepeth (1982) uses a statistical approach 
for the appreciation of random member imperfection errors and shows that 
for a very general class of structure the mean-square surface distortion is 
proportional to the sum of the inverse square of the vibration frequencies of 
the structure with an appropriately chosen mass distribution.
1.3 D ynam ic Effects o f Load in Space Frames
Dynamic control is of great importance in space structures, where varying 
thermal fields and a lightly damped environment, combined with the struc­
tural properties of light weight and high flexibility, call for adaptive struc­
tures. That is to say, such structures must be able to adjust their properties 
in order to withstand a variety of factors. Prestressing as a vibration control­
ling measure has received attention in the literature amongst other methods, 
such as those that modify the stiffness, mass and damping of a frame. It is 
appealing, perhaps due to the fact that the inherent properties of a skeletal 
frame can be utilised for control as opposed to having to alter the structural
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form through the addition of structural components or dampers. Such alter­
natives would be particularly difficult for structures in space and prestress 
offers a means of remotely manipulating frames.
Using a finite element analysis, Natori and Iwasaki (1987) inspect the 
geometric and dynamic adaptiveness of indeterminate frames formed by the 
tessellation of octet1 modules, and determinate frames created from them by 
the systematic removal of redundant members. Global curvatures in such 
frames, one module in amplitude, are achieved by length deviation in either 
the top and bottom members or the diagonal members, the former being 
analogous to bending and the latter shearing, with the bending effect having 
the greatest bearing on vibration frequencies. Unlike with a determinate 
frame, the actuation to induce these curvatures in an indeterminate frame 
must be provided synchronously in the assigned members so that internal 
loads do not exceed their critical values.
Anderson and Nimmo (1985) investigate, using the finite element method, 
member strain effects on statically determinate platforms with comparison to 
analogous, indeterminate platforms having identical size and joint arrange­
ments, thus allowing relative stiffness to be a comparable quantity. The 
indeterminate frames are formed directly from the determinate frames, them­
selves tessellations of braced, cubic, skeletal boxes, by the systematic addition 
of diagonal bracing members. It is found that the indeterminate platforms
have a fundamental frequency an order of magnitude greater than their de­
1An octet is a space-filling shape comprised of one regular octahedron with two regular 
tetrahedra adjoining two of its opposing faces. A space frame comprising octet modules 
is the subject of investigation in Sec. 5.8 and Ch. 7.
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terminate analogues. Furthermore, their mode shapes, markedly different 
from those of the determinate frame platforms, are more akin to those of an 
equivalent, flat plate. This likeness obviously increases with an increasing 
overall platform size. Alternative configurations of members in the determi­
nate frames are analysed to show that frequency increases are possible by 
providing member stiffness in certain directions, but it is apparent that the 
frequency of the redundant analogue is not attainable. The authors note that 
it is unlikely that an equivalent determinate frame could compete with the 
performance of an indeterminate frame. Modifications to statically determi­
nate frames are suggested, without making them redundant, as it is desirable 
to avoid self-equilibrating, internal forces. These additions include members 
having controllable stiffness or locking mechanisms.
Alpay and Utku (1973) develop a program, based on the finite element 
method, to analyse structural response to random excitation of various sys­
tems, skeletal and continuum, under the influence prestress. Howson and 
Williams (1973) explore the natural frequencies of planar frames compris­
ing Timoshenko beam members, both analytically, using the dynamic stiff­
ness matrix method, and experimentally, with each in good agreement. The 
squares of the first four natural frequencies of a fixed aitch-frame are found 
to decrease almost linearly with respect to increasing axial load, which is 
equal in the parallel members, with the fundamental frequency becoming 
zero at the Euler loads of these members. This suggests that the critical 
member within a frame still governs the global dynamics, with its Euler load
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coincident with the vanishing of the global fundamental frequency.
A comprehensive account of the effects of self-equilibrating forces in two 
simple, indeterminate frames is given by Mead (2002). Euler-Bernoulli beams 
are used in two analytical assemblies: two parallel beams joint at their ends 
and a six beam rectangular, cross-braced, planar frame. The stimulation 
for this is to give a qualitative account for the analogous effects in thermally 
stressed rectangular plates, the topic of a later work by Mead (2003). The ob­
jective is also to examine the effects of simultaneous tensile and compressive 
forces on the global frequencies of a frame. As Lord Rayleigh (1877), Shaker 
(1975), Bokaian (1988) and Bokaian (1990) demonstrate, the frequencies of 
bars and beams increase with tensile axial force and decrease with compres­
sive axial force, the fundamental frequency vanishing when the Euler buckling 
load is reached, but the influence of global static force interaction on frame 
dynamics remains open to enquiry. Although only the symmetric modes of 
vibration normal to the planes of the frames are considered by Mead, many 
practical conclusions are made. For both of the frames studied, it is found 
that the fundamental frequency of the global system, like that of a single 
beam under compression, vanishes when the Euler buckling load of the most 
critical frame member is accomplished (this is also found by Ovunc (1980) 
in a matrix analysis of the effects of axial load on framework dynamics, and, 
as just mentioned, Howson and Williams). It is the relative buckling loads 
of the constituent members that dictate whether the global fundamental fre­
quency will initially rise or fall as a particular member is compressed but
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ultimately, this will vanish. Further, the variation of the second mode with 
respect to the axial force in any component member is always complimentary 
to the first. These comments are indicative of a phenomenon known as locus 
veering, which is discussed in some depth ahead in Ch. 4. The systems are 
investigated beyond the fundamental Euler buckling loads (there are two, 
depending on in which ‘direction’ the frame is loaded) to give wide ranges 
of effects on global frequencies. It is thus observed that when buckled, a 
beam within the frame will oscillate with large amplitude and its affects on 
neighbouring beams are dependent upon the joint fixity condition: if pinned, 
the remaining beams will oscillate in rigid body modes, but if fixed they will 
be rigid over their central portion and flexible towards their ends. Ovunc 
similarly finds that at buckling, members away from the local buckling will 
experience rigid body motion without internal strains and stresses.
An earlier study by Przybylski et al. (1996) reports on a two member, par­
allel beam model, as covered by Mead. Though not as detailed, many effects 
on the vibration modes are included: variations of external axial load, axial 
and flexural rigidity distributions and mass distributions between the beams, 
as well as variations in internal prestress. Experimental data are compared to 
analytical results, which concern at most the first two natural frequencies. It 
is found that any change in prestress from a zero state, positive or negative, 
entails a decrease in the frequencies observed. (N.B. Here, the second mode is 
asymmetric and its variation is not complimentary to that of the symmetric, 
fundamental mode.) The variation of the first frequency agrees with Mead,
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and, as implied, for a frame comprising members of equal stiffnesses, the fre­
quency is governed by the member in compression and therefore decreases; 
the frequency of the second, asymmetric mode follows the same pattern as 
the fundamental mode in the force range investigated. Conclusions are that 
the parameters investigated can be appropriately attributed to a system of 
members to passively control its natural frequencies, with greater asymmetry 
in parameter distribution providing greater variations in frequency.
Baycan et al. (1991) methodically express stiffness changes in indetermi­
nate frames in terms of internal member strains, using a matrix formulation, 
with the intent of controlling vibration. The object is to manipulate the 
dynamics of a structure by modifying one of its three governing aspects: 
mass, stiffness and damping distributions. Although the geometric stiffness 
of a structure is in value very small compared to its material stiffness below 
yield, for the transverse modes of a planar truss, where the aforementioned 
stiffnesses are in different directions, the member forces become significant. 
It is found that for small member strains, upper bound estimations of the 
frequencies can be obtained by the application of perturbation theory to the 
eigenvalue problem (q.v. Eq- 2.5).
Xiaocheng (1999) assesses the coupling effects of static, thermal and dy­
namic load on a simply supported beam and a continuum structure. The 
prestress, essentially caused by the static and thermal loads, is successfully 
accounted for by the finite element method and the effects on modal parame­
ters agree well with analytical solutions. Indeed, the prospect of identifying
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force by the methods explored in this thesis rely on the ability of a finite 
element model to describe the physics of a frame.
Considerable disturbances to modal parameters due to residual stress and 
prestress in indeterminate structures are investigated by Lieven and Greening 
(2001). The work includes experimental and finite element investigations of 
the effects of axial stresses on the transverse modes of a structure identical to 
the analytical frame of Mead (2002). Stress stiffening effects are included in 
a finite element model and load identification using Newton’s method is per­
formed. As shown by Mead, unlike for a single beam, the global frequencies 
reallocate in the spectrum by different amounts and in different directions 
with applied tension or compression. In one instance, the frequencies even 
exchange locations in the spectrum. This is indicative of a phenomenon 
known as loci coalescence, discussed in depth ahead in Ch. 4, and is essen­
tially a load-wise crossing of the frequencies. The difficulty in correlating 
modes is attributed to geometrical variations by the authors, but, as will be 
shown in this thesis, deterioration in modal correlation can be solely due to 
the effects of load. A conclusion is made in which the prospect of identifying 
axial forces by using modal data in a wider range of problems is viewed as a 
distinct possibility.
In a later work, the previously investigated force identification method 
is further reviewed by Greening and Lieven (2003). This is an extension 
of undertakings of Stephens (1936) and Lurie (1951), which explore using 
dynamic measurement to quantify axial force and the degree of boundary
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condition, or joint, fixity in columns — Sundararajan (1992) also contributes 
to this field with a method, which, although primitive, is analogous to the 
finite element method application of Greening and Lieven. The rectangular, 
cross-braced, planar frame is again used for illustration in a finite element 
model updating process, using Newton’s method, that has each of the six 
member forces as variable parameters. A comparison of the converged axial 
forces to static strain gauge measurements indicates reasonable success in 
the method. A detailed account of employing Newton’s method to identify 
static forces in planar frames is given by Greening (1999), which forms the 
foundation of the work in this thesis.
The effects of prestress on a narrow frequency band of a fifteen times 
indeterminate frame are investigated by Holnicki-Szulc and Haftka (1992) 
using a finite element formulation accounting for geometric stiffness. Their 
intent is to control vibration, not by displacing frequencies from a specific 
range, as, the authors state, it is unlikely that these can be distanced enough 
in the spectrum such that their effects become negligible, but to manipulate 
by prestressing the mode shapes to mitigate amplitudes in specified regions. 
The aim is to coincide modal nodes with critical regions, but the authors 
appreciate that this is not possible to achieve with a considerable number 
of modes. It is felt that the actuators that pre-exist in adaptive structures 
could be utilised for the above purpose. If enough members were to have 
actuation, then each force distribution could be investigated to determine 
the optimal prestress condition, but this is recognised as being unrealistic
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and inefficient. The optimisation of the amount of prestress documented in 
the study is only a proceeding of optimum actuator placement, which is now 
discussed.
1.4 Frame A ctuation
It has been seen that stressing may be used to control the geometry of a space 
frame. It may be the case that internal forces need to be prescribed to a space 
frame, perhaps to counter static forces that have naturally arisen or, more 
relevantly to the present issue, manipulate the frame dynamics. For example, 
it has been seen that, amongst a number of works, Holnicki-Szulc and Haftka 
(1992) apply such prestress to suppress modes shapes at designated locations 
while Baycan et al. (1991) do so to manipulate the frequency spectrum itself. 
Lu et al. (1999) show that the response of a seismic structure can be mitigated 
by active members. For these ends, actuators, capable of applying tensile and 
compressive axial forces, are incorporated into frames transforming them into 
what are known as adaptive structures. The distribution of actuators within 
frames has itself formed an important subject of research, recently receiving 
much attention.
Das et al. (1991) set down explicitly the feasibility of simultaneous dis­
placement and force distribution control in frames of varying determinacy 
in terms of the number of actuators, the number of independent degrees of 
freedom at precision locations and the degree of redundancy. Specifically, 
it is shown that, if n is the degree of structural redundancy with inde­
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pendent degrees of freedom requiring geometry control, then the number of 
actuators required for exact geometry control of these degrees of freedom 
without inducing stress is
na =  n^ +  n. (1-17)
Exact geometry control is further possible if the following conditions are met, 
but stress induction will result:
< na < +  n, n > 1. (1-18)
This also directly implies that a space frame may be prestressed without 
disturbance to precision points. The authors show that n actuators are re­
quired to control all member forces, which is a consequence of Axioms 1.2.1 
and 1.2.2.
A scheme for placing a limited number of actuators within indeterminate 
structures is given and is based on assignment of a determinate sub-structure 
from which the indeterminate structure is developed, if known; the scheme 
differs depending on whether this substructure is known or not. A subop- 
timal solution, developed from combining weighted solutions to geometry 
control and to force distribution control, is also suggested. The concept of 
including additional redundant members so that prestress is better distrib­
uted is explored. This motivates interest in the flow of force through frames 
of differing degrees of redundancy.
Jalihal et al. (1996) present work that gives algorithms placing additional, 
actuator-mounted, redundant members in determinate frames to ensure a
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completely stressed structure for the overcoming of joint slackness. Without 
proper placement it is found that increasing the number of actuators is fu­
tile in achieving complete stress. Once the optimal prestresses are found, a 
measure to prevent local and global buckling is suggested.
The intricacy of the problem of placing an increasing number of actuators 
for vibration control is recognised by Chen et al. (1989) and is surmounted 
by the use of a developed algorithm that provides approximate solutions to 
passive and active member location2. Analysis of a very large structural 
system is thus made possible. In the context of this work, optimality is 
based upon the maximisation of the rate at which energy is dissipated in a 
structure, since this is indicative of the extent of damping augmentation; the 
limited approach of striving to attain specific dynamic characteristics is not 
sought. The addition or removal of actuators results in a discrete change 
in the structural response and the authors note this entails the optimisa­
tion problem being generally more irksome than a continuous optimisation. 
The proposed methodology includes steps to overcome stagnation in a lo­
cal optimum, an obstacle that most iterative improvement techniques face. 
The heuristic technique outlined, which has the capability of discovering 
the global optimum solution to the placement problem, is named the an­
nealing technique on account of its analogy to the gradual cooling of highly 
energised atoms in a solid, characterised by overall energy dissipation, with
occasional energy upsurges, to a crystalline state; normal iterative techniques
2Within a frame, a passive member is one that passively controls vibration and whose 
properties are fixed, for example a member fitted with a damper; an active member, in 
the present context, can be force-actuated based on feedback data from a sensor.
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are similarly analogised to quenching or rapid cooling to a state lacking or­
der. Non-improving solutions are accepted by the technique according to the 
Boltzmann probability function in order that the iteration does not settle at a 
local optimum. Subsequent realisations are created by random perturbations 
to the current realisation, and again this is in analogy to material cooling; the 
best solution is always noted. Implementations of the method are included 
in which a combination of active and passive actuators are optimally placed 
in a cantilevered boom and in a hundred and fifty member tetrahedral space 
frame (N.B. the combinatorial problem of placing the ten actuators in the 
latter frame has in excess of a quadrillion solutions — but the authors state 
from experience that the algorithm functions better for larger problems).
Haftka (1984) notes the difficulty in anticipating the dynamic distur­
bances of frames and hence in placing actuators and how for any given ac­
tuator configuration there exists some uncontrollable disturbance or distur­
bances. Thus design against the worst disturbance to be experienced is not 
always possible. An internally indeterminate, externally determinate frame 
subject to large wavelength, and hence slowly varying, disturbances is opti­
mally fitted with controls; small wavelength disturbances are neglected on 
grounds that they are associated with small amplitudes and are therefore of 
lesser concern.
Other works regarding the optimal placement of active members in space 
frames include Mackiewicz et al. (1995) and Gao et al. (2003), who concen­
trate on the placement of sensors for the benefit of actuation; a recent liter-
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ature review on mode shape control through actuation is offered by Irschik 
(2002).
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Chapter 2 
Problem Formulation
The previous chapter showed that the frequencies of a single beam can be for­
mulated as explicit functions of the axial load it experiences. In this case, the 
identification of load from a given frequency would be a trivial inverse prob­
lem. This is not practical for more complex systems, such as space frames, 
since the explicit load dependency of the frequencies is by no means easily 
derived. However, frequencies and mode shapes may be evaluated at discrete 
load values through modelling the mass and stiffness distributions and solving 
the resulting eigenvalue problem. Static load effects are included through a 
geometric stiffness matrix, which modifies the total stiffness by accounting for 
the changes in flexural stiffness due to axial forces. With the frequencies and 
mode shapes functions of load, Newton’s method provides an iterative means 
for solving the force identification problem of finding the magnitude of load 
from a given set of measured frame frequencies. The concept of how overall 
equilibrium can be described by force distribution superposition is outlined.
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2.1 The Eigenproblem
Newton’s second law of motion for the time-dependent displacement u (t) 
can be expressed for the free vibration of an undamped, axially loaded space 
frame in terms of its distributions of mass M, structural stiffness K and 
geometric stiffness G as
rj2
M - ^  + K u + Gu =  0. (2.1)
The geometric stiffness is a function of the distribution of axial forces and 
all of its elements are linear functions of some scalar parameter, P, char­
acterising the extent of loading in an entire force distribution. This differs 
from the approach investigated by Greening (1999), in which the sought root 
parameter is a particular member force. Such a formulation necessitates find­
ing all t  frame member forces of a distribution independently and makes no 
use of a priori equilibrium knowledge. Although there may be a number of 
force distributions, n, the number of members, i, is always much larger, and 
so by imposing equilibrium constraints, the computational cost associated 
with finding all of the member forces is greatly diminished in the current 
formulation.
The matrix G is assembled from I  elemental, geometric stiffness matrices, 
Ge, one corresponding to each of the i  members and accounting for the effects 
of each of the member forces. These member matrices are added to the 
elements of G according to the degrees of freedom at the member ends. No 
thorough account of the well established finite element method is given here,
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but details can be found in, for example, Przemieniecki (1968) and Cook 
(1974). The three-dimensional beam, elemental, geometric stiffness matrix 
Ge used is given in Appendix A and accounts for the interaction of axial 
force with bending in the principal directions, St Venant torsion and flexural 
shear as the element vibrates. Further, the structural and geometric stiffness 
matrices are consistent in the sense that for every first order stiffness term 
in the former, there is a corresponding second order term in the latter. N.B. 
The factors of each Ge account for the relative values of axial force in a 
given force distribution, i.e., for a given distribution all i  scalars form a 
normalised set of forces in equilibrium. These are actually the elements of 
an equilibrium matrix, the concept of which is introduced in Sec. 2.4.
It is convenient to express the geometric stiffness as
where, as mentioned, P  is some scalar describing the magnitude of load in the 
entire frame and G is consequently a geometric stiffness shell, independent of 
the level of load but whose form is dictated by the pattern of load, by virtue 
of the factors of all the t  matrices Ge.
Let the non-dimensional load parameter p be defined as previously in Eq-
G =  PG, (2.2)
1.4
PI2 (2.3)
so that
G = pP+G, (2.4)
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where P£ = is the fundamental Euler load1 when the frame is loaded 
such that the member, of effective length Z, to buckle at the lowest value of \P\ 
is in compression. Subsequently, , where tel > 1*51 , is the fundamental 
Euler load when the frame is loaded in the opposite direction so that the 
aforementioned member is in tension at buckling. The parameter p is used 
in most of the demonstrative, numerical simulations in this thesis; P  is used 
where actual, experimentally determined data are involved.
Assuming the frame oscillates in simple harmonic motion at a particular 
frequency lj, u  = ucos (ut +  0), the differential Eq- 2.1 leads to
(K +  pP+G -  ArM) 0 r =  0. (2.5)
Eq- 2.5 is an eigenvalue problem in which Ar is the rth eigenvalue and <f)r its 
associated eigenvector. Circular frequencies are given by
ur = y /K  (2.6)
and the eigenvectors describing the vibration mode shapes, = [<f>\ • • • 
can be made to exhibit mass-orthonormality:
=  I. (2.7)
The characteristic polynomial of the eigenproblem Eq- 2.5 has a zero at
its origin of multiplicity D relating to as many rigid body modes. Hence, it
1This is of course the Euler load according to the mathematical, dynamic model, and is 
defined as that which causes the fundamental strain vibration mode frequency to vanish. 
Consequently, it is assumed that the Euler load is expressible as Pg =  n p 1, with all 
of the variability attributable to the effective length I, which depends upon the relative 
stiffnesses of the other members intersecting at the member ends.
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happens to be that
Ad+i — ► 0+ as p — >1 (2.8)
and
Ad+i — ► 0+ as p (2.9)
where Xd + i is the eigenvalue representative of the fundamental, strain mode 
frequency. In most subsequent circumstances, the rigid body modes are 
ignored, so that modal designation commences with the fundamental, strain 
mode.
For a frame with n force distributions, n > 1, the associated eigenvalue 
problem can be expressed as
For the geometric stiffness matrices to be algebraically added in this way, 
it has to be assumed that loading in one force distribution does not affect 
the way in which subsequent distributions load by virtue of changes in axial 
stiffnesses. This is a very reasonable assumption and the elements of the 
geometric stiffness matrices relating to axial stiffness are very small in com­
parison to those relating to flexural terms. That is to say, the axial loading 
in a force distribution significantly affects the flexural stiffness of the mem­
bers of a frame, but not their axial stiffness. The loading from multiple force 
distributions is, therefore, practically uncoupled and Eqa 2.10 holds.
(K +  Pi&i P2 & 2  + • • • + FnGn — ArM) (f>r =  0. (2 .10)
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2.2 N ew ton ’s M ethod
For generality, identification of force is concerned with a set of n force para­
meters, p = [pi P2  • • • pn]T• Newton’s method provides an iterative means of 
finding an approximation pR to a sought root p® such that, for m  eigenvalues 
A=[AX A2 ••• Am]r ,
A (pR) -  A (p®) «  0; (2.11)
roots are classified in Tab. 2.1.
Newton’s fundamental theorem of calculus states, for a continuous and 
differentiable function A: Mn — ► Mm, m > n,
pfc+Ap
J(p )d p . (2-12)
The multidimensional case is taken as general, in which J  E Kmxn is the 
Jacobian of eigenvalue derivatives whose order is governed by the n linearly 
independent force distributions of a space frame upon which the force para­
meters of the n-tuple p are factors; A is an m-tuple of eigenvalue differences 
such that
A (p*) =  A (pfc) — A (p® ), (2.13)
where A (pfc) and A (p®) are the eigenvalues, respectively at the current
iterate and at the root. Eq- 2.13 is the objective function to be minimised,
i.e., brought to 2.11.
If a first order approximation of the indefinite integral is made, then an
A (pfc + Ap) =  A (pfc) +  J
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affine model2 £ of the eigenvalue functions can be expressed as
<(p* +  Ap) = A ( p * ) + J ( p * :) A p .  (2.14)
Solving for the root of 2.14 leads to the evaluation of the Newton progression
Ap = - J+(p*)  • A (p*=). (2.15)
Decomposing J  into its singular values and vectors,
J  =  U EV r , (2.16)
where U G Mmxm and V G Rnxn are respectively the orthonormal left and 
right singular vector matrices; S  — diag (<t1?. . . ,  an) G Mmxn is a diagonal 
matrix of singular values. The generalised Jacobian inverse in Eqa 2.15 is 
then defined as
J+ = V E +Ur ; (2.17)
£ + = diagfoi1, .. .  , cr”1) G Rnxm. The Newton progression is in this case a 
linear least squares solution of the system of equations.
If rank(3) = n, then this generalised inverse is equal to the Moore- 
Penrose matrix pseudo-inverse
Jt = ( J ^ ) " 1 J r  e  Mnxm. (2.18)
If rank(3) < n the pseudo-inverse is not computable but a non-unique in­
verse can be determined from Eq- 2.17 by zeroing the reciprocals of the zero
2An affine model corresponds to an affine subspace, a line not constrained to pass 
through the origin; a linear subspace is one that necessarily passes through the origin, 
wherefore the term ‘linear’ is not used in this context.
singular values such that £ + =  diag(af  *, . . . ,  cr”1,0, . . . ,  0). Such would be 
the case if the equilibrium of a frame were described by a set of linearly 
dependent force distributions (q.v. Sec. 3.3).
Following the solution of Eq- 2.15, the (k + l) th iterate is
p k+i = p fc +  A p .  (2.19)
Note that in enforcing equilibrium constraints by formulating the root- 
finding problem with scalar factors upon each of the n force distributions, 
p, the dimensionality of Newton’s method is many times smaller than if the 
problem were formulated explicitly with all I  member forces, the approach 
proposed by Greening (1999). This is useful in a number of ways, the most 
obvious of which is the reduced computational cost. Further, much adversity 
is avoided by not iterating through an unnecessarily large number of dimen­
sions (which requires more modes to ensure the system of equations 2.15 is 
at least determined). That is to say, a smaller number of independent para­
meters is more likely to provide a stable path to convergence. Also, having 
too many parameters will probably lead to an ill-conditioned set of equations 
2.15.
If A: Mn — ► Rm is overdetermined, i.e., m > n, then the reasons for 
formulating Eq- 2.12 using eigenvalues and not the eigenvectors are, as noted 
by Mottershead et al. (1996): considerably greater measurement error is 
associated with mode shapes and, as discussed ahead in Sec. 4.1, the mode 
shapes are comparatively insensitive to physical parameters. The eigenvalues 
must of course be sensitive to load and this can be verified by inspecting
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their derivatives.
Importantly, the eigenvalue derivatives should be large in the vicinity 
of a root so that a small error in frequency does not result in a relatively 
large error in the identified load. The validity of an identified load could 
be inspected by discarding modes with small gradients at convergence and 
noting the magnitude of the resulting change in converged value.
2.3 R oot Classification
Ahead in the thesis, references will be made to a number of types of root and 
their associated quantities. It is therefore useful to outline these here.
It is reasonable to assume the true characteristics of the physical frame 
can never be known. Let, however, the experimentally determined eigenpair 
be denoted by A® and 0®, and associated load parameters by p®. These 
load parameters cannot of course solely account for the deviations that the 
experimentally determined eigenpairs mark from the true values. The values 
p® are therefore physically measured, as A® and 0® are determined from a 
modal test.
There is further, and potentially greater, loss of accuracy due to any in­
aptness of the mathematical model representing the physical frame. Assum­
ing convergence is possible, let the analogous quantities in the mathematical 
model be denoted by AR, 0 R and pR. The eigenpairs are assumedly contin­
uous functions of the load parameter, or parameters, and any other of the 
frame properties upon which the model is parameterised. Continuity of the
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Q uantities Description N ature  of accuracy loss
A®, <p®, p® Experimentally-determined Transfer function estima­
tion, data noise, modal pa­
rameter extraction method.
Ar , 0 r , p r Analogous mathematical Inapt modelling, erroneous 
parameter values, neglected 
parameters, insufficient dis­
cretisation.
A*, <f>\ p* Well-converged Open-endedness of iterative 
solution.
Table 2.1: Root classification and accuracy loss.
eigenpairs is discussed throughout Ch. 3 and Ch. 4.
Newton’s method will iteratively converge upon these values — let the 
well-converged solution quantities be denoted by A*, <f>* and p*; accuracy 
loss here is negligible and greatly decreases with each iteration. Tab. 2.1 
summarises the classification of roots and their associated quantities, and 
shows the accuracy loss at each stage.
2.4 Force Identification
Combining Axioms 1.2.1 and 1.2.2, it is evident that
Axiom 2.4.1 ‘Any state of equilibrium of a statically indeter­
minate frame is expressible as the superposition of a number of 
linearly independent force distributions, equal to the degree of 
redundancy.’
This concept will be used to determine all t  member forces from knowledge 
of just the n converged force parameters p.
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Let p* be the well-converged solution approximating the root pR to some 
specified tolerance. Given the number of frame members £, let E £ ]R*X* 
be the square equilibrium matrix such that the general element is the 
force in the ith frame member corresponding to the distribution induced by 
strain in the j th member. Owing to frame topology and the number of static 
redundancies, E is rank deficient. In fact,
rank (E) = n. (2.20)
This rank n governs the order of the system of equations 2.15 and hence the 
number of linearly independent force distributions that need to be sought. 
By Axiom 1.2.1, n is also equal to the degree of redundancy.
The form of E is readily known for simple frames; for more complex 
frameworks, a static finite element analysis may be necessary and one is 
suggested in Sec. 5.3. Once the rank of the equilibrium matrix is determined, 
the full rank matrix E £ M^ xn can be established from n suitable columns 
of E (in cyclically symmetric frames, there will exist in E sets of identical 
columns). This can be done by using the singular values, <r, of E to inspect 
its effective rank. If ee is some empirically determined threshold, then the 
following conditions should hold:
— > ce, i< n \  (2.21)
ai
— < ee, i > n. (2.22)
In practice, the number of significant singular values is typically obvious and 
ee «  0. If not singular, the condition of E depends upon which columns
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are used, but the matrix is generally well conditioned enough for present 
purposes. The condition of the reduced equilibrium matrix, which com­
pletely describes equilibrium in the finite element model, is important be­
cause the condition of the Jacobian matrix J  is dependent upon it. Cer­
tainly, rank(J) =  rank(E), for J  involving only derivatives with respect 
to load parameters, and, consequently, if E is rank-deficient, so too to the 
same degree is J  — a proof of this result is given in Sec. 3.3. In Ch. 7, 
the force identification problem is actually formulated upon an orthonormal 
set of force distributions so that the reduced equilibrium matrix is of unit 
condition number.
It is costly to populate the entire equilibrium matrix E and determine 
n according to Eq11 2.20. Alternatively, the fact that n satisfies Maxwell’s 
equation can be used:
n =   ^— 36 +  6, (2.23)
where t  is the number of frame members and 6 the number of joints; it is 
necessary to include six degrees of freedom to alleviate the externally mech­
anistic state of the frame. Certainly, Eqa 2.23 holds for the frames in this 
thesis.
Fig. 2.1 shows the construction of the equilibrium matrix for a thrice 
redundant, regular octahedral space frame, from which the physical inter­
pretation of force distribution superposition can be appreciated.
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Upon convergence, the solution to the member forces can then be ex­
pressed as
f* =  Ep*. (2.24)
The full rank of this equilibrium matrix means that the solution to the force 
parameters,
p* =  E +f*, (2.25)
is unique for a given state of frame equilibrium.
2.5 Problem  Condition
If p encompasses parameters other than just those relating to load, then there 
is the potential for the force identification problem to become significantly 
ill-conditioned. For example, if the problem is parameterised with load pa­
rameters in Newtons and member diameter in metres, then the frequencies
will be several orders of magnitude more sensitive to diameter than to load.
Consequently, the Jacobian J  will be ill-conditioned. However, because the 
parameters are arbitrarily scaled, the columns of the Jacobian, ji, j 2 , . . . ,  j n? 
can be weighted to alleviate this ill-conditioning — q.v. Golub and Van Loan 
(1983).
Define
(2.26)H =
li.i l-l
-1 
n  M2llJ ll
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and prescribe, instead of Eq- 2.15, the Newton progression
Ap =  - H  (J(p*)H)+ • A(p*). (2.27)
Note that neither the solution nor the path to it are changed by this manip­
ulation.
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Figure 2.1: Construction of the equilibrium matrix and the physical interpretation of 
force distribution superposition for a thrice redundant, regular octahedral space frame; 
/J = (2(V2 + I))"1.
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Chapter 3 
Eigenpair Derivatives
The Newton progression 1 involves derivatives of a set of eigenvalues with re­
spect to a number of force parameters. The present context requires particular 
attention to the evaluation of eigenvalue, as well as eigenvector, derivatives 
(the latter are required for a scheme detailed in the following chapter). This 
is because of the problems associated with eigenvalues coalescing and of eigen­
values being degenerate and never separating. The literature on evaluating 
eigenpair derivatives is surveyed from the results of Jacobi to the present day. 
The derivatives of both eigenvalues and eigenvectors are seen to be mutually 
dependent. Difficulties presently relevant are described in detail. These in­
clude the particular treatment of degenerate eigenvalues in terms of preserv­
ing function continuity of the eigenpairs for differentiability to be observed. 
Consideration is given to the efficiency of derivative evaluation and methods 
are selected from the literature to be used in evaluating eigenpair derivatives 
in the remainder of the thesis. This chapter is largely of academic interest 
and the reader may wish to pass over the material until the closure.
xEqa 2.15
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3.1 Survey o f Literature on Eigenpair D eriv­
atives
Jacobi (1846) derives for the symmetric eigenproblem,
A <f> = \<f>, (3.1)
expressions for the derivatives of the eigenvalues and eigenvector elements 
with respect to elements of the real, symmetric matrix A G MNxN. On the 
condition that the eigenvectors are orthonormal, the eigenvalue derivative 
may be expressed as
dX
dttij = • (3.2)
If the differential of the general matrix element is expressible as daij = Cijdp, 
where is some constant and p a factor of the entire matrix A, and noting 
the total derivative to be the algebraic sum of all derivatives with respect to 
the respective matrix elements,
a > = £ I > - a ^ >  (3-3)i—1 j—1
or, more succinctly,
( 3 -4 )
The latter result is inferred some hundred and twenty years later by Wittrick 
(1962). In a rigorous treatment, Lancaster (1963, 1964) also shows this result 
for the distinct eigenvalues of A and notes the applicability of Newton’s 
method as a numerical approach for solving non-linear matrix problems; the
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derivatives of degenerate eigenvalues are separately treated. The particular 
treatment is later discussed in some depth as there is direct relevance of 
the association between frame spatial symmetry and eigenvalue multiplicity 
and also of eigenvalues coalescing as load varies. Garg (1973) arrives at an 
analogous result to Eq- 3.4 for A complex:
/ A XT\ ^  ^A
on*  =  (A "  AI) d j  + (3 '5)
which requires a more involved solution, in which complex equations are 
separated into two sets of real equations. Rudisill and Chu (1975) present 
numerical methods for evaluating the eigenpair first derivatives and eigen­
value second derivatives of A, which are useful for large eigenproblems in 
the sense that a complete eigensolution is not necessary for a single sought 
derivative.
While these results are of academic note, the structural dynamics formu­
lation is seen to lead to a generalised eigenproblem,
A 0 =  AB <j), (3.6)
where A G M.NxN and B G WiNxN are symmetric, sparse and banded. Fox and 
Kapoor (1968) give expressions for the eigenvalue and eigenvector derivatives, 
which are derived as follows. Rearrangement of the eigenproblem 3.6 and 
premultiplication by <j>T gives
<f>T (A -  AB) <f> = 0. (3.7)
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Partial differentiation with respect to p leads to
d<f>T / * . ,t ( d A . dB 8X_  . ,(A -  AB) (p +  <f)T —-----A—------ — B cf)dp V dp dp dp
+</>T (A -  AB) ^  =  0. (3.8)op
Since <p is a nullspace of the pencil A —AB, and since the latter is a symmetric 
matrix, the outer terms of Eq- 3.8 are zero. Noting the B-normality of the 
eigenvectors, viz.,
<t>TB<p =  1, (3.9)
the eigenvalue derivative is then
d \  ±T( d K  , ® \
With relevance to non-self-adjoint dynamic systems, whose eigenproblems 
involve unequal left and right eigenvectors, i.e.,
A 0 = AB</>, (pT A =  A<pr B, (3-11)
Rogers (1970) and Stewart (1972) analogously derive the eigenvalue deriva­
tive for A general, not necessarily symmetric, real or Hermitian:
(3.12)
d \  _  T f d A  d B \
dp ^  \  dp d p )
where <p is the left eigenvector, in opposition to and not necessarily equal to 
the right eigenvector <j>. It is seen that in the expression for the eigenvalue 
derivative, the premultiplying right and left eigenvectors are interchangeable 
to give results for self-adjoint and non-self-adjoint systems respectively. Plaut
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and Huseyin (1973), Rudisill (1974), and Doughty (1982) also derive Eqa 3.12 
and go on to obtain expressions for the eigenvalue second derivatives in the 
general case; one such expression is given ahead in Eq- 3.18.
The results shown hitherto have assumed distinctness of the eigenvalues. 
Degeneracy of eigenvalues is associated with indeterminacy of their eigen­
vectors; the eigenvectors of a set of degenerate eigenvalues are arbitrary, 
non-unique and generally not orthogonal to one another. That is not to 
say that the degenerate eigenvalue derivative is indeterminate. Indeed, Lan­
caster (1964) shows that the degenerate eigenvalues of the eigenproblem 3.1 
of multiplicity d have first derivatives equal to the eigenvalues of the matrix 
Yr A(1>X, where X and Y are matrices of dimension N  x d satisfying the 
orthonormality condition YTX = I; the existence and determination of such 
matrices is discussed by the author. A similar result for the derivatives of 
degenerate, general eigenvalues of eigenproblem 3.6 is seen ahead. While 
the work of Lancaster concerns matrices of simple structure and is only ap­
plicable to the first order form of the governing equations, Simpson (1976) 
proposes a method, based on modal control theory, of determining the eigen- 
pair derivatives, which is applicable to degenerate eigenvalues and has the 
potential to cope with higher derivatives.
Taylor and Kane (1975) investigate the eigenpair derivatives, including 
explicitly the eigenvector second derivatives, for the quadratic eigenproblem, 
as arises in damped dynamic systems:
(A +  AB + A2C) <f> = 0, (3.13)
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where C is a damping matrix; the system matrices are taken to be dependent 
on multiple parameters. For multiparameter eigenproblems, the eigenvectors 
of degenerate eigenvalues may not necessarily be analytic functions of the 
parameters, as noted by Taylor and Kane. In this case, evaluation of mixed 
derivatives is not possible, a problem not encountered by Lancaster, who 
studied the single parameter case. Andrew (1978, 1979) extends the itera­
tive eigenpair derivative evaluation of Rudisill and Chu (1975) and also finds 
difficulties near degeneracy of an A dependent on multiple parameters. Chu
(1990) investigates the eigenvalues of matrices dependent on several parame­
ters and analyses degenerate eigenvalues through their weighted mean over 
the various parameters p. Hou and Kenny (1992) treat the multiparameter 
eigenproblem in the presence of degenerate eigenvalues by reparameterising 
in terms of a single parameter in the neighbourhood of degeneracy and thus 
approximate the eigenpair derivatives.
It is useful at this point to discuss the classification of degeneracy. Degen­
eracy may be transitory or existing only at a particular value of the parameter 
p; degeneracy may also be permanent in the sense that an eigenvalue is de­
generate for all values of p. This can happen if the parameter upon which 
the eigenproblem is dependent varies a space frame in a way that conserves 
symmetry, and so certain eigenvalues are not able to separate. An example 
is a symmetric frame dependent upon a symmetric force distribution. There 
may of course be intermediate cases of semi-permanent degeneracy. Further, 
eigenvalues may be transitorily coalesced in different ways and it is useful to
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speak of orders of coalescence. The intersection of eigenvalues in a first or­
der coalescence, which is the type most commonly experienced in structural 
dynamics problems, is associated with degeneracy of the eigenvalues but dis­
tinctness of all of their derivatives. To generalise, a qth order coalescence 
is defined as one in which only the qth derivative and higher are distinct. 
Permanent degeneracy is itself an 0 0 th order coalescence, where the space 
spanned by the associated eigenvectors is indeterminate. Fig. 3.1 illustrates 
the various types of degeneracy.
P
V
V
P
Figure 3.1: Types of eigenvalue degeneracy: (a) distinctness; (b) first order transitory; 
(c) second order transitory; (d) permanent.
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Haug and Rousselet (1980) discuss the differentiability of transitorily co­
alesced eigenvalues using the order-2 linear operator
A ( * , » ) = ( £  _* ) ,  (3.14)
the eigenvalues of which are A± =  ±-y/pf~Tp|. Notwithstanding the self­
adjointness of A, at pi = P2 =  0, where there is a first order coalescence, the 
eigenvalues are not Frechet2 differentiable owing to the arbitrary, numerical 
ordering and subsequent discontinuity of the defined eigenvalue functions. 
Each eigenvalue has four Gateaux3 derivatives at p\ = p2 = 0, depending on 
whether the differential limit is approached from (pf,P2 ) > (P1 1 P2 ) ? (P i»P2 ) 
or (p i ,p i )•
Andrew (1979) notes that the operator
'<.)• {3m)
for a constant, clearly has the same eigenvalues at p =  0 as
A»(p) = ( £  * ) ,  (3.16)
but, unlike A 2 , has eigenvalues that are not Frechet differentiable at p = 0.
While first derivatives are helpful in indicating the results of small per­
turbations to p, second derivatives offer greater insight when there are con­
siderable perturbations. Brandon (1984) uses a perturbation method similar
2 For present purposes, the Frechet derivative is the gradient of a necessarily continuous 
function. Frechet differentiability is a strong definition that requires the Jacobian to satisfy 
lim ||A(pfc+ A p)-A (pfc) - J ( p fc)Ap|| n
Ap—>o----------r a ------------=
3The Gateaux derivative of a locally discontinuous function is directionally dependent; 
there may be many such derivatives depending upon from which direction the differential 
limit is approached. Gateaux differentiability is a weaker definition (cf. definition of 
Frechet differentiability) that only requires the Jacobian to satisfy
lim l|A(pfc+ rA p ) -A (p fc) - J ( p fc) rA p || _  ^
r —+0
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to that employed by Lancaster (1960) for first derivatives to derive the sec­
ond eigenpair derivatives where the A of eigenproblem 3.6 is p-dependent 
while B is constant; the reader may be interested in the related references 
Flax (1985) and Brandon (1985). Brandon (1991) uses the second eigenpair 
derivatives to assess the suitability of Newton’s method, which utilises first 
order function models, in sensitivity analysis; the conclusions are that while 
an affine approximation is not always valid, the computational cost of in­
corporating the second derivatives is considerable and generally prohibitive. 
Wanxie and Gengdong (1986) derive, noting Rayleigh’s principle, an explicit 
expression for the second fundamental eigenvalue derivative, which is further 
applicable to twofold degeneracy of the fundamental eigenvalue:
- 0 f |®  0  0 f  _  A ®  \  ^
N
1 O 0 1 0 1  I Q i  "q  ) 0 12 Dpi 2 2 \Op2 2Op2)  2
T  , , T  ( \- 0 1  ^—0101 ~------Ai—  0 i
2 dp 2 2 2 \ d p \  2 dp2)  2
2 T ( dA . d B \ . . T ( d A  X 0 B \ ,
+  S U - M  1 ( d p i  1 dp1J r r \ d p 2 1 dp2)  1
,T ( d A  x d B \  ' rp ( dA  . 0 B \ , \  ,o .
+( f » w r X i w J  ** f e "Al^ J ^ ) • (317)
It is worth comparing this result to that of Plaut and Huseyin (1973), in Eq-
3.18, for a general, non-defective, non-self-adjoint system. The similarity of 
the two equations is immediately apparent, with the non-summation terms 
completely analogous. There is of course the stipulation that the eigenvalue 
be distinct since the modal summation term involves a denominator that is
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undefined for degenerate eigenvalues, Xr = Xs:
dpidp2^  {fa \dp1dp2 Xsdp\dp2/  
T dB T ( dA  x dB \
d2 . . .  rp { dP A d2B \
T dB T (  dA  dB \
I 1 r  I dA <9B \  T /  dA  d B \
+ §  XiXs-Xr)^* \d p i 3dpi )  r(Pr \dp2 sdp2)
r^ a
1 T f  dA dB \  T ( dA  x d B  ^
N
+  ^  U "  Xs9f J  ^  U ; "  As w  0 r J  ’ ( 318)
in which there are different left and right eigenvectors, ip and 0, respectively.
Jacobi (1846) is the first to study the subject of eigenvector derivatives, giving 
expressions for the derivative of an hth general eigenvector element of the sth 
eigenvector, <j>hS, with respect to a general element of the matrix A in 3.1:
N
d<t>hs , S T  ^hrfar / o  1 n \
o ^ = * » l , x r - ( 3 - 1 9 )
If the differential of the general matrix element is expressible as daij = Cijdp, 
where Cij is some constant and p a factor of the entire matrix A, and noting 
the total derivative to be the algebraic sum of all derivatives with respect to 
the respective matrix elements,
d(j>hs jl ddij (j>hr<!>ir /o onx
(3 2 0 )
r^ ts
Kollo and Neudecker (1997), using an alternate method, also give the eigen­
vector derivatives related to a real, symmetric A, assuming there is no de­
generacy of the eigenvalues and the eigenvectors form an orthogonal set.
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Fox and Kapoor (1968) give two formulations for the derivatives of eigen­
vectors of the general eigenproblem 3.6; one of these involves a series ex­
pansion of the derivative and relates to the result of Jacobi; the derivation 
proceeds as follows. Since the eigenvectors form a complete vector set, any 
vector can be expressed as some linear combination of the eigenvectors. Thus
Nd<f>s
dp (3.21)
r = l
Substitution of Eq- 3.21 into the eigenproblem 3.6 differentiated, viz.,
<322»
gives
(A -  ASB) f > 0 r =  _  _  a. ®  _  ^ B)  (3.23)
In premultiplying by some eigenvector, cff, r ^  s, the general rth term gives 
the coefficient
( t s t - (t>s
* - 7 * . ■ (3-24)
noting B-orthonormality and A-orthogonality. Now, substitution of Eq- 3.21 
into Eq- 3.9 differentiated, viz.,
The result may be summarised as
—  -  Y '  ^  ( *  ^  Dp)  <t>‘ _  1 /  & \  <b (3  27)
d p ~ \ f  K - K  * T 2 (3-27)r= l
r ^ s
Lim et al. (1987) derive an analogous result for a general, non-self-adjoint 
system, noting that previous derivations mistakenly ignore the eigenvector 
in question in the expansion of its derivative, since, for non-self-adjoint sys­
tems, the eigenvectors are generally not orthogonal. Wang (1991) investigates 
methods that approximate the eigenvector derivative through a truncated 
partial sum and suggests ways in which to improve the approximation. Liu 
et al. (1994) inspect the contribution of the truncated eigenvectors to the 
eigenvector derivative and assess to what extent these may be neglected; 
further, it is shown that the contribution can be accounted for by a conver­
gent series independent of the truncated eigenvectors. Zhao et al. (1999), in 
a parallel effort, produce results applicable to damped dynamic systems, as 
defined by the eigenproblem 3.13. Bernard and Bronowicki (1994) extend the 
truncated modal expansion method to account for second order eigenvalue 
coalescence.
If the matrix A is singular, as would be the case for a free-free structural 
system, then the characteristic polynomial of eigenproblem 3.6 has a zero at 
its origin of multiplicity equal to the number of rigid body modes. For a 
free-free, unbuckled frame, there would be six such zero-eigenvalue modes. 
In a separate paper, Liu et al. (1994) present a truncated modal summation 
method that takes into account the contribution from the rigid body modes: 
the eigenproblem is recast to another eigenproblem in which the equivalent
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matrix to A is non-singular (a requirement of the method owing to Wang
(1991), which involves an inversion of A) and which possesses the same eigen­
pair derivatives as the original. Akgiin (1994) proposes a family of modal 
summation methods that have the capability of handling non-self-adjoint 
systems with zero eigenvalues.
The other formulation owing to Fox and Kapoor (1968) is algebraic and 
follows from the derivation of the eigenvalue derivative. Note that even in 
the absence of eigenvalue degeneracy, the pencil A — AB is singular since A 
is one of its eigenvalues. Hence, it is not possible to obtain an expression for 
the eigenvector derivative from Eq- 3.22 through direct algebraic division. 
Instead, it is necessary to use the constraint of the orthonormality condition, 
which is valid since Eq- 3.25 is a scalar equation, linearly independent of Eq- 
3.22. Premultiplication of Eq- 3.22 by (A — AB)T, Eq- 3.25 by (</>r B )T and 
addition of the resulting terms gives
-$■ =  -  ((A -  AB)2 +  2B 00t B )_1 • op
■ (<a -  AB>r ( f  -  Af  -  ! b) +B^ rf ) *■ (3-28>
Evaluation of the derivative by this equation is inefficient since the algebraic 
manipulation that is required to circumvent the singularity of the pencil 
destroys the banded nature of the system matrices. An alternative, algebraic 
method that preserves matrix bandedness owes to Nelson (1976) and is as 
follows — the derivation therein pertains to the eigenproblem 3.1, but shall 
be given here as for the general eigenproblem 3.6.
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With reference to Eqn 3.22, let
€ =  ( A - A B ) g
( dA dB d \ 3 \ ^
~  [ d p  ‘ dP dp ) * "  ( J
Since 0  is a nullspace of the matrix pencil, if £ = (A — AB) v is satisfied by 
any v, then for any constant c it is also satisfied by v + c0. The eigenvector 
derivative may thus be separated respectively into a particular solution and 
a constraint function, which are to be sought in turn:
dd> , .• ^ = v +  <*/>. (3.30)
The particular solution can be found by forcing an element of v to zero and 
solving for the remaining elements, which is valid for £ in the range of the 
pencil so long as the corresponding element of 0  is non-zero. Therefore, let
V = A -  AB; (3.31)
fo r  W  =  M o o .  l e t
L  = 0, (3.32)
=  $iK, i = 1,2, . . .  n, (3.33)
vKj — j  = 1,2, . . .  ti, (3.34)
where S is the Kronecker delta and, other than for the elements defined in 
Eq- 3.32-3.34, £ is the same as £ and V  is the same as V. Since £ is in the 
range of V, any v that is the solution to the manipulated and now invertible 
set of linear equations
P v  = I  (3.35)
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i.e.,
(3.36)
is the particular solution and it remains only to find the scalar c. Substitution 
of Eqa 3.30 into Eqa 3.25 gives
c =  -  (v r B +  A  (3.37)
and the solution to the eigenvector derivative is now given by Eqa 3.30. The 
similarity, term for term, of the direct method just shown and the modal 
summation method, as expressed by Eqa 3.27, is immediately apparent. Tang 
and Wang (1999) expose this intrinsic relation and therefrom arrive at a 
general, unified method, which can be shown to be an asymptotic expansion 
of a special, direct method with biorthogonal decomposition.
Lim et al. (1987) utilise the method owing to Nelson for a general non-self- 
adjoint system. Liu et al. (1995) perform a QR decomposition of the pencil 
V  to evaluate the eigenvector derivatives and thus alleviate the necessity of 
finding a pivotal nth element as above and solution is in an automated sense. 
This approach is applicable also to viscously damped systems.
The foregoing method has assumed distinctness of eigenvalues. Ojalvo 
(1988) presents a modification to Nelson’s method to overcome this, but 
is in fact restricted to solving for the permanently degenerate case. The 
method is as follows. It was earlier stated that the eigenvectors associated 
with degenerate eigenvalues are arbitrary, non-unique and generally not or­
thogonal to one another. Assuming that there exists some B-orthonormal
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v  =
basis for the d eigenvectors associated with the d-fold degenerate eigenvalues,
*  =  [V’r - - ' » / ’r + (d - l ) ]>  i-e-,
=  I (3.38)
(obtaining such a basis is discussed in Sec. 3.2), the eigenproblem for the 
subset of eigenpairs at degeneracy may be expressed as
=  B ’J'A, (3.39)
where A =  diag(Ar, . . . ,  Ar+(d-i)) = diag(\r, . . . ,  Ar). Note that even if Eq- 
3.38 is satisfied, Eq- 3.10, i.e., the expression — A ^ ^  \I/, will gener­
ally not give the correct eigenvalue derivatives.
If the d eigenvalues separate upon parameter perturbation, then the 
associated eigenvectors will become unique. In order for differentiability 
of the eigenvectors to be defined, those eigenvectors at degeneracy, \Ir (p), 
must be oriented as the adjacent eigenvectors, \I/ (p + 8p), Sp — ► 0. In 
a first order eigenvalue coalescence, use may be made of the distinctness
of the eigenvalue first derivatives to anticipate the adjacent eigenvectors
and thus define a transformation T such that the correctly oriented vectors 
=  [<t>r - • • <fir+(d-i)] are determined through
$  = ST. (3.40)
N.B. r is an orthonormal transformation since
= r T^ TM ^ r  = rTr = i. (3.41)
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Let the eigenproblem at degeneracy be defined for the vectors <£:
A3> = B#A. (3.42)
Premultiplication of eigenproblem 3.42 by ^ T, differentiation and substitu­
tion of Eq- 3.40 leads to the auxiliary eigenproblem
dp dp *  r = r
dA
dp ’ (3.43)
whence T is found as the auxiliary eigenvector matrix; further, the eigenvalue 
derivatives are now correctly obtained as the auxiliary eigenvalues. 
Analogously to Nelson’s method, let
and let the pencil V  be defined as in Eq- 3.31. The latter has rank N  — d, 
and a nullspace spanned by the eigenvectors <l>. Therefore, if it is given that 
V is a solution to the set of linear equations W  =  S, then V +  4>C is also 
a solution, where C € Mdxd is an arbitrary matrix.
The approach to reducing equations to allow for the inversion of V  is as 
before, q.v. Eq- 3.32-3.34, but needs to be performed d times for each of 
the eigenvectors associated with the d-fold degenerate eigenvalues, without 
repetition of k (this may mean that n relates to a successive maximum). The 
particular solution is then obtained as
(3.44)
V  = P (3.45)
It remains to find the constraint completing the solution to the eigenvector
derivative. Substitution of the general solution
=  V  +  * C  (3.46)
into the B-orthonormality condition, viz.,
4>tB4> = I, (3.47)
differentiated leads to
C + CT =  - V r B4> -  $ TBV -  (3.48)
op
Ojalvo assumes the matrix C to be diagonal such that
c  = -  $rBV. (3.49)2 dp
The solution defined by Eq- 3.45, Eq- 3.46 and Eq- 3.49 is valid for the 
following reasons. In the permanently degenerate case, a pair of degenerate 
eigenvalues remain equal over all p, so that as p varies, the associated d- 
dimensional eigenvector space does not separate into distinct 1-dimensional 
spaces, as would be the case with transitory eigenvalue coalescence. The 
derivatives of the eigenvectors cannot therefore be unique and any of a con­
tinuum of derivatives will take $  =  [(f)r • • • <f>r+(d-1)] into the perturbed 
eigenspace as p varies. The matrix C is then arbitrary to the extent that 
if Eq- 3.48 is fulfilled, the resulting derivative is permissible although non­
unique. It is interesting to note that the non-unique eigenvector derivatives 
associated with degenerate eigenvalue derivatives are analogous to the non­
unique eigenvectors that are associated with degenerate eigenvalues.
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Mills-Curran (1988) and Dailey (1989) find C non-symmetric so as to 
treat the case of first order transitory eigenvalue coalescence; twice differen­
tiation of the eigenproblem 3.39, premultiplication by 3>T and substitution 
of Eqa 3.46 leads to
T  EE ( ^  +  ~ ^ A
dp dp )  2 dp2
- ( f * +Bv) t ) -
Note that the first term will have a diagonal of zeros, while the matrix of 
eigenvalue second derivatives is diagonal. The construction of C is then 
according to
t e t - a t V  i?4i ;  ( 3 ' 5 1 )
y dp dp )
the diagonal is defined by Eq- 3.49, as proposed by Ojalvo. If desired, the 
eigenvalue second derivatives are obtainable as
d2\  1
= 2%> (3-52)
The approach here given to reduce the set of linear equations, to allow for the 
inversion of Eq- 3.45, owes to Nelson (1976) is also employed by Ojalvo (1988) 
and Dailey (1989). Under certain circumstances, this can fail to alleviate the 
singularity of V  and the approach proposed by Mills-Curran (1988) needs to 
be employed; an example of such a circumstance is given by Mills-Curran 
(1989).
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Shaw and Jayasuriya (1991) and Friswell (1996) treat the case of second 
order eigenvalue coalescence in a progression of the work of Ojalvo (1988), 
Mills-Curran (1988) and Dailey (1989) and expectedly obtain the eigenvector 
second derivatives and eigenvalue third derivatives. This is simply an employ­
ment of the foregoing philosophy that the distinct qth eigenvalue derivatives 
in a qth order coalescence can be used to anticipate how the eigenvalues will 
separate and hence how the associated d-dimensional eigenspace will separate 
into distinct 1-dimensional spaces.
Kim and Wallerstein (1987) use a linear perturbation method to evalu­
ate eigenpair derivatives, which is effectively the same as that of Dailey and 
Mills-Curran. Song et al. (1995) circumvent completely the need to invert a 
set of linear equations and present a method that evaluates eigenvector deriv­
atives, in the presence of degeneracy, through a generalised Schmidt orthog- 
onalisation that orthogonalises a set of basis vectors, the linear combination 
of which provides the particular solution V. Lee and Jung (1997) partition 
Eq- 3.22 and Eq- 3.25 to form a set of determined equations, which upon in­
version yield both the eigenvector and eigenvalue derivatives; the equivalent 
constraint is provided by the eigenvectors immediately adjacent to coales­
cence, used as side conditions. This approach is more easily extended to 
treat damped dynamic systems as is shown by Lee et al. (1999).
For the first order transitory coalescence case, a number of other ap­
proaches to evaluating eigenpair derivatives in the presence of degenerate 
eigenvalues exist. Lim and Juang (1989) use singular value decomposition
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to determine the basis of the degenerate eigenspace in order to define the 
eigenvector derivatives. (A similar approach for a degenerate ‘equilibrium 
space’ is given in Sec. 7.2.) Irwanto et al. (2003) utilise the spatial sym­
metry of cyclic structures to increase the efficiency of eigenpair derivative 
computation through employment of Fourier matrices.
In an effort to encapsulate the many studies on eigenpair derivatives, 
Jankovic (1994) derives expressions giving any qth derivative of an eigenpair 
of a non-linear or linear eigenproblem, although these are only valid in the 
absence of degeneracy. Friswell (1994) extends Nelson’s method to compute 
any qth eigenpair derivative. Choi et al. (2004) employ an algebraic approach 
to give expressions for general qth derivatives of eigenvalues and eigenvectors 
in the presence of degeneracy for damped systems. Andrew (1998) proposes 
a unified approach of calculating eigenvalue derivatives and provides an ele­
mentary proof that the familiar formulae hold under weaker hypotheses than 
are commonly applied, e.g., the derivative of an eigenvalue can be unique 
even when that of its associated eigenvector is not.
There exist a number of iterative methods for evaluating eigenpair deriva­
tives further to that owing to Eudisill and Chu (1975). For eigenvector deriv­
atives, Eldred et al. (1992) develop eigenvector normalisation methods that 
improve iterative convergence in terms of controlling oscillation and aiding 
stability. Andrew and Tan (1996) suggest a modification to a simultaneous 
iterative method for evaluating eigenvalue and eigenvector derivatives, which 
has the capability of treating the case of second order eigenvalue coalescence.
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Lee and Lee (1996) develop an iterative method for computing eigenvector 
derivatives, which is almost parallel to the method of Mills-Curran (1988), 
but uses a shift applied to the eigenvalues, thus alleviating the matrix singu­
larity and avoiding computation of the particular solution V and coefficient 
matrix C. Lin et al. (1996) adopt an iterative scheme involving singular 
value decomposition to obtain the eigenvector derivatives.
A couple of survey papers covering some of the aforementioned refer­
ences exist: Adelman and Haftka (1986) review eigenpair derivatives as used 
in a number of fields; Murthy and Haftka (1988) provide a survey for the 
eigenpair derivatives of a general, complex matrix. Several methods for com­
puting eigenvector derivatives are assessed for their computational efficiency 
amongst Sutter et al. (1988) and Yu et al. (1997). Results indicate that 
the type of method owing to Nelson (1976) is most appealing since it is 
efficient, especially in multiparameter cases, and because it provides exact 
derivatives. Indeed, the approach to evaluating eigenvector derivatives in 
this thesis is that of Nelson and the subsequent, modified methods of Ojalvo, 
Mills-Curran and Dailey in the case of degenerate eigenvalues. The latter 
methods are also necessary to obtain the correct eigenvalue derivatives in 
certain circumstances of degeneracy of the corresponding eigenvalues; when 
the eigenvalues are distinct, Eq- 3.10 is valid.
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3.2 B-Orthonorm al Bases for Eigenvectors at 
Degeneracy
It has been assumed that there exists an orthonormal basis for the eigen­
vectors at degeneracy. If the set of these vectors is not rank-deficient, then 
an orthogonal set can be obtained through Gram-Schmidt orthogonalisation. 
Let =  [t/v • • • ‘0 r+(d_i)] be the set of eigenvectors at degeneracy, not B- 
orthogonal; a B-orthonormal set may be defined by
i = r + l , . . . , r  + d - l ,  (3.53)
where,
( 3 - 5 4 )
In fact, in permanent degeneracy or in the event that all eigenvalues separate 
after coalescence, an orthonormal basis for the eigenvectors can be obtained 
through the transformation of Ojalvo (1988):
w
where the modal mass matrix is defined as
dd
(3.55)
w = rT*TB*r, (3.56)
and is required to enforce B-normality; V is given by Eq- 3.43.
3.3 rank( J) =  rank( E)
The rank of all Jacobian matrices associated with a finite element model 
formulated on a general equilibrium matrix, E, is equal to the rank of that
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equilibrium matrix, independent of the values of the force parameters P.
Proof Assume a finite element model is solely parameterised with all 
distributions of force of the equilibrium matrix E, so that there are t  global 
geometric stiffness matrices. From Eq- 3.10, the corresponding Jacobian at 
any point P and for any m  modes, J, is
* TL
Jk4>TmG,<t>r_ P 1 r m
where a general element is the quadratic form
(3.57)
-<bTG(b = — p V  V p
(  <7ll01 +  <7120102 +
<7210201 +  <72202 +
+  <7liV010JV ^  
+ g2N<l>2</>N
. ( 3 .5 8 )
V <7iV10JV01 +  9N2<t>N<t>2 +  • • • +  gNN<t>2N 
Any global stiffness matrix G is particular to a force distribution and is 
assembled with elemental stiffness matrices of the form Ge =  e<j-Ge (q.v. 
Appendix A), where is a general element of the equilibrium matrix E.
If E is rank deficient, then a general column can be expressed as a linear 
combination of all other columns, e.g.,
— Ciei +  c2e 2 +  • • • +  Cn,en +  • • • +  q _  ie^_i, (3.59)
and it follows that
9ij,e — Cl9ij,l +  c29ij,2 +  • * * +  CnQij,n H +  Q-l<7ij,£-l (3.60)
and
G^ — ciGi + C2 G2 + • • • + cnGn + • • • +  q_iG^_i. (3.61)
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A general element of the Vth column of J is
(ciGi 4- C2 G 2 4- • • • 4- cnGn 4- • • • 4- c^_iG^_i) <f>. (3.62)
i t
Since the elements <7^  form the coefficients of the second order polynomial 
3.58,
75T0TG^0 = 
rt
—  (ci0TG i0  4- C2<fiTG2<f> 4- • • • 4- Cn(f)TG n(f> 4- • • • 4- q_i</>t G^_i</>) (3.63) 
and
3e = (Cljl + C2j 2 +  • • • 4- C-njn +  ' • • + Q-lj^-l) • (3.64)Ft
Evidently, from Eq- 3.59 and Eq- 3.64,
rank (E) = n=> rank (J) = n; (3.65)
rank (J) = rank (E) □ (3.66)
It is always prudent to formulate a finite element model on a full rank equi­
librium matrix E to avoid singularity of the Jacobian and consequent non­
uniqueness of the problem root.
3.4 Closure
Although a very small asymmetric perturbation to the mathematical model 
would alleviate degeneracy, the evaluation of eigenpair derivatives in the 
presence of eigenvalue degeneracy has been surveyed to be of academic in­
terest. As such, it is not necessary to apply asymmetric perturbations and
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the results that have been presented can be used to address the degeneracy 
issues.
The aspects of this chapter relevant to the remainder of the thesis are 
as follows. When the eigenvalues are distinct, the expression of Fox and 
Kapoor (1968), Eqfi 3.10, suffices to give the eigenvalue derivatives. The 
corresponding eigenvector derivatives axe computed by the method devised 
by Nelson (1976), which offers efficiency of solution; this is defined over Eqa 
3.29-3.37.
When the eigenvalues are permanently degenerate, the modification given 
by Ojalvo (1988), extending Nelson’s method, is used to evaluate deriv­
atives of both the eigenvalues and their eigenvectors; this is defined over 
Eqa 3.38-3.49. The eigenvector derivatives are, in this case, non-unique but 
valid, because for permanent degeneracy of the eigenvalues, the associated 
d-dimensional eigenvector space never separates into distinct 1 -dimensional 
spaces.
In the event of simple eigenvalue coalescence, in which the eigenvalues are 
only transitorily degenerate, the associated d-dimensional eigenvector space 
does separate (with the eigenvalues). The methods of Mills-Curran (1988) 
and Dailey (1989), whose supplementation to the method of Ojalvo is shown 
in Eqa 3.50-3.52, are used in this circumstance. Incidentally, the eigenvalue 
second derivatives are obtained.
In this way, the cases of permanent and first order transitory coalescence 
are addressed. A further, special case is the coalescence involving distinct
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and permanently degenerate loci. In this type of degeneracy, Eq- 3.10 will 
not return the correct eigenvalue derivatives. Assuming the eigenvectors 
at degeneracy form a B-orthonormal set, the correct eigenvalue derivatives 
have to be obtained as the auxiliary eigenvalues of Eq- 3.43. The auxiliary 
eigenvectors form a transformation matrix to separate any eigenvectors at de­
generacy whose eigenvalues separate after transitory coalescence, i.e., whose 
adjacent eigenvectors occupy distinct 1-dimensional spaces. Such eigenvec­
tors can be used as the pivotal vectors when reinstating B-orthonormality 
through the Gram-Schmidt method. The eigenvectors whose eigenvalues 
remain permanently degenerate away from transitory coalescence remain ar­
bitrarily oriented.
The following chapter shows how such eigenvectors associated with per­
manent degeneracy can be numerically aligned to their adjacent eigenvectors, 
or indeed other eigenvectors at subsequent parameter values.
It is interesting to note that for derivatives with respect to force parame­
ters, the expression ^  — A ^ , which occurs in Eq- 3.10 and Eq- 3.43, by Eqa 
2.4 reduces to PgG since A =  K + G ,  B =  M and K and M are independent 
of p. The eigenvalue derivative according to Eq- 3.10, for example, is simply
g  =  P+4>r G<*>, (3.67)
which does not explicitly include p\ since G is a constant matrix for a par­
ticular distribution of force, there is no computational cost associated with 
having to re-evaluate ^  — A ^ . N.B. Although G is independent of p, its 
form is dictated by the pattern of loading in a given force distribution, since
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the I elemental matrices Ge from which it is constructed are factored by the 
elements of E, e^.
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Chapter 4 
Behaviour of Eigenvalue Loci
Much consideration needs to be given to the manner in which the eigenvalues 
behave with respect to parameters and the potential effect this has upon iter­
ation. Mechanisms by which iteration might fail are identified and solutions 
are suggested. The main problem is of frequencies exchanging places in the 
spectrum. This is problematic because the eigenvalues that relate to the fre­
quencies are numerically ordered and, due to this exchanging phenomenon, 
form non-smooth functions of the parameters. Measures for iterates to trace 
an eigenvalue locus passed coalescence points, where eigenvalues intersect, 
are found, the desire being to preserve function continuity. These mode trac­
ing strategies make use of eigenvector consistencies across coalescence points 
to identify the true, smooth eigenvalue functions. However, these are seen 
to break down if there are abrupt changes in mode shapes, such as are as­
sociated with strong veering of the eigenvalues. A new routine is suggested 
to overcome this shortfall, which involves modelling the eigenvectors as first 
order functions to approximate what they are at the adjacent iterate.
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4.1 Adversity to  N ew ton ’s M ethod Im posed  
by Locus Behaviour and th e M ode Trac­
ing Solution
The definition of a mode is somewhat more superficial than might first be 
thought. When dependent upon physical parameters, both the frequencies 
and mode shapes, the properties that characterise these modes, may be sub­
ject to significant changes. Frequencies are known to coalesce and mode 
shapes to couple. There are then problems in describing a mode, both phys­
ically and mathematically. Much of the work in this thesis serves to expose 
the difficulties associated with the volatile nature of eigenpairs dependent 
upon load and the consequent predicament of defining a mode.
The ordering of eigenpairs is arbitrary. Typically, eigenpairs are ordered 
according to the magnitudes of the eigenvalues. If this is done, then tran­
sitory eigenvalue coalescence with respect to some independent variable de­
fines non-smooth eigenvalue functions of that variable. This is detrimental to 
Newton’s method in terms of abrupt changes in function gradient sign and 
the increased likelihood of iteration failing, as indicated by Fig. 4.1. This 
issue is encountered, but not resolved, by Greening (1999) and Greening and 
Lieven (2003), in work upon which present methods of force identification 
in this thesis are founded. It is in fact a great concern, making the success 
of convergence a great improbability, and indeed much of the investigation 
in the present and subsequent chapters is involved in detail with overcoming 
the adverse effects of eigenvalue coalescence.
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While the eigenvalues exhibit considerable variation with respect to a 
parameter, the eigenvectors can experience relatively little change over par­
ticular ranges of parameter. Mead (2002) notes that the mode shapes of a 
six member, planar, fixed-jointed frame subject to self-equilibrating forces 
change little if at all with respect to loading. Previous work has exploited 
the steadfastness of eigenvectors in correlating modes, preceding and pro­
ceeding parameter perturbation. Ting et al. (1995) have used the Modal 
Assurance Criterion (mac), an eigenvector consistency measure formulated 
by Allemang and Brown (1982), to develop a binary, permutation operator, 
operating upon the nominated subset of eigenvectors of a current iterate and 
permuting them to concur in a physical sense with those at another iterate. 
Kim and Kim (2000) have utilised the mac similarly in structural topology 
optimisation. Analogously, cross-mass-orthogonality (xor) has been imple­
mented to the same end with good effect by Gibson (1992), Eldred et al. 
(1995a) and Eldred et al. (1995b). Other methods of pairing modes include 
those that deal with perturbation expansions of the eigenproblem, q.v. El­
dred et al. (1992), but these are deemed computationally expensive and not 
as suitable for the present task of mode tracing in frame force identification 
(cf. Sec. 4.6, which describes a first order expansion of the eigenvectors).
Mode tracing in load identification must use the root as a reference, so 
that not only are the frequencies to be determined from the investigated, 
physical frame, but also the mode shapes. It is desirable that the detail to 
which a mode shape has to be defined be minimal. Experience has shown
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VFigure 4.1: Non-smooth functions defined by eigenvalue coalescence.
that good consistency holds between mathematical eigenvectors and simu­
lated mode shapes defined at a very limited number of degrees of freedom. 
Presently, mac is the consistency measure used for tracing modes and is 
implemented as outlined shortly. Note that since the mass matrix is station­
ary with respect to the force parameters, xor, which by definition involves 
the mass matrix M, could also be used as an efficient mode tracer, if, hy­
pothetically, all responses at all degrees of freedom were measured. Cross 
orthogonality is analysed in this chapter alongside mac as a comparison and, 
as a more mathematically sound consistency measure, serves to highlight 
problems with mac in the studies that follow.
Let there be s modes in the root subset 5, which are those modes observed 
in the physical structure, and let there be t modes in a subset T  at the 
current iterate, k. Generally, t should be greater than s in order that T  
encompasses all of the modes in S. However, t cannot be too large for 
reasons of computational cost and spatial aliasing, which is discussed ahead.
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Further, let
macij (4>f, 4>f) = € [ 0, 1], (4.1)
i =  1,2, . . . ,  s, j  = 1,2,. . . ,  £, be the elements of the MAC matrix of dimen­
sion s x t relating the vector consistency between the ith eigenvector in S  and 
the j th eigenvector in T.
The cross-mass-orthogonality matrix XOR is defined by the elements
i =  1,2, . . . ,s ,  j  = 1,2 , . . . ,£ , which signify the deviation from M-ortho- 
normality as parameters, and hence eigenvectors, vary.
The permutation of modes in T  may be expressed as
exclusive units corresponding to the row maxima of the matrix MAC, or, for 
that matter, XOR. By permutations pi and p2 , with the assumption that 
there is no ambiguity in vector correlation, there are always s modes with 
physically consistent permutations in consideration at iterate k.
Choosing the size of the subset of modes at the current iterate, X1, is not 
simple and no robust means exists for doing so. If the number of modes t
xor ij (<*>?,<#) =  (<*>f ) r M ( # ) e [ o , i ] (4.2)
Pl : [<#•••<#] —  [<#•••</>?] e T, (4.3)
and, consistently,
(4.4)
where the s x t operator © is a binary permutation matrix whose rows contain
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is too small, then T  will not contain the eigenvectors with which the eigen­
vectors in aS' are truly consistent. The incompleteness of the resulting per­
mutation matrix serves to annihilate or zero the absent eigenvectors and 
eigenvalues when operations 4.3 and 4.4 axe performed. On the other hand, 
if t is too large, erroneous pairings can occur because of a spatial aliasing 
problem. That is to say, extra to the correct pairings of modes, there may 
exist secondary pairings with higher order modes in T  because the level of 
discretisation of the finite element model and the degrees of freedom where 
the root mode shapes are defined. As far as the scrutiny of the consistency 
measure, mac or xor, is concerned, two different mode shapes may appear 
similar in such a circumstance. Due to the aliasing issue, and also for reasons 
of computational cost, t should be upper-bounded, and this can be done by 
using abasing arguments. Fig. 4.2 illustrates the spatial aliasing problem; if, 
as in this example, s = 100 (the initial 100 modes), in order to avoid ambigu­
ity with the higher order mode cluster, T  could encompass the first t = 200 
modes at each iterate. While not entirely robust, such a strategy could be 
adopted at k =  0 to choose t for all subsequent iterates. If all of the N  modes 
are used, then there is the risk that experimental error, for example, causes 
low consistency with the correct mode in T, but a higher consistency with a 
higher order mode, thus causing iteration to fail.
In order to assess the applicability of the mode tracing scheme outlined, 
it is necessary to appreciate the behaviour of the eigenvalue loci and to what 
extent the eigenvector consistency can be deemed a reliable foundation for
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Figure 4.2: The spatial aliasing problem demonstrated in the mac consistency between 
the first hundred modes and all N  modes of a finite element model; all eigenvectors are de­
fined at 28.2 per cent of the total number N  of degrees of freedom; o ■ ■ ■ h h h h i  i 
mac consistency scale.
defining locus smoothness. Two examples are here given: the first is an 
order-2 linear operator, used by Kato (1976) to demonstrate the analytic 
perturbation of eigenvalues and by Haug and Rousselet (1980) to show that 
numerically ordered, degenerate eigenvalues are only Gateaux, or direction- 
ally, differentiable (because of the coalescence-induced non-smoothness); the 
second is a simple, bi-tetrahedral space frame model.
N.B. In all of the examples in this chapter, the entire eigenvectors are 
used in computing consistency values. In this way, problems in tracing modes 
even when complete data is available are highlighted. The issues that arise 
despite possessing perfect, errorless root data, are most exemplified in the 
final example of the octet frame. Mode tracing with the additional problem 
of having a limited number of eigenvector degrees of freedom is deferred to 
the experimental chapters, Ch. 6 and Ch. 7. Involving all of the degrees 
of freedom also allows xor, which requires in its evaluation the entire mass 
matrix, to be employed as a comparative consistency measure to mac.
Before presenting the examples, it is first necessary to discuss another
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(iii)
p
Figure 4.3: Eigenvalue locus veering: (i) weak veering; (ii) intermediate veering; (iii) 
strong veering; (iv) various coalescences.
phenomenon exhibited by eigenvalue loci which affects the tracing of modes. 
Eigenvalue coalescence can be thought of as a limiting case of a more gen­
eral phenomenon known as locus veering, examples of which are seen in 
Fig. 4.3. Here, the eigenvalue loci veer away from one another by a degree 
that is dependent upon the closeness of the eigenvalues at the veering point. 
Eigenvalue coalescence involves two or more loci passing through each other 
without interaction or any coupling of the respective eigenvectors, except 
at the coalescence point itself. In veering, analogously, it is the pair of di­
agonally opposing branches that demonstrate mutual consistency of their 
eigenvectors; consequently, the veering point marks a rapid transition of the 
coupling eigenvectors from one pair to the other, so that they can become 
‘ unrecognisable ’.
While veering can be an actual phenomenon of a physical frame and man­
ifest itself in the mathematical model, it can also be induced by low model 
discretisation and unsuitable modelling in closed-form solutions, as noted by
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Leissa (1974). The effects of discretisation on veering, as well as geometric 
symmetry and non-adjointness of the system matrices, is demonstrated by 
Perkins and Mote (1986). Low discretisation is found to bring about veering, 
although increasing the finite number of terms in the discrete formulation by 
one can change a veering into a coalescence; symmetry-breaking is seen to 
change coalescences to veerings. This is a transformation that also holds in 
reality, where the physical structure can never be perfectly symmetric, and 
therefore some of its frequencies may veer with respect to some parameter 
rather than coalesce, as might be indicated mathematically. The general 
veering problem is further discussed in some depth by Petyt and Fleischer 
(1971), Kuttler and Sigillito (1981), Pierre and Dowell (1987), Pierre (1988), 
Pierre and Cha (1989), and Natsiavas (1993), amongst others.
4.2 Loci o f an Order-2 Linear Operator
The eigenpairs of an order-2 linear operator,
are investigated as functions of the independent variables p\ and P2 and used 
to explore the behaviour of mac,
(4.5)
macij (fa (pj,pa) > Oi>P2)) =
t  2
<t>i(Pi,P°2) 4>j (Pi,P2)
and cross-orthogonality,
XOTij (fc  {Pi,P2 ) , (f>j (Pi,P2)) = <t>i (P iiP if <!>j (P1 1P2 ) ; (4-7)
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Figure 4.4: Eigenvalues of A as functions of its parameters p \  and p 2 -
(Pi>P2) are points of (pi,p2), so that 0  (p?,p§) is a stationary eigenvec­
tor. Note that in this special case, because the value of all eigenvector norms 
is unity, the denominator of Eq- 4.6 is unity and macij = xorfj.
The nature of A is useful as its eigenvalues are conical functions of p\ and 
P2 — q.v. Fig. 4.4 — and so for constant p2 , say, varying degrees of veering 
can be simulated in the X-pi plane according to the value of p2 with P2 = 0 
corresponding to the case of eigenvalue coalescence.
Fig. 4.5 shows the variations of the eigenvalues with respect to p\ at 
various values of constant P2 . Deviation from the coalescence case, p2 =  0, 
is easily appreciable as P2 increases and the eigenvalues exhibit veering with 
diminishing strength. Veering is indeed dependent upon the closeness of the 
eigenvalues at the veering event, a point noted by Liu (2002), who proposes 
it as a key measure of the degree of the phenomenon and further notes that 
the eigenvector derivative and the eigenvalue second derivative can anticipate
the onset of veering1. Perkins and Mote (1986) also propose quantities to
1 Recall Ch. 3 showing that the eigenvector derivative and the eigenvalue second deriva-
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Figure 4.5: (a) Eigenvalues of A  as functions of p \ at various values of constant p<2.\ (b)
eigenvalue derivatives as functions of p i at various values of constant P2 \ --------------- upper
lo c i;--------------- lower loci.
distinguish eigenvalue locus veering from eigenvalue coalescence.
Since the eigenvalue loci of Fig. 4.5 are effectively a series of conic sec­
tions, the paths of the eigenvalues trace out sets of hyperbola as pi varies. 
Increasing p2 is exactly analogous to focussing on the veering event. When 
evaluating consistency, the stationary eigenvector <p(Pi,P2 ) will arbitrarily 
be taken as the eigenvector at p\ = —0.5 or p\ =  0, while </> (pi,P2 ) will be 
the eigenvector varying with respect to pi, noting P2 is constant.
Fig. 4.5 further shows the corresponding eigenvalue partial derivatives 
as functions of pi at various values of constant p2 - It is clear that at the 
eigenvalue coalescence case, not shown here, the eigenvalue derivatives are 
discontinuous step functions. Consequently, although the linear operator A 
is self-adjoint, the partial derivatives of its eigenvalues in the case of coales­
cence, P2 = 0, are not Frechet differentiable at p\ = 0; as was discussed in
tive are inherently dependent upon one another. This was seen in the method of evaluating 
the eigenvector derivative owing to Nelson (1976) producing the eigenvalue second deriv­
ative as a by-product to the solution.
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Figure 4.6: (a) mac as a function of p \ at various values of constant p 2  with =  —0.5; 
(b) mac as a function of p \ at various values of constant P2  with p° =  0; (c) xor  as a 
function of p\ at various values of constant P2  with p° =  —0.5; (d) xor as a function of p\
at various values of constant p 2  with p° =  0; (q.v. Fig. 4 .5 ) ,-------------- consistency within
upper lo cu s, — corruption with lower locus.
Ch. 3, there exist two Gateaux derivatives depending on whether the limit 
is approached from p{ or f i l .
Fig. 4.6(a) shows the mac of the upper loci as a function of pi at various 
values of constant P2 , for 4> (P1 1P2 ) taken as the eigenvector at p\ = —0.5; 
Fig. 4.6(b) shows the same with <f> (pf,^) taken as the eigenvector at p\ =  0; 
Fig. 4.6(c) and Fig. 4.6(d) show analogous xor variations. From Fig. 4.6(a) 
and Fig. 4.6(c), it is evident that as the stationary, datum eigenvector tends 
away from the veering event, both mac and xor tend to a linear relationship
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with the eigenvalue derivative — cf. Fig. 4.5(b). This reiterates the strong 
relationship between the eigenvector derivative and the eigenvalue second 
derivative as mentioned earlier and noted by Liu (2002).
While xor shows greater overall consistency, it also demonstrates greater 
overall corruption — consistency with the lower locus — with consistency 
and corruption functions always crossing at a value of as a consequence 
of macij = xorfj, mac has consistency and corruption functions symmetri­
cal about and crossing at a value It follows that for certain values of 
P i, xor and mac are completely ambiguous in this example, having equal 
consistency and corruption terms. Mode tracing requires not so much high 
consistency, although this is desirable, but a minimum ambiguity so that 
there is confidence in tracing modes. Ultimately, smooth traces should be 
established.
Fig. 4.6(b) and Fig. 4.6(d) show the consistency and corruption between 
the point where the eigenvectors undergo their maximum rate of change and 
the range —0.5 < pi < 0.5. Here, the graphs at increasing values of P2 are 
simply increasing magnifications of the original curve. For mac and xor, the 
consistency and corruption curves are respectively asymptotic to \  and ^=, 
the values at which they intersect in Fig. 4.6(a) and Fig. 4.6(c).
N.B. The asymptotic property demonstrated in Fig. 4.6(b) and Fig. 4.6(d) 
indicates an important attribute of eigenvalue loci to acknowledge in general: 
consistency and corruption approaching a constant value means that the 
eigenvectors away from veering, where the eigenvalue loci become straighter,
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axe quasi-constant. Further, the relationship between the eigenvectors, or 
eigenvector consistency, and the eigenvalue derivative can be appreciated 
from a physical argument that has manifested itself in the veering phenom­
enon. Isolated dynamic systems that exhibit linear, or quasi-linear, eigen­
value loci with respect to some parameter, with constant, or quasi-constant, 
associated eigenvectors, when coupled into a global system exhibit loci veer­
ing corresponding to rapid transformations of the eigenvectors. One exam­
ple is the linear eigenvalue loci and constant eigenvectors of axially loaded, 
simply supported beams, which, when assembled in a framework, couple to 
exhibit veering events joining two otherwise straight loci. This suggests that 
simple loci veering experienced in dynamic systems forms, as in the present 
example, hyperbolic eigenvalue loci. However, as will be seen in Sec. 4.4, the 
loci veering demonstrated by more complicated, coupled dynamic systems 
are not always simple and can have high degrees of curvature and behave 
erratically.
4.3 M ode Traces in Perm anently D egenerate  
E igensystem s
Ch. 3 discussed the eigenvectors of permanently degenerate eigenvalues and 
their arbitrariness. Any linear combination of these eigenvectors is a nullspace 
of the pencil A — AB. While an orthonormal basis for the eigenvectors can be 
found, it is not unique. Consequently, there arises a problem in tracing the 
modes of permanently degenerate eigensystems since the eigenvectors may
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at each value of p be at various different spatial orientations. It is proposed, 
therefore, that the eigenvectors be aligned by minimising the squares of their 
discrepancies. That is to say, the eigenvectors at a general iterate k, which 
will occur in pairs spanning two-dimensional subspaces, are to be aligned to 
an eigenvector at the root <f)® — one physically observed. It is assumed that 
all eigenvectors are forced to exhibit B-orthonormality (q.v. Sec. 3.2).
For the B-orthonormal set of eigenvectors = [</>r • • • </>r+(d_1)] asso­
ciated with d-fold permanently degenerate eigenvalues at iterate k, let the 
transformation matrix T be defined as
r  = ( ( * * ) T ^ fc) ~ 1 ((<f>k) T </>®)
where the matrix preserving B-normality is
w = r((*fc)T$*:) -1 ((<&*) r0®)) (#*)rB-
( ( $ k)T (4 .9 )
Eqa 4.8 serves to perform the least squares minimisation
min (trace ( (4>*T -  </>®)T (#*T -  <p®)\) . (4.10)
The multiplicity d is, in all permanently degenerate cases observed in this 
thesis, two. Walther et al. (2004) recognise that if the physical mode shapes 
are well defined in terms of the degrees of freedom measured, and the math­
ematical eigenvectors are reduced accordingly, then
(<l>k)T <l>k « I  (4.11)
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w11
wdd J
(4.8)
and, consequently, Eq- 4.8 approximates to
2
r (4.12)
The aligned eigenvectors are given by
<t> = * r, (4.13)
so that mac consistency is evaluated as
mac (4.14)
Note that the eigenvector </> is B-orthonormal since it is a linear sum of 
the B-orthonormal eigenvectors 3? and that T is defined as an orthonormal 
transformation. Such vector alignment has been used in the reconciliation 
of mathematical and observed eigenvectors in the presence of repeated fre­
quencies by Lallement and Kosanek (1993) and Pesek (1995). Presently, it 
is used in ensuring continuity of the eigenvector degrees of freedom for the 
purposes of mode tracing.
D’Ambrogio and Fregolent (2003) inspect the case where a root mode 
can be correlated with a two-dimensional subspace spanned by mathemat­
ical eigenvectors, i.e., one that may be expressible as a linear sum of two 
theoretical eigenvectors, and derive an explicit consistency expression, equal 
to Eq11 4.14, that is independent of the transformation T = [tT 7 2 ] t :
mac
(4.16)
(4.15)
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where,
( f)®  „ (f)r  <t>r+l ( a i n \
x = W h ’ yi = P S ; y2 = P^TS' ( 4 ' 1 7 )
It is the hypothesis that the root eigenvector to which the d mathematical 
eigenvectors are aligned can be represented by their linear combination. It 
may be the case that in reality, both of the repeated modes exist but that 
it is difficult to determine both experimentally by virtue of their closeness; 
also, they may be coupled so that the physical mode is a superposition of the 
d mode shapes. In either case, Eqa 4.14 is amenable to the task of discerning 
the maximum possible consistency values. Walther et al. (2004) speculate 
that a physical mode may also be two or more qualitatively different modes 
coupled and use Eq- 4.8 (Eq- 4.12 would not approximate T well in this 
case) to align several (distinct space) mathematical eigenvectors, in various 
combinations, to a physical mode to determine the optimum consistency 
value. However, one should be weary of this proposal since any single mode is 
expressible as a linear combination of all eigenvectors, and therefore continual 
addition of mathematical eigenvectors to the description of a physical mode 
shape can only ever be improving. A better notion may be to quantitatively 
assess the improvement attained with each mathematical eigenvector and use 
this to speculate which modes are present in the mode observed. This is a 
subject for further study. An important question that arises from this is 
whether the finite element loci would resemble the actual loci of a physical 
frame, to the detail of coalescences, veerings and hence the ways in which 
the mode shapes couple.
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Since it is not known which degenerate mode at the root should be the 
reference to which the degenerate modes at iterate k are aligned, all the 
possible consistency matrices, equal to the number of modes in set S', and 
corresponding to all possible alignments, need to be evaluated. The row units 
of the permutation matrix © in this instance are positioned in correspondence 
to the locations of the global row maxima of the set of s consistency matrices.
4.4 Loci o f an A xially  Loaded, Bi-Tetrahedral 
Space Frame
The finite element formulation of the dynamics of an axially loaded space 
frame provides an eigenproblem representative of a more realistic problem 
than that of the idealised, linear operator of Sec. 4.2. The bi-tetrahedral 
frame is depicted in Fig. 4.7 and its material properties are given in Tab. 4.1. 
The frame is modelled with two beam finite elements per member, resulting 
in an order-90 eigenproblem: (K +pPgG )0  = AM0.
A pair of distinct, veering modes arising in the frame model — the ninth 
and seventeenth strain modes — are now investigated for their consistency 
characteristics. The veering event is shown in Fig. 4.8(a), with the varia-
Young’s Modulus 2 .10 X 1 0 11
Density 7.85 X 103
(Cylindrical) member diameter 1.00 X t—‘ o 1 to
Sectional area E x  4 X 10 -4
Table 4.1: Bi-tetrahedral frame material and geometrical properties, SI units.
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Figure 4.7: Bi-tetrahedral space frame.
tions in eigenvalue derivatives given in Fig. 4.8(b). Of note is the fact that 
the veering is different from that experienced by the loci of the order-2 linear 
operator, but not wholly dissimilar. The hyperbola of Fig. 4.8(a) are effec­
tively the conic sections of a cone tipped at some angle from the vertical axis, 
which leads to asymmetry of the eigenvalue derivative loci. Further, an event 
not evident from the figure, the upper eigenvalue locus experiences another 
veering with a further mode after p = 1.0.
The Modal Assurance Criterion is here defined as
• ( 4 ' 1 8 )
Since the eigenvectors are forced to obey the condition of M-orthonormality, 
xor is defined as the cross- raass-orthogonality,
xorijifaipz), 4>j(p)) = 0i(p^)r M ^(p ), (4.19)
where p^ is the normalised, negative Euler buckling load (where the funda­
mental, strain mode frequency is zero) and is used as a fixed point so that 
4>i(pg) is a stationary eigenvector.
Investigating the consistency functions, xor, shown in Fig. 4.8(d), is seen
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Figure 4.8: Eigenvalue locus veering of the bi-tetrahedral frame modes: (a) eigenvalue 
locus veering, modes 9 and 17; (b) corresponding eigenvalue derivative loci; (c) m ac  con­
sistency and corruption as functions of p; (d) xor consistency and corruption as functions 
of p.
to concur to a high degree with the behaviour of the idealised loci of the order- 
2 linear operator — cf. Fig. 4.6(c). Of further note is the characteristic that 
xor deteriorates within mode 9 exactly as it does within mode 17, the two 
graphs being superimposed in Fig. 4.8(d); the cross-mode xor corruptions 
are also superimposed, meaning that both the confidence of tracing and the 
ambiguity are identical from the standpoint of either of the two modes.
In Fig. 4.8(c), it is seen that all variations of mac for which the floating 
eigenvector </>(p) relates to mode 9 follow the behaviour of the loci of the
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Figure 4.9: Reciprocal of the inner eigenvector product of bi-tetrahedral mode 17, as a 
function of p.
order-2 linear operator, Fig. 4.6(a). However, all the variations of mac for 
which the floating eigenvector <f>(p) relates to mode 17 show a somewhat 
unanticipated behaviour, with consistency within and corruption with mode 
17 deteriorating to zero as p tends to zero, only to begin increasing again 
thereafter. This is essentially due to the aforementioned, second veering after 
p = 1. Fig. 4.9 shows the variation of the reciprocal of the inner eigenvector 
product of mode 17, and an analogous behaviour to that just described. It is 
this coefficient of expression 4.18, upon which mac is dependent by definition, 
that appears to govern its peculiar behaviour. The discrepancy between mac 
and xor, insomuch as the latter behaves in a manner that can be anticipated 
while the former does not, owes to xor being an inherent property of the 
M-orthonormalised eigenvectors and mac being somewhat synthetic to the 
mode tracing task. It is the necessary but artificial normalising denominator 
of expression 4.18 that here forfeits the predictability of mac.
Ma and Ng (2004) investigate the criteria for which the dot product of M-
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orthonormal eigenvectors indicates orthogonality in the normal sense (that 
is to say, given that certain conditions on the mass and stiffness matrices 
are fulfilled, the matrices <f>TM3> and 4>T<fr are mutually diagonal). This 
may be the key in ascertaining when mac will behave in a controlled manner 
as does xor, since it essentially evaluates cross orthogonality without using 
knowledge of M-orthonormality, and then forces a scaling with respect to 
unity.
As has been said, in mathematical models of real structures, coupling is 
intricate and can occur between more than two modes. While the example of 
Sec. 4.2 helped in appreciating the characteristics of simple veering, in reality 
this only occurs under special circumstances. The bi-tetrahedral space frame 
of the present example offers an example of an intricate event in which four 
degenerate mode pairs interact with one another, within the buckling limits 
of the frame. Being degenerate, it is necessary to first align all eigenvectors 
to appropriate datum vectors, as is outlined in Sec. 4.3. In the illustration 
that follows, when depicting the consistency with a datum eigenvector in a 
particular mode, all degenerate mode eigenvectors of all modes are aligned 
to that one datum eigenvector. This demonstrates that the least squares, 
eigenvector basis-aligning transformation matrix defined by Eq- 4.8 does not 
introduce numerical alignments resulting in misleading corruptions. As dis­
cussed by Bahra and Greening (2005a), in practice, mode tracing would need 
to perform this alignment of all modes a number of times, in turn to all of 
the modes at the root, and then assess the greatest consistency with consid­
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eration to all of these evaluations — q.v. Sec. 4.3.
Being such an involved interaction of modes, for clarity consistency is 
indicated on the eigenvalue loci in a colour dimension. The graphs of Fig. 4.10 
illustrate the heightened ambiguity of assessing xor in a system coupling 
four modes. It is also apparent that the simple type of veering encountered 
hitherto is not resembled here. In Fig. 4.10(a) and Fig. 4.10(d), consistency 
appears to vaguely follow as close as it can a straight trend and involves only 
two of the four modes. Fig. 4.10(b) and Fig. 4.10(c), however, show all of 
the four mode pairs involved, with corruption considerable in each. Such a 
circumstance would be problematic in mode tracing in that the ambiguity 
does not allow modes to be traced with a desirable degree of confidence. If, 
on the other hand, the datum eigenvector is thought of as some root mode 
to be sought by Newton’s method, then it does not matter so much which 
of the modes are traced at some arbitrarily chosen starting point so much as 
tracing conserves smoothness of the eigenvalue loci.
One final illustration concerning tracing in highly coupled modes is the 
difference between how mac and xor measure consistency. For comparison, 
Fig. 4.10(a) is reproduced in Fig. 4.11 using mac as the consistency measure 
in place of xor. Again, it can be appreciated that the synthetic nature of mac 
leads to greater corruption. Not only is considerable corruption introduced 
between the two degenerate modes traced by xor, but some corruption is 
brought about in the other two degenerate modes.
What would be useful, considering the more robust nature of xor as a
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Figure 4.10: Load-wise xor consistency and corruption between the four degenerate 
mode pairs of a coupling system, with datum modes at the negative buckling load: (a) 
first degenerate mode pair as datum; (b) second degenerate mode pair as datum, &c.; 
o ■ ■ ■ ■ h h w  i xor consistency scale.
-"■< 0.8
consistency measure, would be to develop a xor analogue employable when 
the degrees of freedom are limited to those measured in an experiment; the 
mass matrix would in that instance need to be suitably reduced, if at all pos­
sible. A measure known as the pseudo-orthogonality check, poc, evaluates 
cross orthogonality with either some reduction of the finite element model 
or expansion of the experimental mode shapes. This artificial change in di­
mensions is known to have detrimental effects on the consistency value and, 
although some reduction schemes have been developed to minimise the re-
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Figure 4.11: Load-wise mac consistency and corruption between the four degenerate 
mode pairs of a coupling system with the first degenerate mode pair at the negative 
buckling load as datum; o i mac consistency scale.
suiting distortion, poc is certainly not the robust consistency measure that is 
sought. Alternatively, there may be a way of exploiting equivalence between 
and 3>T3>, as explored by Ma and Ng (2004), and evaluating cross­
orthogonality independently of the mass matrix, albeit not exactly. For now, 
outside this investigatory chapter, mac is the chosen consistency measure, in 
numerical simulations and experimental chapters, because it can involve any 
number of degrees of freedom. However, its unpredictability, as exposed in 
this section, is not left unheeded.
4 .5  T h e  E i g e n v a l u e  D e r i v a t i v e ,  mac a n d  xor
Although not a cogent relationship, it is interesting to note the similarities 
between mac, xor and the eigenvalue derivative, as functions of some in­
dependent variable, p. Later, in Sec. 5.8 and Ch. 7, a predictor such as, 
possibly, the eigenvalue derivative, of fluctuations in consistency is seen as
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something greatly needed. Consider first the eigenvalue derivative:
|  =  ^ < w ,
where Q is the N x N  matrix defined by
<9K dM
^  ~~ dp dp
Expanding the quadratic form 4.20,
dp
More succinctly,
dX _  
dp
or
dX 
dp
9ii0i + 9120102 + '• + 91JV010JV
+9210201 + 92202 + ••'• + 92iV020JV
+97V10JV01 + 9iV20AT02 + *' + QNN(f>%
9ll01 + 2 1^20102 +  
+ 92202 +
+ 2guv0i0JV 
+ 2^ 2iV020iV
qNN<f>N
01 (91101 + 91202 + '• + 9i N0iv)
+ 0 2  (92102 + 92202 + *• + 92iV0iv)
+0jv (9m0i + 9AT202 + •• + Qn n (/>n )
(4.20)
(4.21)
(4.22)
(4.23)
(4.24)
Expansions of mac and xor are given in Eq- 4.25-4.27. It is apparent from 
expressions 4.24 and 4.27 that xor and the eigenvalue derivative are series 
in the same variables with different, but respectively constant, coefficients. 
The linearity of the relationship between the expressions depends upon the 
proportionality of the matrices Q and M, and the similarity of the datum and 
floating eigenvectors, (f>{p°) and <fi(p) respectively. The former requirement 
is likely to hold, albeit loosely, if mass and stiffness are distributed similarly
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Expanding the numerator of the Modal Assurance Criterion leads to:
to
05
mac(<f>(p°) ,0(p)) = \\cf>(p0)\\2*\\<l>(p)\\
/  0i (p0)2 01 (p)2 + 201 (p°) 02 (p°) 01 (p) 02 (p) + • • • + 201 (p°) 0N (p°) 01 (p) 0^ (p) \
+ 0 2  (p°)2 0 2  (p)2 + ••• + 2 0 2  (p°) 0N (p°) 0 2  (p) 0iv (p)
V + 07V (P°)2 07V (P)2
Cross-mass-orthogonality is essentially a symmetric, bilinear form and can be expressed as
M n0i (p°) 0i (p) + Mi201 (p°) 02 (p) +
xor [<j> (j}°) , (f> (p)) =  +  M21 'M p'O 'M p) +  M 22<p2 ( p ° ) h ( p )  +
+ MiV10iV (p°) 01 (p) + M tV207V (p°) 02 (p) +
or, factorising the row expansions by noting constant coefficients,
xor (0 (p° ) , 0  (p)) =
01 (p°) (M n0i(p) +  Mi202 (p) +
+  02 (p°) (M 2101  (p) +  M 2202 (p) +
+ Muv0i (p°) 07v (p)
+ M2AT02 (p°) 07V (p)
+ M7V7V07V (P°) 07V (p) ,
+ M itv07V (p))
+ M27V07V (p))
+ 07V (P°) (Mtvi01 (p) + M tv202 (p ) + ‘ * + Mtv7V07V (p)) •
(4.25)
(4.26)
(4.27)
within a structure and if the independent variable p governing the variations 
in the eigenvalues is a factor upon either the mass or the stiffness.
Likewise, expressions 4.23 and 4.25 indicate that the numerator of mac 
and the eigenvalue derivative are also series in the same variables with re­
spectively constant but different coefficients. However, the denominator of 
mac involves the inner product of the floating eigenvector and hence depen­
dency upon it. It is likely that this is the cause for mac tending to follow 
variations in ||^>(p) | | 2  2 in certain circumstances of simple veering as opposed 
to the eigenvalue derivative, such as was noted and demonstrated in Sec. 4.4.
This somewhat heuristic investigation supports sections of this chapter by 
showing that, under the correct conditions, consistency can be quasi-linearly 
related to the eigenvalue derivative. These conditions include the relative 
location of the datum eigenvector and of course the simplicity of the veering 
characteristic. In suitable circumstances, rapid decreases in the eigenvalue 
derivative can afford mode tracing the insight to the amount of consistency 
and corruption that can be anticipated when pairing modes across parameter 
intervals. It can also indicate when mode tracing is likely to force iterates to 
transcend eigenvalue loci, i.e., undergo a ‘consistency jump’.
4.6 A n A ugm ented M odal Assurance R ou­
tine
Occasionally, the degree of consistency can be undesirably low, with accom­
panying corruption. Consequently, the exclusive row units of © in 4.3 and
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4.4 cannot be designated with confidence due to ambiguity in the consistency 
matrices. Such would be the case if an iterate found itself in the midst of a 
veering event, a point noted by Ting et al. (1995) who propose suspension of 
tracing of the particular, affected mode or modes and reinstating them at the 
proceeding iterate. However, generally, this will not be a successful strategy 
in the event of multiple ambiguities because the determinacy of Newton’s 
method might be threatened. In such circumstances, it is worth gaining fur­
ther insight into the problem. An augmented modal assurance routine is 
here proposed, which potentially augments the assurance of tracing. It may 
alleviate the aforementioned predicament and also increase the maximum 
permissible parameter perturbation dictated by Newton’s method. The no­
tion of the routine is to forward and backward cast the eigenvector elements 
by utilising the knowledge of their derivatives in an affine function model.
Of course, mode traces are typically made between the root, (g), and 
current, k , iterates. However, it is very conceivable that while eigenvector 
consistency can be near unity between (g) and k = 0, it can be greatly 
diminished between (g) and certain subsequent iterates, k > 0, if they settle 
in the midst of veering events. It may be possible to utilise iterates adjacent 
to the consistency loss, in the augmented assurance strategy, to strengthen 
consistency, i.e., if consistency is weak, the ambiguous eigenvectors at +  1, 
for example, might be strengthened according to those at k , or vice versa. 
To this end, the following additions to the vector consistency evaluation are
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proposed to potentially alleviate ambiguity:
(a* (afM aj) 5  ^ <f>)k+i
macij (a* (afMa*) 2 ,
^(aJ’Mai) *||2||#  „2
i \ T
k + l | | 2 
k+1xarij (a* (afMa*) 2 ,</>k+1) = (a^a^Ma*) 2) M</>k 
a > =  ( ^ + ^ ( / + 1 - p fc) ) ;
rfiacij (a jM a ,)-3 ) =
€[0,1], (4.28) 
€ [0,1], (4.29)
(4.30)
€[0,1], (4.31)
(aJ M ai)~ 5)  =  {<Pi)TM ai (^M a,-)-3 € [0,1], (4.32)
(4.33)
mTa j  ( a j M a j )  3
ml a ,  ( a j M a j  p  ^
a. =  ( ^ +1 +  % ( / - p k+1) | .
k+1
dp
Note the M-normalisation employed here is really only necessary for the 
xor expressions since mac is independent of vector scaling, having its own 
normalising denominator. Expressions 4.28-4.29 and 4.31-4.32 supplement 
4.1 and 4.2 by making affine models of the eigenvector elements at either the 
general kth or (k +  l)th iterate from the knowledge of their derivatives and 
the parameter perturbation |pk+1 — pk | dictated by Newton’s method — q.v. 
Eq- 2.15. Thus, amongst mac and xor, insight into eigenvector consistency is 
augmented threefold. Attention must be paid to the eigenvectors associated 
with degenerate eigenvalues in terms of alignment of the eigenvector bases 
across iterates; a full discussion of this can be found in Sec. 4.3. An example 
is now given of the employment of consistency expressions 4.28 and 4.29.
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4.7 The A ugm ented M odal Assurance R ou­
tine Em ployed
The following example serves to demonstrate mode traces in degenerate 
eigensystems and the augmentation of the assurance with which tracing can 
be performed. Fig. 4.12 depicts a cyclic plane frame formed by a pentagon of 
unit circumradius accommodating a pentalpha in its interior. At the inter­
section of the members are two translational degrees of freedom, so that the 
entire structure is associated with ten freedoms. Tab. 4.2 gives the geomet­
ric and material properties nominated for the members. Although a problem 
not physically realisable, by virtue of the inevitable onset of buckling (here 
ignored), the present example serves to demonstrate the concepts outlined 
hitherto, such as achieving orthonormal bases in a coalescence involving a 
permanently degenerate and a distinct mode, employment of the modal per­
mutation described by mappings 4.3 and 4.4, the care needed in tracing 
permanently degenerate eigenvalue loci and the utility of the proposed aug­
mented assurance.
In accordance with the present theme, perturbation to the eigenpairs is 
chosen to be induced by the cyclically symmetric distribution of axial forces
Young’s Modulus 2.10 x 1011
Density 7.85 x 103
(Cylindrical) member diameter 1.00 x 10"2
Sectional area
■<*ioi-HXfcl''*
Table 4.2: Pentagonal frame material and geometrical properties, SI units.
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Figure 4.12: Pentagonal frame structure.
within the frame. The resulting conservation of symmetry with respect to 
variations in p entails permanent degeneracy of most of the eigenvalues. The 
statically admissible force distribution, the magnitude of which is described 
by p, is such that the forces in the general pentagonal and general pentalpha 
members are in the ratio 1 : —|sec(|).
The elemental, total stiffness and mass matrices of the members are taken 
to be respectively
EA  0 -E A  0
Ae = Ke + Ge = T [ylj
0 —p 0 p
and
(4.35)
where the coordinate transformation matrices axe
a (3 0 0
P a 0 0
0 0 a / ?  
0 0 (3 a
(4.36)
and
a (3 0 0
0 0 a  (3 ’ (4.37)
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Figure 4.13: Eigenvalue loci of the pentagonal frame.
a and (3 are the direction cosines in nominated orthogonal directions for the 
members and L is the member length.
The mass matrix is of course stationary with respect to variations in 
the axial forces and its derivative is a zero matrix. The elemental mass and 
stiffness matrices are assembled into global matrices to form an eigenproblem 
of order ten. The zero eigenvalue, rigid body modes, amounting to three, 
are excluded in the investigation to follow and the initial modal designation 
relates to the first strain mode.
The eigenvalue loci are given in Fig. 4.13. Amongst these is a mode 
completely unaffected by the onset of load, a permanently degenerate mode 
whose eigenvectors remain constant by virtue of its linear eigenvalue locus 
and a pair of permanently degenerate, veering modes. In order to show the 
utility of the proposed augmented assurance routine, modes shall be traced 
between p = 0 and p = —0.3, which falls in the midst of the veering pair of 
modes, where the eigenvectors are rapidly transforming between the loci.
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Firstly, orthonormal bases for the degenerate eigenvectors at p = 0 are 
achieved by Gram-Schmidt orthonormalisation, described in Sec. 3.2; for the 
thrice degenerate set, involving the coalescence of a permanently degenerate 
and a distinct locus, the following series of procedures is applied.
1. The three eigenvectors are M-orthonormalised through Gram-Schmidt 
orthonormalisation.
2. The sundering of one of the eigenvectors is anticipated through post­
multiplication of the transformation matrix of the auxiliary eigenprob- 
lem 3.43; the first eigenvector then becomes its adjacent eigenvector.
3. Gram-Schmidt orthonormalisation is re-applied, noting that one of the 
eigenvectors is its adjacent eigenvector, i.e., this is used as the pivotal 
eigenvector.
Following this, the permanently degenerate eigenvectors at p = —0.3 are 
M-orthonormalised and aligned to those of the same loci at p = 0 through 
the transformation matrix defined by Eq- 4.8. The consistency evaluations 
arising thereafter are given in Eq- 4.38 and Eq- 4.39.
There are a few features of the consistency matrices worth noting. The 
straight loci, whose eigenvectors are consequently stationary with respect to 
p , expectedly return unit consistencies. With mac, the remaining modes are 
correlated with undesirably low assurance. While this assurance is greater 
with xor, there exists in both considerable corruption terms as arise in veering 
events.
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MAC =
XOR =
0.616 0 0 0 0.088 0 0
0 0.616 0 0.088 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 1
0 0.449 0 0.870 0 0 0
0.449 0 0 0 0.870 0 0
0.872 0 0 0.007 0.490 0 0
0 0.872 0 0.490 0.007 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 1
0.007 0.490 0 0.872 0 0 0
0.490 0.007 0 0 0.872 0 0
(4.38)
(4.39)
The consistency evaluations 4.28 and 4.29 axe now employed on the in­
adequately traced modes. The eigenvectors at p = 0 are forward cast, that 
they might augment the assurance of tracing these modes. The eigenvector 
derivatives are therefore required and these are computed by the method ow­
ing to Ojalvo (1988), as described in Ch. 3, and are given in Tab. 4.3 along 
with the corresponding eigenvalues and their derivatives.
The forward cast eigenvectors are shown in comparison to their original 
forms at p =  0 and to those at p = —0.3 in Tab. 4.4-4.6. The anticipation 
was that the resemblance between the forward cast eigenvectors and the 
eigenvectors at p = —0.3 would be greater than that between the eigenvectors 
at p = 0 and p =  —0.3, and such is the indication. Note that not all of the 
elements in Tab. 4.6 approximate those in Tab. 4.5. This owes to the shortfall 
of the affine modelling of the degrees of freedom. However, if the assumption 
of affineness holds for enough degrees of freedom, as is likely, then the forward
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mode 1 mode 2 mode 6 mode 7
dp
A 1.68 x 107 1.68 x 107 5.89 x 107 5.89 x 107
dX
dp 0.546 0.546 -0.393 -0.393
0.003 -0.385 -0.015 0.075
0.014 -0.105 -0.044 -0.251
0.117 0.185 -0.089 0.202
-0.197 -0.269 -0.088 0.120
x 10-8 0.239 0.071 0.194 -0.078
0.291 0.109 -0.138 0.092
-0.358 0.105 0.094 -0.010
0.131 -0.053 0.244 0.051
-0.001 0.023 -0.185 -0.190
-0.240 0.318 0.026 -0.012
Table 4.3: Eigenpair derivatives of the pentagonal frame at p = 0; q.v. Fig. 4.13 for 
locus numbering.
cast vectors will lead to greater consistency and lesser corruption:
maCij
xor
0.899 0.012 0.002 0.005
0.012 0.899 0.005 0.002 f t = l ,2 ,6,7
0.003 0.273 0.962 0.004 1 3 = 1,2,4,5
0.273 0.003 0.004 0.962 _
0.959 0.127 0.075 0.240 '
0.127 0.959 0.240 0.075 f t =  l,2,6,7
0.034 0.243 0.968 0.055 I  j  = 1,2,4,5
0.243 0.034 0.055 0.968
(4.40)
(4.41)
The mac and xor consistencies between the eigenvectors at p = —0.3 
and the forward cast vectors are shown above (note that for the evaluation 
of the latter, the forward cast vectors are necessarily forced to be mass- 
orthonormal). Overall, consistency is increased by the proposed routine and 
corruption is diminished, as shown in Eq- 4.40 and Eq11 4.41. The proposed 
augmented assurance scheme is herein utilised as a supplement to consistency 
evaluation in terms of increasing the insight into how to trace modes. It must
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be noted that this is only possible in single parameter problems since the 
eigenvectors may not be analytic functions of multiple parameters. That is 
not to say that mode tracing assurance cannot be augmented in the manner 
here shown when there is more than one parameter, but that further research 
is needed.
0  1 02 06 07
0.163 -0.015 0.333 -0.016
-0.221 -0.036 0.239 -0.040
0.152 -0.062 -0.292 -0.160
0.179 -0.134 0.198 0.140
-0.090 0.246 -0.030 -0.125
0.062 -0.067 -0.160 -0.357
-0.032 0.008 -0.093 0.401
0.065 0.267 0.022 0.005
-0.193 -0.770 0.082 -0.100
-0.086 -0.031 -0.300 0.252
Table 4.4: Eigenvectors of the pentagonal frame at p  = 0.
01 02 04 05
0.148 -0.176 0.284 0.066
-0.175 -0.149 0.189 -0.142
0.213 0.088 -0.284 -0.065
0.086 -0.213 0.108 0.211
-0.017 0.229 0.094 -0.155
0.230 0.018 -0.172 -0.281
-0.224 0.055 -0.077 0.334
0.054 0.222 0.150 0.035
-0.120 -0.195 -0.017 -0.180
-0.196 0.122 -0.277 0.178
Table 4.5: Eigenvectors of the pentagonal frame at p  = —0.3.
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mode 1 mode 2 mode 6 mode 7
0.164 -0.130 0.328 0.006
-0.216 -0.068 0.226 -0.115
0.187 -0.006 -0.319 -0.099
0.120 -0.215 0.172 0.176
-0.018 0.268 0.028 -0.149
0.149 -0.034 -0.201 -0.330
-0.140 0.039 -0.064 0.398
0.105 0.252 0.095 0.020
-0.193 -0.170 0.026 -0.157
-0.158 0.065 -0.292 0.248
Table 4.6: Forward cast eigenvectors for the pentagonal frame from p  = 0.
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Chapter 5 
Numerical Simulation
Five numerical simulations showing success of the title method are given and 
exemplify the issues raised in previous, theoretical chapters. General con­
cepts, such as mode tracing and overdetermination, are demonstrated in the 
case of a frame with one distribution of aodal force, and hence one force para­
meter. Frames of regular and irregular geometries are then used to illustrate 
force determination in cases where there are multiple distributions of force. 
Symmetry in frames is seen to pose problems of root ambiguity. It is shown 
that load can be updated alongside other physical parameters. The nominated 
frames offer bases from which concepts for more general space frames can be 
extrapolated. Use is made of the finite element models to anticipate factors 
that might affect the determination of force in real frames. Effects of noise 
are included to indicate the bounds upon errors that can be expected. The 
chapter ends with an example of a large order frame resembling a practical 
structure and serves to show that the more complicated a frame is, the more 
difficult it is to arrive at a solution to the force identification problem.
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5.1 General
The numerical simulations are intended for demonstrating issues highlighted 
in previous, theoretical chapters and how they affect Newton’s method. Iter­
ation progresses according to Eq- 2.19, with the Newton progression defined 
in Eqa 2.15. The necessity of overdetermining this set of linear equations is 
shown in the examples that follow; treating their condition is also explored. 
The way in which mode tracing overcomes the eigenvalue coalescence issue, 
and how it behaves in the presence of locus veering, is also made evident. 
Mode tracing is further seen to alleviate the ambiguous root problems of 
symmetric frames, as anticipated in Sec. 5.2. Where necessary, the disori­
ented, permanently degenerate modes at each iterate have had to be aligned 
to the root modes in order to see how modes should be traced, as discussed 
in Sec. 4.3.
Other concerns investigated are whether load can be identified alongside 
other parameters and the effects of having errors in the root, or simulated 
experimental frequencies. The chapter ends with an example of a large, 
complicated frame, the nature of whose dynamic characteristics greatly tests 
the means of identifying force proposed in this thesis.
All member discretisation for dynamic modelling is six elements, except 
for the final example of the octet frame, for which the size of the problem 
has demanded only four elements per member for practical purposes. Modal 
designation is stated according to the ordering at the root and irrespective 
of the ordering at any other loaded state, so that mode r is not necessarily
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the rth mode at a particular value of p. All member material properties are 
as follows: Young’s modulus, 2.1 x 1011 Nm-2; density, 7.85 x 103 kgm-3. 
Without being stated, mode tracing, as outlined in Eqa 4.3-4.4, is in all places 
used by default.
Note that there is an assumption of constant geometry with respect to 
frame loading. Of course, in practice, deviations in geometry would accom­
pany the approach to buckling, and this second order effect may need to be 
taken into account in the mathematical modelling. A useful reference that 
deals with this is Greening (1999).
Before the numerical simulation examples are given, the following two 
sections raise issues that need to be acknowledged regarding frame symmetry.
5.2 G eom etries E xhibiting Cyclic Sym m etry
If the eigenproblem is not formulated on n linearly independent force distrib­
utions, the Jacobian matrix of eigenvalue derivatives will be singular and its 
inverse will not exist. The inverse of the Jacobian of Eqa 2.15 could be taken 
with truncation of the zero singular values of the Jacobian, that is to say 
force their reciprocals to zero in the matrix £ + of Eqa 2.17, in order for the 
Newton progression to be determined. However, there would then exist an 
infinite number of solutions to the force parameters, a cluster of which would 
exist within the pre-buckled region of the iteration space. There would be 
no guarantee of discovering the true root, although beneficially any of such 
a family of roots would lead to the correct solution to the member forces.
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However, the dimensionality of the iteration space would be unnecessarily 
large, encumbering iteration on more counts than just iterative adversity, as 
discussed at the end of the current section. It is therefore advisable to always 
seek a full rank equilibrium matrix E.
In the case of symmetric space frames with multiple axes of spatial pe­
riodicity, the hypersurfaces representing the eigenvalue functions of the n 
force parameters p have an n-dimensional focus of symmetry, defined as the 
hyperplane where all of the parameters are equal. This owes to the spa­
tial ambiguity; certain force distributions will be identical in every sense but 
orientation and will therefore be interchangeable independent variables with 
respect to the eigenvalue functions. At the symmetry focus, the eigenvalue 
functions are transitorily coalesced. The coalescence is not simple and may 
involve combinations of distinct and twofold degenerate eigenvalue curves in­
tersecting. The equation computing the Frechet eigenvalue derivative 3.10 no 
longer holds here. Gateaux (directional) derivatives could be approximated 
by finite difference schemes, but would pose computational expense. It is 
an easy matter and simpler to avoid this focus by ensuring that the vector 
p° at which iteration commences has non-repeated values i — 1 ,2 ,. . . ,  n; 
the event of encountering it subsequently is immensely improbable. Alterna­
tively, the eigenvectors of the set of degenerate eigenvalues at the symmetry 
focus can be treated through a combination of Gram-Schmidt orthonormali­
sation and a transformation matrix that anticipates any potential sundering 
of the eigenvalues — q.v. Sec. 3.2 and Sec. 4.7.
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Further for frames possessing more than one axis of spatial periodicity 
— for example, those based on platonic solids — there exist roots to the set 
of non-linear eigenvalue functions which, although not leading to the correct 
solution to the member forces, give a solution that describes the actual sought 
force distribution at some different spatial orientation. This owes to the 
spatial ambiguity of the geometries of such frames in that they are identical 
from multiple spatial aspects. There axe then a number of roots pH at which 
the eigenvalue constraints are exactly satisfied, i.e., A (pR) — A (pR) =  0. 
These ambiguous roots are informative in that they identify the member 
forces, but it is the designation of the each member force remains uncertain. 
One would not be able to confidently ascribe the found member forces. This 
issue would jeopardise the uniqueness of the solution pR were it not for mode 
tracing discerning the eigenvalue functions upon which the unique solution 
lies. If mode tracing is not employed, then the roots pR and pH, which 
conform to the same hyperplane — since they give rise to the same frame 
eigenvalues and are symmetric through the symmetry focus — lie on the same 
non-smooth eigenvalue function as defined by numerical ordering, introducing 
ambiguity. The above is diagrammatically described in Fig. 5.1, where, for 
a frame whose eigenvalues are dependent upon two force parameters, modes 
1 and 4 (numerical designations) are chosen at the root for the iteration. 
Since the starting surfaces are nominated according to the consistency of 
their eigenvectors with the root eigenvectors, stagnation at the pH root is 
avoided and convergence to pR ensues. Thus the modes at the point at
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Figure 5.1: Mode tracing overcoming root ambiguity in the force identification of a 
cyclically symmetric frame possessing two axes of spatial periodicity.
which iteration commences are 2 and 3 (numerical designations), respectively, 
corresponding to those at the root. The physical interpretation of why mode 
tracing overcomes this ambiguity is that, although the force distributions 
are spatially ambiguous, the eigenvector-force distribution relationships are 
unique, and so the eigenvector-based mode tracing is afforded discernment 
of the unique root.
Note that if the dimensionality of the iteration space is unnecessarily large 
because of incomplete reduction of the equilibrium matrix, as just discussed, 
then even mode tracing cannot prevent convergence to an erroneous root. 
This is because of the possibility of discovering a pH root, which, because
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of their abundance and locations on the eigenvalue hypersurfaces, would not 
allow the type of discernment depicted in Fig. 5.1. This is the main incentive 
for reducing the dimensionality of Newton’s method when identifying load 
in cyclically symmetric frames.
5.3 G eom etries D eviating from Cyclic Sym ­
m etry
If the geometry of a space frame is such that it marks a deviation from some 
regular, cyclic form to generate an irregular frame, then particularities of 
symmetric frames do not hold (for example, the symmetrical focus wanders 
into less readily defined space) — however, they are not wholly alleviated. Al­
though the force distribution matrix E will have developed distinct columns, 
it will still be rank-deficient and therefore, again, a full rank matrix E needs 
to be developed. That is to say, particular force distributions will be ex­
pressible as linear combinations of other distributions, and therefore present 
surplus force parameters, for which reason they should be disregarded. The 
number of linearly independent force distributions in an irregular frame will 
be equal to that for its regular counterpart due to topology conservation, 
since the degree of redundancy is a function of topology and not geometry 
— q.v. Axiom 1.2.1. However, the degree of orthogonality of the set of force 
distributions is a function of geometry. N.B. Some orthogonal basis for E 
will exist.
The geometries of such frames may mean that the force distributions are
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not immediately apparent. In this case, a static analysis can be employed 
in which successive members are removed, one end restrained in six degrees 
of freedom to alleviate singularity of the stiffness matrix, K, and a force 
parallel to the removed member applied at the other end. The global solution 
vector of displacements is simply the inverse of the constant stiffness matrix 
multiplied by the applied force vector. This allows evaluation of member 
forces resulting from a particular member strain, which are then normalised 
accordingly to establish E.
5.4 Once R edundant, B i-Tetrahedral Frame
The bi-tetrahedral frame comprises two skeletal, regular tetrahedra having 
three mutual members; an internal spar joins the opposing apices to intro­
duce static indeterminacy. The redundancy entails frame loading following 
member strain — a statically determinate frame would not be loaded but 
would instead deform geometrically. The frame can be seen in Fig. 5.2. Ac­
cording to Eq- 2.23, the degree of redundancy is 10—3 x 5-1-6 =  1. The length 
of the external frame member is nominated as 0.5 m and the members are of 
circular section and diameter 0.01 m. The member centre-lines are concur­
rent at the joints so that the transfer of axial force alone is possible, in the 
static sense.
The variations of the frame eigenvalues are shown in Fig. 5.3 between the 
buckling limits at which the fundamental frequency — whatever mode that 
may be in that load vicinity — vanishes. The curves are seen to be non-
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Figure 5.2: Bi-tetrahedral space frame.
linear, with the eigenvalue coalescence and loci veering phenomena clearly 
visible. As acknowledged in Ch. 4, Newton’s method can be encumbered if 
the functions are non-smooth.
For the once redundant, bi-tetrahedral frame, the eigenvector-force dis­
tribution relative orientation is conserved at all loads. In the mathematical 
model therefore, certain pairs of eigenvalues are permanently degenerate in 
that they will not separate upon parameter perturbation. Indeed, many of 
the eigenvalue loci in Fig. 5.3 are two loci, one superimposing the other. The 
existence of multiple force distributions in the frames of subsequent exam­
ples means that the frame eigenvalues are generally distinct, and so it is only 
really in the once redundant, symmetric case that the special treatment of 
vector bases is required. This is achieved for the bi-tetrahedral numerical 
simulations by the methods outlined in Ch. 3 and Ch. 4.
Convergence will be very rapid if the eigenvalue locus nominated for use 
in the iteration is near straight between the root and the point at which 
iteration commences. This is simply a result of the apt affine modelling of 
the indefinite integral in Eq- 2.12 in Newton’s method. If such modes are
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Figure 5.3: Pre-buckled eigenvalue loci of the bi-tetrahedral frame.
utilised, then convergence even across the extreme buckling limits can be 
achieved practically after a single iteration. It is of course a matter of chance 
whether a straight eigenvalue function is nominated for the identification or 
not and is not a matter of choice unless second and higher derivatives are 
inspected.
The curvatures of the coupled loci in Fig. 5.3 potentially give rise to 
root multiplicity, since for a given eigenvalue there can be two roots on a 
given, veered curve. This is important to know since convergence upon an 
erroneous root is misleading, and in fact worse than the iteration diverging. 
The advantage of the present context of structural dynamics is that, within 
reason, there are many modes available as functions of the force parameter, 
and hence the system of equations 2.15 can be overdetermined, as is common 
practice, to alleviate the ambiguity of multiple roots.
Fig. 5.4 shows convergence upon the positive buckling load, and as a rig­
orous test, iteration is chosen to commence at the negative buckling load.
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Figure 5.4: Buckling-to-buckling convergences resulting from all combinations of three 
ambiguous bi-tetrahedral frame eigenvalue loci.
For this task, all combinations of the three modes 3, 8 and 9 are used. For 
reference, these are represented by the three loci in Fig. 5.3 whose station- 
arity is in the vicinity of p = 0.5. Respectively, each of these modes used 
independently is seen to converge to its erroneous root since the true root 
is in each instance ‘over hill’ of the former. In combination, correct conver­
gence is seen to result since mutuality between the modes must be fulfilled 
in convergence. One exception is the combination of modes 3 and 8 — here, 
the Newton progression at the erroneous root is near zero, and hence the 
iteration stagnates there. This is a rare occurrence and, nevertheless, a good 
degree of overdetermination is a robust means for overcoming root ambigu­
ity. Note that from Fig. 5.4, iteration is seen to depart slightly from the 
pre-buckled region, but in doing so does not impede the eventual conver­
gence. This should, however, in general, be avoided as the validity of the 
finite element model post-buckling is questionable, i.e., the eigenvalue loci 
and their derivatives may become numerically unstable and erratic.
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Figure 5.5: Iteration transcending bi-tetrahedral frame eigenvalue loci past a veering 
event; (a) progression with respect to iteration number; (b) progression along loci.
With locus veering, it is possible for iterates to transcend curves (perform 
‘consistency jumps’) when mode tracing is employed, as has been observed in 
Ch. 4. Fig. 5.5 shows how iteration transcends curves at the veering around 
p =  —3.0; the root is just past the veering point and iteration commences 
from p = 0. Correct convergence ensues using mode 8, illustrating that the 
purpose of employing mode tracing is to conserve function smoothness for 
the benefit of the iteration; the definition of the functions between the initial 
parameter value and root is otherwise not of importance. Note that this is 
completely analogous to what happens in the limiting case of mode tracing 
passed an eigenvalue coalescence point.
5.5 Once Redundant, Regular, Octahedral 
Frame
Analogously to the tetrahedral frame, a redundant member can be accom­
modated by an octahedral, skeletal frame, as depicted in Fig. 5.6. According
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to Eq- 2.23, the degree of redundancy is 13 — 3x6  +  6 =  1. This example will 
be used to demonstrate the identification of load simultaneously with that of 
other parameters. As well as load then, the density of the material forming 
the frame members, p, and the diameter of the members, d, are sought and it 
is assumed that they are initially known to nominal values: p1 =  7850 kgm~3 
and d1 = 0.01 m. It is also assumed that the frame is completely unloaded 
at the beginning of iteration. Density governs the mass of the frame and 
it is obvious that the frequencies will decrease with increasing p; diameter 
will of course increase the frame stiffness and the frequencies will increase 
with respect to d. The length of the external frame member is nominated as 
0.5 m.
Figure 5.6: Once redundant, octahedral frame.
This example will also be used to demonstrate the importance of align­
ing the eigenvectors of permanently degenerate modes during iteration (q.v. 
Sec. 4.3). This is an issue for the once redundant, octahedral frame because, 
although the problem is parameterised with parameters other than just load, 
the variation of these parameters does not break the symmetry of the model. 
Some of the eigenvalues are therefore permanently degenerate. Iteration will
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progress with mode tracing but without the alignment of eigenvectors in 
order to expose the potentially detrimental effects of such neglect.
The root is chosen as
where the seven modes selected for iteration have frequencies in Hz of 105.18, 
109.56,112.84, 119.38, 152.94, 153.66 and 165.67, some of which are repeated. 
The modes are selected from the lower end of the spectrum, with the mode 
at 105.18 Hz the fundamental mode.
Normally, for demonstrative purposes in numerical simulations, the load 
factor p is used to intimate the relation of the loads during iteration to the 
buckling load. However, for the present example, as the finite element model 
is parameterised with member diameter, the buckling load itself is variable 
and so the load factor P  is used instead.
Making use of Eq- 3.10, the eigenvalue derivatives with respect to the 
three independent variables are computed as follows:
All elemental mass and stiffness matrix derivatives are given explicitly in 
Appendix 1.
The progress of iteration is given in Fig. 5.7, which shows how the initial 
eigenvalues are brought to the root eigenvalues and also the convergence of
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Figure 5.7: Progression of quantities with respect to iteration number for the once 
redundant, octahedral frame: (a) current and root eigenvalue difference; (b) load, P; (c)
diameter, d; (d) density, p; ----------------without Jacobian column weighting; — ------------
with Jacobian column weighting.
the three independent variables upon the root values. It is seen that, for the 
present example, load can be updated alongside other physical parameters. 
Inspection of the Jacobian near the root,
29.3 3.70 X 107 -55.5
-11.3 1.03 X 108 -60.3
8.01 8.03 X 107 -63.9
1.61 1.01 X 108 -71.5
-19.6 1.98 X 108 -117
-6.44 1.80 X 108 -119
5.34 1.91 X 108 -138
demonstrates that, because of the arbitrary way the problem has been para-
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meterised, the second column of the matrix, that pertaining to d, is several 
orders of magnitude greater than the other two. Consequently, the Jacobian 
is ill-conditioned, with singular values of o\ =  3.70 x 108, a2 = 53.9 and 
(73 = 0.0528.
Although convergence is observed, the condition of J is treated, as de­
scribed in Sec. 2.5. This is seen to take the condition number of the Jacobian 
at the root, or the ratio of the greatest singular value to the smallest, from 
7.00 x 109 to 6.82 x 103. The iteration is re-observed with this conditioning 
and the results are also given in Fig. 5.7. Note that such conditioning does 
not change the values of the Newton progressions Ap, and so both the so­
lution and the path to it are not expected to be different between Eq- 2.15 
and Eqfi 2.27. Fig. 5.7, however, shows otherwise. This can be explained as 
follows.
Although by conditioning the Jacobian the Newton progressions do not 
change in theory, there are very small discrepancies brought about by the in­
evitable rounding errors associated with numerical computation. Normally, 
such discrepancies are so minute that they are utterly insignificant; presently, 
they seem to have been significant enough to have changed the orientations 
of the degenerate mode eigenvectors at each iterate (such eigenvectors are 
arbitrarily oriented at all values of the parameters). If a mode trace is natu­
rally ambiguous because of low consistency and high corruption, the further 
lowering of consistency that arises due to not aligning degenerate mode eigen­
vectors can be enough to change the trace path. This of course only has to
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happen to one mode once during iteration to completely alter the path New­
ton’s method takes. Fortunately in Fig. 5.7 the correct solution is reached 
in both iteration schemes (N.B. in the philosophy of mode tracing, there is 
no correct path to the solution but a smooth path should be found), but 
there is always the possibility that divergence could ensue. The conclusion 
is that the alignment of the eigenvectors of permanently degenerate mode 
eigenvectors must be performed to minimise ambiguity in mode tracing.
5.6 Thrice R edundant, Regular, O ctahedral 
Frame
The opposing apices of the bi-tetrahedral frame made is possible to insert an 
internal redundancy; the octahedral frame has the potential to accommodate 
three internal members. According to Eq- 2.23, the degree of redundancy 
is 15 — 3 x 6 +  6 =  3. Again, the length of the external frame member is 
nominated as 0.5 m and the members are of circular section and diameter 
0.01 m. The octahedral frame is depicted in Fig. 5.8.
(15)
(14)
(ID (12)
(13)
Figure 5.8: Thrice redundant, octahedral space frame.
From a simple compatibility analysis, it is found that about any single
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axis of the frame, there exist two classes of force distribution. These classes 
may be distinguished by the type of member that needs to be strained to in­
duce them: external (class I) or internal (class II). However, since the frame 
possesses three axes of spatial periodicity and is identical from the aspect 
of each, the total number of distinct force distribution types is six. These 
are given in Fig. 2.1, with member numbers corresponding to Fig. 5.8. The 
first column shown in the matrix given therein is fourfold multiple because of 
the symmetry of the regular octahedral frame — this can be appreciated by 
seeing that the external frame is formed of three orthogonal, square, planar 
frames and that straining of any one member of these is the same as straining 
any other. Further, since the frame is identical from three orthogonal aspects, 
two more sets of fourfold identical columns follow, with all these sets per­
mutations of one another. The last three, distinct vectors of the equilibrium 
matrix relate to straining of an internal frame member, and therefore repre­
sent class II distributions. As seen, the three distributions of the respective 
classes amongst themselves represent the same force distribution orientated 
according to the three different axes of spatial periodicity, so that variations 
of eigenvalues with respect to each of them are identical.
With pi, P2 and p$ relating to class I distributions, and p4, p5 and p6 
to class II distributions, Fig. 5.9 shows how the frame eigenvalues vary with 
respect to loading between the buckling limits. The two plots are not wholly 
disparate and each parameter set affects the eigenvalues in a similar way.
It is found that the equilibrium matrix has rank three, and further that
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Figure 5.9: Pre-buckled eigenvalue loci of the thrice redundant, octahedral space frame.
a reduced, full rank matrix can be established with the three distributions 
of class I alone, for example, i.e., E = [ei e5 e6]. The physical interpretation 
is that the any possible state of equilibrium of the octahedral frame can be 
expressed as a linear combination of these three linearly independent force 
distributions. Therefore, let the force parameters governing the iteration 
space be factors upon the first three types of force distribution, pi, P2 and
P3-
The point made in Sec. 5.2 regarding root uniqueness is well demonstrated 
by seeking a root
0.1634
pR =  - < 0.4902
0.8170
(5.6)
and initiating iteration at a permuted set of values
p H =  — <
f 0.8170 1 
0.1634 
0.4902
(5.7)
at which there exists an ambiguous root. This coordinate simply represents 
the distribution of force in the frame as at the true root but at a different
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spatial orientation. Without mode tracing, the iteration would not make a 
progression from this starting value since the eigenvalue hypersurface upon 
which the false root lies is a reflection through the 3-dimensional focus of 
symmetry of the hypersurface upon which the true root lies, and therefore 
the eigenvalue constraint would automatically be satisfied. Fig. 5.10 shows 
that with mode tracing employed on the first three root modes, the correct 
eigenvalue curve is discerned so that the true root is discovered. (N.B. The 
iterative progression of all three force parameters can be shown on the same
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set of axes since they represent distributions with the same P£ .) The reason 
that the curve of the root is not traced with the curve of the true root 
pR, and that curve consistency is maintained, can be appreciated from see­
ing that the eigenvectors of these respective roots used in the mode tracing 
have a unique relation to their force distributions, which are further spa­
tially orthogonal and therefore on a global level mode tracing does not pair 
them. That is to say, the ambiguity arising from the non-uniqueness of the 
eigenvectors is overcome by utilising the uniqueness of the eigenvector-force 
distribution relation.
Noise is simulated by Monte Carlo runs in which the nominated random 
noise is at most ±5 % of the root fundamental frequency, for any given 
frequency used in the identification. Although the noise model is unrealistic, 
with all levels of noise having equal probability and relative noise greater for 
lower frequencies, it is felt that it is a conservative one. For each degree of 
overdeterminacy, the solution spreads resulting from one hundred runs can 
be seen in Fig. 5.10(b)-(d). Expectedly, overdetermination helps to improve 
the precision of identification.
5.7 Thrice Redundant, Irregular, O ctahedral 
Frame
A topologically identical but geometrically different frame is now considered. 
If the spatial locations of the five apices of the regular, octahedral frame are
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described by the matrix
D
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2 0 0
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2 0 0
0 0 0 0 1V2
1
V2
(5 .8 )
then the geometry of the irregular frame is described by D + [ I I ]. All 
other properties are conserved in the transformation from the regular frame. 
Owing to the more complex geometry, force distributions are determined 
from the static matrix analysis outlined in Sec. 5.3. The irregular, octahedral 
frame is shown in Fig. 5.11 with member numbering consistent with that in 
Fig. 5.8.
Figure 5.11: Thrice redundant, irregular, octahedral space frame.
Establishment of the reduced matrix E is possible after observing the 
number of non-zero singular values of the equilibrium matrix E, which equals 
three. From this, it is found that the number of linearly independent force 
distributions — that is to say, the minimum number whose linear superpo­
sition suffices in describing any possible equilibrium state — is conserved 
following the breaking of symmetry. In other words, the irregular frame 
has the same number of force distributions as the regular frame from which 
it is deformed. This must hold since the topology is conserved. Physically,
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Figure 5.12: Pre-buckled eigenvalue loci of the thrice redundant, irregular, octahedral 
frame.
the member-joint relations remain identical and therefore the irregular frame 
cannot possess any further linearly independent force distributions in com­
parison to the regular frame.
The eigenvalue-force parameter loci for three particular distributions are 
given in Fig. 5.12. These distributions are those that arise from the straining 
of members 1, 2 and 3 — q.v. Fig. 5.11. Of immediate note is the increased 
erratic characteristic of the loci, potentially posing difficulty for the iteration. 
Supportive of the suggestion by Perkins and Mote (1986), as discussed in 
Sec. 4.1, is the fact that, upon closer observation, the breaking of symmetry 
is seen to have turned all coalescences into veerings.
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Owing to the increased slenderness of some of the members of the irregular 
frame, the frequencies are in general lower. Consequently, the irregular frame 
cannot withstand as much loading as its regular analogue.
A target root of
PR = <
0.2062 1 
0.1848 
-0.3135
(5.9)
is nominated and convergence using the initial four root modes from an 
unloaded state is shown in Fig. 5.13. Four modes are used since a degree of 
overdeterminacy one is the minimum required for convergence to result at all. 
Again, simulated noise is included in the manner previously described and is
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found to behave similarly with respect to increasing overdetermination, but 
with overdetermination providing more constraint to the solution than in the 
previous example.
5.8 Thrice Redundant O ctet Frame
So far, the numerical simulations have involved structures that have been 
simple in form with few members; real space frames typically comprise many 
times more members, joined together to form complicated shapes. In order 
to introduce physical relevance, this next simulation is therefore concerned 
with a spatial beam structure comprising octet sub-frames. An octet is a 
regular, octahedral frame, with two regular tetrahedral frames adjoining two 
of its opposing faces, and with the capability of space-filling — the three 
dimensional analogue of tessellation. Being formed of sub-frames already 
studied in this chapter, and also representing a physically practical structure, 
the octet frame is a useful bridge between the problems that have been dealt 
with hitherto and how they might manifest themselves in actual space frames. 
It also follows the natural progression that began with single beams and went 
on to investigate the behaviour of these beams coupled within elementary 
space frames; it is these elementary frames that are now coupled within a 
bigger structure.
The octet frame is shown in Fig. 5.14. The frame is slightly modified in 
that the two most central, internal members have been removed and replaced 
with a longer member in the very centre of the structure, member 55. The
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reason for this is to lower the buckling limit and hence decrease the magnitude 
of force in the frame required to cause the fundamental vibration mode to 
vanish. In this way, the effects of force on the dynamics of the system will be 
more significant. The rank of the equilibrium matrix, E, is three, indicating 
that there are three redundancies and as many linearly independent force 
distributions. This is also shown by Eq- 2.23: 63 — 3 x 22 +  6 =  3. The order 
of the problem is therefore the same as for the previous two space frames.
Figure 5.14: Octet frame.
What is of particular note is the intricacy of the example eigenvalue-force 
parameter loci, shown for the distribution arising from the straining of mem­
ber 1 in Fig. 5.15. Up until now, observation of how the eigenvalues vary 
with respect to load for each of the frames investigated has supported the 
point discussed in Ch. 1 that the dynamics of space frames can be thought 
of as the coupled dynamics of all the constituent members. An example of 
this is that the vanishing of the fundamental frequency has been seen to
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coincide with the buckling of the most susceptible member. A consequence 
of the local beam systems coupling into the global structural system is that 
the more members there are forming the structure, the more dense will be 
the eigenvalue loci. This has been observed across the eigenvalue loci plots, 
from those of the bi-tetrahedral frame through to the once and then thrice 
redundant octahedral frames, and is now made very apparent with the sixty 
three member octet frame. The implications of having such a high modal 
density, in terms of the effects of on mode tracing, and, indeed, on the ability 
to define what a mode is in an inconstant landscape of varying frequencies 
and mode shapes, are discussed later. What is apparent is that the usual 
characteristics all feature in Fig. 5.15. The fundamental frequency vanishes 
at two values of p, positive and negative, corresponding to opposite direc­
tions of loading for the frame. Both eigenvalue coalescence and locus veering 
abound, although there is no permanent degeneracy of the eigenvalues. A 
strange feature at zero load and around A =  1.35 x 106 indicates an explosion 
in which a family of modes diverges as the frame is loaded in either direction.
Of great concern is the fact that, in comparison to the pre-buckled loci 
of the previously investigated frames, those of the octet frame are shallow. 
That is to say, generally, their gradients are small, indicating that in regions 
the eigenvalues are fairly insensitive to load. This can be appreciated as 
a problem by inspecting Eqa 2.15. For a given difference between current 
and root eigenvalues, the smaller the eigenvalue derivative in the Jacobian, 
the greater will be the Newton progression Ap. With a frame for which
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mode shapes are rapidly changing with respect to load, this is extremely 
detrimental as the progression could send the next iterate far enough from 
the root that the current and root eigenvectors bear little, if any, resemblance 
to one another. The prospect of tracing modes in this event, and therefore 
employing Newton’s method for load identification at all, does not exist. In 
extreme cases, iteration may be sent far from the pre-buckled region of the 
finite element model where the frequencies, mode shapes and their numerical 
stability are questionable.
Complicated space frames will be seen to present demands on the itera­
tive schemes that have, until now, proved to be fairly robust, nearly always 
identifying the numerically ascribed root. Certainly for the octet frame, con­
vergence upon a root is rather the exception, not the rule. One successful 
convergence is now shown.
The properties of the octet frame model are as follows. The length of the 
regular frame member is nominated as 0.5 m and all members are of circular 
section and diameter 0.01 m. The finite element model is formulated on 
columns 51, 53 and 55 of the equilibrium matrix E, which relate to the 
force distributions that would arise if, respectively, these frame members 
were strained (q.v. Fig. 5.14). With the standard normalisation of the force 
distributions, i.e., where the force in the member most susceptible to buckling 
is unity, the condition number of E =  [e5i e53 6 5 5 ] is 725. It is assumed that 
E, whose range is capable of describing any state of equilibrium in the octet 
frame, is well conditioned enough for numerical purposes.
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Figure 5.15: Eigenvalue loci of the octet frame with p  a factor upon the normalised force set arising from the straining of member 1 
(q.v. Fig. 5.14).
The root is chosen as
PR = <
f 0.1 1 
0.2 
0.3
> , (5.10)
with iteration commencing from
f 0.1 1 
0.2 
0.3
> . (5.11)
At the root, the twenty modes selected for iteration have frequencies in Hz 
of: 48.8, 93.4, 99.0, 100.8, 105.1, 107.24, 112.1, 114.4, 119.3, 122.6, 125.2, 
127.8, 130.1, 134.3, 140.7, 144.5, 148.3, 152.5, 160.3 and 168.1. This is in 
fact the first twenty of every third mode beginning with, and inclusive of, 
the fundamental mode.
Iterative progression is seen in Fig. 5.16, which depicts how the initial 
eigenvalues are brought to the root eigenvalues. Also shown is identification 
of each of the three force parameters, with p\ and P2 coincidentally taking 
very similar paths to the solution, and the corresponding member forces with 
respect to iteration number. Although the force parameters are many times 
greater than their initial and root values, the member forces indicate that 
iteration remains entirely within the pre-buckled iteration space, which is 
partially bounded by = 7210 N. The member forces are, of course, seen 
to change sign but conserve magnitude due to the values of the initial and 
root force parameters. The final plot in the figure shows how a particu­
lar eigenvector consistency measure varies with iteration. The measure is 
the mean of the mac values between each of the root eigenvectors and the 
eigenvectors with which they are most consistent at each iterate. The value
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Figure 5.16: Progression of quantities with respect to iteration number for the octet 
frame: (a) current and root eigenvalue difference; (b) force parameters; (c) member forces; 
(d) mean of the maximum consistencies attained by each root eigenvector with the current 
iterate eigenvectors.
naturally converges to unity but is seen to be almost half this at the start of 
iteration. This serves to show that the eigenvectors at p° and those at pR are 
markedly different. It must be emphasised that because of rapidly changing 
eigenvectors and generally small eigenvalue gradients, roots can prove to be 
rather elusive.
This point is worth investigating further. Fig. 5.17 shows the mac values 
the root eigenvectors achieve with the eigenvectors of a subset of the ini­
tial sixty-five modes at each iterate. At iterates four and five, almost unit
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consistency, with practically zero corruption, is observed; this is where the 
solution is well converged. Iterates two and three show that modes can be 
clearly paired and that coalescence has taken place since some consistency 
values axe ‘off diagonal’. Going back to the first iterate, few modes are 
strongly paired and consistency is generally very weak. At k — 0, where the 
initial basis for tracing modes is performed, the values of mac are seriously 
small with accompanying corruption terms. In light of this, it is remarkable 
that iteration started well at all.
Note that no ambiguity is introduced by the inclusion of the six rigid 
body modes; if this is of concern, it is an easy matter to exclude the rigid 
body modes from the subset of modes T  at the current iterate used to pair 
the root modes in 5  (q.v. Sec. 4.1).
In order to assess the degree by which consistency of eigenvectors dete­
riorates, the frame is loaded at four magnitudes in the distribution of force 
relating to the straining of member 51: p\ = 0, p\ =  p\ = § and pi =  1. 
The weakening of consistency of the first third of all of the modes in the 
finite element model from the unloaded state to the buckled state is shown 
in Fig. 5.18. Fig. 5.19 is a similar plot with the same magnitude of force at 
each stage in member 55, except in this instance loading progresses simul­
taneously in all three of the force distributions: p =  [0 0 0]T, p = [ |  ^ | ] T, 
p =  [ | § | ] T and p =  [ | |  | ] T. In all of these plots, the entire eigenvectors 
have been used to compute mac values so that none of the deterioration can 
be attributed to shortage of data.
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From the automac plots, which should indicate the degree of corruption 
present at the unloaded state of the octet frame (the diagonal terms axe, of 
course, all unity), it is observed that as well as the usual, small amounts 
of corruption, there also exists strong ‘off diagonal’ correlation. A family of 
modes at around designation 100 are seen to have a secondary consistency 
with another family of modes at around designation 350. This is due to 
the spatial aliasing problem with the mode shapes and is a shortfall of the 
level of member discretisation. While the modes in each family are in reality 
different, the inability of the discretisation level to describe the higher modes 
to sufficient detail has made all of these modes look very similar as far as 
the scrutiny of mac is concerned. As discussed in Sec. 4.1, spatial aliasing 
arguments should be used to upper-bound the modes in the subset T  at the 
current iterate used to pair the root modes in S. In this way, the possibility 
of an erroneous mode pairing with a higher order mode is allayed.
The first crossmac plots show that the modes that lend themselves to the 
spatial aliasing problem are also susceptible to a phenomenon in which their 
eigenvector consistencies are drastically diminished, both amongst them­
selves and with the ambiguous higher order modes. Further, the correlation 
of the ambiguous higher order modes amongst themselves is also seen to de­
teriorate, suggesting that there is a more fundamental, underlying property 
of all of these modes that makes them prone to this variation in eigenvectors. 
Stranger still is that another patch of disruption has formed in the ‘diago­
nal’ terms at around designation 225, which is at the centre of the ‘square’
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formed by this phenomenon. It is not known what precisely is giving rise to 
this disturbance of the eigenvectors, but evidently it is the family of modes 
associated with the explosive characteristic observed in Fig. 5.15, in which 
an entire group of modes diverges as load is applied in either direction of 
sign. Clearly, some means of identifying which are the prone modes needs to 
be found so that the relatively immutable modes can be used in iteration.
The weakening of eigenvectors increases in the subsequent crossmac eval­
uations with eigenvectors at greater loaded states, with even the modes im­
mune to the aliasing becoming significantly inconsistent. Note that Fig. 5.19, 
which involves loading in all three force distributions simultaneously is sim­
ilar to Fig. 5.18, which involves loading in just the first force distribution. 
The loading in the former, like the latter, is still linear, but in a hybrid force 
distribution that is not realisable with the straining of just one member. This 
does not seem to display a significantly lesser or greater manifestation of the 
phenomenon.
Promisingly, there are relatively immutable modes that could pass as 
candidates for updating a finite element model. Even so, the selection of a 
starting point for iteration is crucial for a solution to succeed. Eigenvectors, 
as well as the eigenvalues used in Newton’s method, have been shown to 
change rapidly with respect to load, ultimately undermining the crucial mode 
tracing strategy required to ensure steady convergence. It is no longer a 
sufficient condition to begin iteration in the neighbourhood of the root in 
terms of the eigenvalue functions, as the classic requirement for Newton’s
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method demands, but also now in terms of the consistency of the eigenvector 
function with the root eigenvectors. It is already known that constancy 
of an eigenvector is dependent upon the derivative of its eigenvalue locus. 
The straighter the locus, or the more constant the eigenvalue derivative, 
the more constant will be the eigenvector. Sec. 4.4 illustrated that when 
there is intricate coupling of modes such that the eigenvalue loci exhibit 
high degrees of curvature, the eigenvector consistency is smeared across the 
coupled system so that the confidence of tracing modes is greatly diminished. 
The octet frame is a more severe example of this modal coupling, with closer 
modes erratically veering in confined regions of the spectrum, and it is a 
natural consequence that the prospect of tracing modes is generally less likely.
In order to appreciate the mechanism by which eigenvector consistency 
is lost, Fig. 5.20-5.23 depict the loss of mac consistency for the initial four 
modes from p^ to p j; the datum eigenvectors are those at p^. For all of these 
four plots, the consistency is, as expected, strong in the relatively straighter 
portion of the eigenvalue function. As the locus enters the intricate host 
of coupling, veering modes, consistency abruptly diminishes to almost zero. 
After p = 0, all of the modes, as are defined at p^, are, for all purposes, non­
existent. It is difficult to define what a mode is in such a landscape of varying 
frequencies and mode shapes. It is more sensible to speak of modes dying 
and being born as parameters vary. Indeed, they may even be resurrected 
— the modes of Fig. 5.20-5.23 could very well come back into existence as p 
increases.
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5.9 Conclusions
Demonstrative numerical simulations have been given to illustrate foregoing 
issues. It was intended that certain issues be made evident, so that if such 
a method were to be employed in reality, these would be anticipated and 
treated and the models used in the numerical simulations suffice to do so. 
Indeed, the methodology of force determination here presented relies upon 
good model-to-structure correlation, and minimal noise in the modal data. It 
is hoped that both of these are achievable with the simple structural nature 
of skeletal, space frames.
Since Newton’s method extends readily and in a natural way to multi­
ple dimensions, the one-dimensional problem has been used to illustrate the 
utility of overdetermination and mode tracing. The former is helpful in dis­
tinguishing between ambiguous roots and for reducing the error range due to 
noise; the latter helps to overcome the phenomena of eigenvalue coalescence 
and locus veering by defining smooth eigenvalue functions for the benefit of 
Newton’s method. In fact, both eigenvalue coalescence and locus veering 
are overcome in the same manner, so that at veering iterates transcend loci 
(perform ‘consistency jumps’). In all of the simulations, including one- and 
three-dimensional Newton’s methods, absence of mode tracing, and therefore 
the definition of non-smooth eigenvalue functions, is known to have poten­
tially detrimental consequences, such as divergence and, worse, convergence 
to erroneous roots. It is therefore found to be an imperative measure. Erro­
neous convergence can also occur with traced modes if the eigenvalue function
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curvature is such that root ambiguity is introduced. Overdetermination is 
here an aid to establishing root uniqueness, and so the two strategies should 
necessarily be used in conjunction.
Mode tracing is seen to overcome a special problem of root ambiguity 
in the case of frames with multiple axes of spatial periodicity. Here, the 
unique root is isolated by virtue of the uniqueness of the eigenvector-force 
distribution relative orientation, and so the eigenvector-based mode tracing 
is afforded discernment of the true solution.
Emphasis has been placed upon minimising the number of force distri­
butions needed to account for any state of frame equilibrium, and hence 
the dimensionality of Newton’s method. The bases for doing so are argu­
ments of equilibrium constraints. This advancement from previous schemes 
of force identification is necessary in terms of easing the progression of iter­
ation. Further, in cases of frames with multiple axes of spatial periodicity, 
this prevents a solution that, while discerning the correct forces, would imply 
incorrect member designations.
The example of the once redundant, octahedral frame has served to indi­
cate that load can be identified in the case when other variables are parame- 
terised alongside it in the finite element model. It has been shown that the 
alignment of eigenvectors associated with permanently degenerate eigenval­
ues across iterates is crucial. If this is not done, the ambiguity that already 
exists when tracing modes will be worsened.
As seen from the irregular octahedral frame, the slenderness of frame
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members governs the magnitudes of the frame frequencies. The low frequen­
cies of slender frames may be of concern in terms of noise-dependent errors 
in modal measurement.
The octet frame serves to show that great demands can be placed on New­
ton’s method and mode tracing schemes, due to shallow eigenvalue gradients, 
high degrees of coupling leading to eigenvector, and therefore consistency, 
deterioration and peculiar phenomena exhibited by the model. Success of 
iteration is in this case the exception rather than the rule. The emphasis 
must be to select thoughtfully and prudently the starting point for iteration 
and also the modes used at the root.
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Figure 5.18: Deterioration of eigenvector consistency for the first third of all modes of 
the octet frame model with respect to loading in a single force distribution (S  is the subset 
of eigenvectors at the unloaded state and T is the subset of eigenvectors at subsequent 
loaded states): (a) automac of eigenvectors at p\ =  0; (b) mac between eigenvectors at 
P i  =  0 and those at p \ =  (c) mac between eigenvectors at p \ =  0 and those at p\ =  §;
(d) mac between eigenvectors at p \ =  0 and those at p\ =  1; consistencies below 0.1 are 
omitted; o i mac consistency scale.
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Figure 5.19: Deterioration of eigenvector consistency for the first third of all modes of 
the octet frame model with respect to simultaneous loading in three force distributions (S  
is the subset of eigenvectors at the unloaded state and T is the subset of eigenvectors at 
subsequent loaded states): (a) automac at p =  [0 0 0]T; (b) mac between eigenvectors at 
p =  [0 0 0]T and those at p =  [ |  § | ] T; (c) mac between eigenvectors at p =  [0 0 0]T and 
those at p =  [ |  |  | ] T; (d) mac between eigenvectors at p =  [0 0 0]T and those at p =  
[ i  A i ] T; consistencies below 0.1 are omitted; o h m m h h b i  mac consistency 
scale.
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Figure 5.20: mac consistency through the loci of the octet frame with the first mode at p^ as datum eigenvector; o mmmmam 
mac consistency scale.
Figure 5.21: mac consistency through the loci of the octet frame with the second mode at pE as datum eigenvector;
o i mac consistency scale.
Figure 5.22: mac consistency through the loci of the octet frame with the third mode at pE as datum eigenvector;
o mmmmmimmmmmmmm 1 mac consistency scale.
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F igure 5.23: mac consistency through the loci of the octet frame with the fourth mode at pE as datum eigenvector;
o mmmmmmmmmmmmmm 1 mac consistency scale.
Chapter 6
Identification of Load in a Once 
Redundant, Bi-Tetrahedral 
Frame
The first of the numerical simulations, the bi-tetrahedral space frame, is phys­
ically realised and its dynamic data experimentally extracted once loaded. 
Several modifications to the finite element model are made to account for the 
less-than-ideal properties of the frame, specifically the joint characteristics. 
1Effective length parameters ’ accounting for member lengths and offsets (the 
rigid lengths of members within the joints) are shown to improve the accuracy 
of solution and stabilise convergence. Newton’s method is employed with a 
variety of parameter combinations in an attempt to match the loads physically 
measured. Iteration is repeated using experimental data from a total of three 
levels of load, and shows that, with careful parameterisation, identification of 
load in the singly redundant space frame is successful.
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6.1 Frame R ealisation
The validity of the proposed method of force identification was tested on a 
real, singly redundant space frame. The nominated structure is a physical 
realisation of the bi-tetrahedral frame of the previous chapter, Fig. 5.2; the 
actual frame can be seen in Fig. B.2. The three members that are mutual 
to the two tetrahedra of the frame are referred to as equatorial members, 
the internal member is referred to as the polar member and the remaining 
members are referred to as hemispherical members, all for obvious reasons. 
Significant alterations to the finite element model were made to account for 
the less-than-ideal physical properties. A description of the physical frame 
is first given.
The bi-tetrahedral frame comprises cylindrical, steel members and alu­
minium joints of such a nature as to allow both assembly of the frame and its 
loading. The members have at one end a regular, right-handed thread and at 
the opposing end a left-handed thread. The joints are accordingly threaded, 
so that rotating a member about its longitudinal axis causes it to pull the 
joints at its ends inwards or push them outwards, depending on the direction 
of turn. As discussed in Sec. 1.2, this freedom of movement, that is to say, 
geometric alteration, is realistically only applicable to statically determinate 
space frames. The presence of a redundant member acts to restrain the free­
dom of movement necessary to assemble a frame (although movement is not 
impossible). Essentially, by threading the members into the joints during 
assembly the effect is to reduce all member lengths by some factor. The
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frame is therefore assembled without the internal spar in order to reduce it 
to a determinate structure. Once all measured external member lengths are 
equal, the remaining, redundant member is added as follows. Both ends of 
the redundant member are fitted with right-hand threaded jackets of a larger 
diameter than the member itself. With corresponding, larger threads in the 
joints, the final member is fed in from one end of the frame to the other. It 
may be necessary to turn the regular members of the frame by small amounts 
so that the geometry is such that the threads align between the redundant 
member and the joints.
The member-joint intersection inevitably involves some slackness. Expe­
rience shows that this leads to slight non-linearity in both the excitation and 
response of the frame. For example, response to a sinusoidal driving force 
has been seen to contain harmonics of the resonance frequency. In order to 
overcome this, the members are provided with nuts and washers that can be 
tightened to alleviate slackness (the actual joint system used can be seen in 
Fig. B.l). This itself modifies the magnitude of load within the frame, but 
all loading is accounted for by the use of strain gauges, as is now described.
6.2 A xial Strain  M easurem ent
The aim of applying strain gauges to the structure is to measure the axial 
load that develops in the space frame and thus provide a means of verifying 
the results of frequency-based load identification. Due to inevitable, initial, 
geometric imperfections in the beams, secondary bending develops in com-
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Figure 6.1: Axial strain measurement with elimination of secondary bending strain for 
a beam of circular cross-section.
pressed members. This is most significant in the internal spar owing to it 
having the largest magnitude of force and greatest effective length. A sort of 
negative, secondary bending also develops in tensed members for the same 
reason of initial imperfection. It is the assumption that all bending, the geo­
metrical displacement associated with it and the ensuing non-linearity of the 
lengthwise axial force distribution are small enough not to affect significantly 
and further the dynamic characteristics. That is to say, the disturbances to 
the eigenvalues and eigenvectors are assumed to be accounted for predomi­
nantly by the axial force distribution. Further, it can sensibly be assumed 
that the magnitudes of force in a given force distribution remain in propor­
tion to one another since the members are relatively fixed at the joints and 
therefore the relative member angles, and consequently the relative force flow 
at the joints, remain unchanged. The possibility that parameters accounting 
for boundary conditions alleviate the need to capture the secondary, geomet­
ric displacement effects, should they actually become significant, is discussed 
ahead in Sec. 6.3.
The scheme for measuring axial strain whilst eliminating any bending
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Figure 6.2: Measured equatorial and hemispherical bi-tetrahedral frame member forces 
in relation to the polar member force; ----------------least squares regression line; O equilib­
rium states at which the three modal tests were performed.
strain is depicted in Fig. 6.1. Two strain gauges are adhered, opposite one 
another, to the member in which strain is to be measured. As can be appre­
ciated from the figure, regardless of the axis about which secondary bending 
occurs relative to the axis of the gauges, the axial component of strain is 
always the mean of the two measured strains. For confidence, two pairs of 
gauges are applied at two different orientations and lengthwise locations; the 
gauge applications are at the internal polar member, at a hemispherical mem­
ber and at an equatorial member. The equilibrium of forces upon loading 
is illustrated in Fig. 6.2, which shows loading at a number of discrete data 
points within the buckling and elastic limits of the structure. Least squares 
regression lines are fitted to the graphs with R-squared values of 0.999. These 
allow comparison of the theoretical and physical distributions of static force, 
as summarised in Tab. 6.1. The similarity across the theoretical and exper­
imental values suggests that the physical frame geometry was close to ideal 
when the forces were measured.
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Sequ • fpoL / hem ' fpoL
Theoretical 0.272 -0.408
Experimental 0.276 -0.407
Table 6.1: Theoretical and experimentally determined member force relations for the 
bi-tetrahedral frame.
Once assembled, it is possible to prestress the frame without significant 
change in geometry, by virtue of its redundant nature, by rotating the ex­
ternal members. A zero load state is always apparent by the inability of the 
unloaded joints to transfer vibratory energy from beam to beam. Thus, it is 
possible to identify an unloaded datum for the strain gauges, from which to 
initiate load, by striking the frame and ensuring that no lengthy resonance 
results. This highlights the problems related to direct strain measurement 
with gauges in that a load datum needs always to be known.
6.3 Param eterisation  o f  th e  F in ite E lem ent 
M odel
As mentioned, significant alterations to the finite element model were made 
to account for the less-than-ideal physical properties. Firstly, following in­
dications from a discretisation analysis, each member was divided into nine 
elements. The frame was assumed to be pin-jointed as far as the static 
equilibrium was concerned. This holds as long as there is concurrence of 
all member centre lines at the joints. Certainly, it is acceptable to assume 
this is true for the physical frame as it was specifically designed to have this
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concurrence property.
To quote Greening (1999),
Recent methods which update geometric parameters appear to 
offer a more versatile method of changing finite element models, 
particularly in specific regions such as joints. This versatility 
comes at the expense of considerable engineering judgement being 
required to assess the number, location and type of updating 
parameters to use on a case-by-case basis.
Not only the versatility, but the physical significance of geometric parame­
ters, plays a crucial role in parameterising the bi-tetrahedral frame finite 
element model. As far as the engineering judgement is concerned, a variety 
of combinations of parameters have to be applied in a number of updating 
schemes to assess their applicability. The knowledge gained thus is taken to 
the force identification of a more complicated frame in Ch. 7.
In a dynamic context, the joints of the frame are assumed to be such 
that the members are fully fixed with respect to one another so as to provide 
continuity of the flexural modes. Such a property can never be achieved 
in reality due to the slackness between a member and a joint, even if the 
interface is tightened with a nut and washer. Further to this, a finite length 
of member within the joint is incapable of the flexure experienced by the 
length of member outside the joint. The effective length of a frame member 
is not then solely dependent upon the overall length and the relative fixity 
at the joints, but is also a function of the joint size, member-joint interface
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and the tightness of the fixing nuts. Since these effects are not directly 
measurable, it has been deemed necessary to parameterise the finite element 
model with a set of parameters accounting for the indeterminate effective 
lengths. With the eigenvalue loci and Euler buckling loads being intrinsically 
linked, it would seem sensible to parameterise the finite element model with 
both load and effective length parameters.
Although Greening (1999) finds success in parameterising planar frame 
models with force and deformation, the latter is not included here. One of the 
implications in the aforementioned study is that structural deformation in an 
example plate only significantly affects the fundamental frequency (generally, 
deformation is seen to affect the lower frequencies more) in the presence 
of a constraining boundary condition and not when the plate is free-free. 
It is felt that the inclusion of parameters describing effective length, and 
therefore, indirectly, boundary conditions, may suffice in accounting for the 
secondary effects to the frequencies, without having to consider deformation. 
In other words, casting the boundary conditions as variables rather than the 
member deformations, may capture the frequency changes brought about by 
the mutual presence of deformation and constraining boundaries. Since one 
of the achievements of the present study has been to minimise the number 
of force parameters, it would be regrettable to have to include a multitude of 
parameters describing the deformation of each member. Since, by topological 
arguments, a space frame will have significantly less joints than members, 
updating boundary conditions, if successful, may prove to be more efficient
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than updating deformation. A description of how the finite element model 
is parameterised with effective length parameters follows.
It is possible to modify the Euler-Bernoulli beam finite elements to ac­
count for a finite length of the element statically displacing or, with relevance 
to the present context, vibrating, as a rigid body. The assumption is that 
the length of beam embedded in the joint, the offset parameter, cannot flex. 
Presently these modified beam elements — q.v. Appendix A — are used as 
those adjacent to joints, in conjunction with the overall member lengths, to 
account for the effective member lengths. The validity and physical relevance 
of this choice of parameters are later discussed. It is necessary to group cer­
tain beam end elements to avoid setting up an over-parameterised problem. 
The effect of this is also qualified ahead.
The uncertainty associated with joint modelling has attracted much at­
tention in recent times, but still presents difficulty in mathematically de­
scribing the member-joint interface. Mottershead et al. (1996) investigate 
the use of physically significant, geometric properties to bring an initial fi­
nite element model to better agreement with a set of experimental data. The 
structure in question therein is a cantilever plate clamped between two bolted 
steel blocks. Modelling of the boundary conditions is attempted by parame­
terising the problem with the lengths of the finite elements adjacent to the 
boundary. The derivatives of the first six eigenvalues with respect to this 
length parameter, the plate thickness and the rotational stiffness of a pinned 
boundary serve to show that the dynamic system is as sensitive to length as
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it is to thickness and several magnitudes more sensitive to length than the 
rotational parameter (with parameter values normalised to an initial value 
of unity). In this sense, boundary element length seems a good candidate 
parameter to improve eigenvalue consistency between model and experiment. 
Indeed, in the aforementioned study, for four different bolt torques (tight­
nesses), the theoretical and experimental eigenvalues are brought into very 
close agreement. As can be appreciated, the higher the applied bolt torque, 
and hence the boundary stiffness, the higher the eigenvalues become upon 
convergence and the associated boundary element length becomes smaller to 
reflect the increased stiffness. The fact that a single length parameter can be 
used to update a joint model with such success is a motivation for updating 
the element lengths of the bi-tetrahedral frame.
Mottershead et al. also achieve the successful update of a welded joint 
between two beams utilising two offset parameters affecting the structural 
stiffness matrices, as the assumption is that very stiff welds are rigid bodies 
in a dynamic sense.
In subsequent papers, Mottershead and James (1998) and Mottershead 
et al. (2000) update offset parameters, which modify the stiffness and mass 
matrices, for an aluminium space frame in comparison to, and in conjunction 
with, other parameters. The frame studied by the authors is in concept simi­
lar to the bi-tetrahedral frame in that it is comprised of aluminium beams, in 
this case of hollow section, which thread into joints to form a structure resem­
bling a three-story building. All threads are regular so that the members are
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in this case tightened by means of a compression fitting between a member 
and joint. The base nodes are clamped to a heavy table. The finite element 
model discretises each member into four elements and the base boundary is 
modelled by four further beam elements. In the second of the two papers, 
five iteration schemes are performed, including two in which offset parame­
ters are updated with beam wall thickness. It is found that the use of these 
updated parameters, including the offsets, in models of subsequent frame re­
configurations, gives the best agreement between test and theory. The offset 
parameters, when updated with beam wall thickness, are also seen to com­
pete very well with other sets of parameters such as substructure multipliers 
and generic element matrices. The authors consider the offset parameters as 
providing an improvement to the modelling in a physical sense, as opposed 
to some converged parameters not being justifiable physically.
Offset parameters modifying the elemental stiffness and mass matrices are 
therefore included in the present study along with elemental length. A num­
ber of combinations of offsets and length have been considered, as facilitating 
parameters to load, in order to evaluate their validities.
Point masses are added to the appropriate degrees of freedom of the mass 
matrix to account for presence of the joints. These are based on physical 
measurements of the actual joint masses, including the nuts and washers, 
and are 0.0995 kg for the polar joints and 0.0795 kg for the equatorial joints. 
Other constant properties of the frame were taken as follows: E = 2.1 x 
1011 Nm“2, based on supply data; p =  7591.9 kgm-3 and d =  0.00785 m,
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Figure 6.3: Bi-tetrahedral frame test planning automac plots, with eigenvectors defined 
at 28.2 per cent of the total number of model degrees of freedom: (a) P  =  0, L =  0.41, 
d =  0.00785, no offset parameters; (b) P  =  1000, L =  0.41, d =  0.00785, no offset 
parameters; o i mac consistency scale.
based on indirect and direct measurements, respectively.
6.4 M odal Testing of the Frame
The dynamic characteristics were extracted at three magnitudes of load 
as measured by the strain gauges and as depicted in Fig. 6.2: near zero 
(p® _  + 1 2 7  N), high tension in the polar member (P® = —4866 N) and 
high compression in the polar member (P® =  +1870 N). At these loads, 
modal tests were run using a single, suspended shaker fitted with a force 
transducer of sensitivity 11.24 mVN-1 and an accelerometer of sensitivity 
1.02 mV(ms-2)-1 to measure response at a number of locations. In order 
to measure acceleration in the nominated, global coordinate system, where 
necessary the accelerometer was mounted on lightweight, aluminium, angled 
studs with wax before being adhered to the structure. The shaker was applied
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to the third node from the top of the polar member, parallel to an equatorial 
member, and was supplied with a low-pass filtered, random excitation signal 
from a white noise generator. Translational accelerations were measured in 
three orthogonal directions at all the nodes in the upper half of the frame, 
thus accounting for 28.2 per cent of the total model degrees of freedom.
Fig. 6.3 shows test planning automac plots in which the eigenvectors were 
reduced according to the degrees of freedom at which the frame response was 
to be measured. For the modes in the subset T  shown, which were the first 
t =  110 modes of the finite element model considered at each iteration for 
mode tracing purposes, a little corruption exists but overall the nominated 
measurement locations seem to suffice in unambiguously describing the struc­
tural response.
With the finite element model suggesting an abundance of modes below 
2000 Hz, a sampling frequency of 5208 Hz and a discrete Fourier transform 
size of 1024 were chosen; the random excitation was filtered with a low pass 
cut-off frequency of 1730 Hz (approximately two thirds of the Nyquist fre­
quency) before it reached the shaker. The excitation force and response 
acceleration signals were then amplified and sent back to a computer via a 
data acquisition unit. A schematic is given in Fig. 6.4.
Transfer function estimates were performed within a Visual Basic code, 
which itself calls the function spectrum.m in the Matlab signal process­
ing toolbox. The results from this system have previously been validated 
against transfer function estimates from a spectrum analyser (Data Transla-
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Figure 6.4: Experimental test configuration.
tion PL2000). Each frequency response function was averaged over a number 
of estimates.
6.5 N ew to n ’s M ethod  A pplied  to  Force Iden­
tification
Four iteration schemes were run for each of the three load magnitudes with 
a number of different parameters: (i) P ; (ii) P  and L; the remaining two 
schemes involved offset parameters. The offsets were put into the following 
sets: equatorial member in equatorial joint (r]ee), polar member in polar 
joint (7/pp), hemispherical member in equatorial joint (r)eh) and hemispherical 
member in polar joint (rjph). The two other iterations involved four and six 
parameters respectively: (iii) P, L , r)eh =  rjee and rjPh = rjpp; (iv) P, L,
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Vee, Wpp, Veh and VPh- The results for iteration schemes (iii) and (iv) are first 
shown in Fig. 6.5-6.10, which demonstrate the minimisation of the theoretical 
and experimental frequency discrepancy and the iterative progressions of all 
of the updating parameters. In all instances, iteration commenced from a 
completely unloaded state, with all offset parameters used at zero and the 
regular member length at 0.41 m. For iteration, a total of nine measured, 
root modes were used for iteration.
While parameters further to load were included, they were of such a 
nature not to destroy the symmetry of the structure. The permanent degen­
eracy of the eigenvalues of the bi-tetrahedral frame was therefore conserved 
and mode tracing had to account for the disorientation of the finite element 
model eigenvectors, as outlined in Sec. 4.3.
While for iteration (iii), targeting P® =  +127 N (Fig. 6.5), the eigenvalue 
difference \ k — A® was well minimised, with length and offset parameters 
converging to sensible values, the converged load was far from what was 
sought. Iteration (iii) targeting P® = +1870 N (Fig. 6.6) failed to converge 
and instead found a stable oscillation about the theoretical buckling load. 
This highlights an important point: some means must be found for prevent­
ing iterates leaving the pre-buckled region of the iteration space, where the 
model can become extremely erratic and unstable. One possible solution may 
be to monitor the fundamental eigenvalue, which, if it should become zero, 
would indicate that a shortening of the Newton progression is required until 
iteration returns to the pre-buckled region. Of course, having an overdeter-
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Figure 6.5: Iteration  tow ards P ®  = + 1 2 7  N  involv ing  th e  four param eters P, L , r]eh =  
r)ee and rjph =  r]pp\ (a) m in im isation  o f  th e  eigenvalue difference; (b) itera tive  progression  
o f  th e  load  param eter; (c) itera tive  progression  o f  th e  len g th  param eter; (d ) itera tive  
progression  o f th e  offset param eters.
mined system of equations and a well-posed problem are helpful restraints 
against such a circumstance.
Iteration (iii) targeting P® = —4866 N (Fig. 6.7) had both the length 
and offset parameters converging upon realistic values and load converging 
to a value only 1.04 times that measured in the experiment, but failed to 
minimise satisfactorily the eigenvalue difference, thus placing doubt upon 
the updated parameters.
When the offset parameters were described in more detail in iteration
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Figure 6.6: Iteration towards P®  = +1870 N involving the four parameters P , L, 
r)eh =  Vee and T)ph =  ripp: (a) minimisation of the eigenvalue difference; (b) iterative 
progression of the load parameter; (c) iterative progression of the length parameter; (d) 
iterative progression of the offset parameters.
scheme (iv), a general improvement in iteration was seen in that the eigen­
value difference was consistently well minimised for all three load conver­
gences. Further, the converged loads were in each case consistent in sign 
with the values measured by the strain gauges. Iteration (iv) targeting 
P ®  = +127 N (Fig. 6.8) converged to P* = 177.9 N, indicating a successful 
identification of force. For the higher load magnitudes, viz., P® = +1870 N 
(Fig. 6.9) and P® =  —4866 N (Fig. 6.10), iteration (iv) underestimated the 
loading in the frame by similar amounts: the converged to experimentally-
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Figure 6.7: Iteration towards P®  = —4866 N involving the four parameters P , L , 
Veh =  Vee and T)ph =  Tlpp- (a) minimisation of the eigenvalue difference; (b) iterative 
progression of the load parameter; (c) iterative progression of the length parameter; (d) 
iterative progression of the offset parameters.
determined ratios are 0.78 and 0.72, respectively. This shortfall is discussed 
ahead. All results are summarised in Tab. 6.2-6.4.
Although force identification was successful when using iteration scheme 
(iv), with the length parameter converging to approximately the same value 
each time, the converged values for the offset parameters were not consistent 
across the iterations to the three magnitudes of load. In some instances, these 
even became negative. Of course, this may relate to the different load signs 
and magnitudes affecting the conditions at the joints differently; the nuts may
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rjeh and rjph'. (a) minimisation of the eigenvalue difference; (b) iterative progression of the 
load parameter; (c) iterative progression of the length parameter; (d) iterative progression 
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also have helped to alter joint fixity in each instance. It would have been 
useful if the near zero magnitude of load identified offset parameter values to 
be used as constant, model characteristics when attempting to identify non­
zero magnitudes of load. With this pre-load identification, future iterations 
could have been performed in a reduced number of dimensions. However, this 
was certainly not anticipated from the outset and the great inconsistency of 
the offset parameters across the different load levels has indicated that this 
is not realistic. An attempt to use the identified offset parameters at the
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near zero load was made, but identification of load for the remaining two 
load levels was unsuccessful. Although a way in which to quantify the joint 
uncertainty is not presently conceivable, what is known is the fact that load, 
along with the length parameter and a fairly detailed description of the offset 
parameters, has encouragingly led to well minimised differences between the 
theoretical and experimental eigenvalues.
It may very well be the case that the values of the parameters describing 
effective length, viz., length and offsets, are necessarily different at each load
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level because they are providing alternative parameters to deformation — 
with which Greening (1999) had success in minimising the eigenvalue differ­
ence, and which would be different depending on the direction of load — 
in accounting for secondary effects to the frequencies. Certainly, the finite 
element model has indicated that boundary conditions are load-dependent 
variables and should therefore be included with load in model parameterisa- 
tion.
Fig. 6.11, summarises the iteration schemes (iii) and (iv) and further
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Figure 6.11: Load parameter convergences for the three levels of load using various 
combinations of parameters: (a) P; (b) P  and L; (c) P , L, r)eh =  rjee and r]ph =  r]pp\ 
(d) P , L, T/ee, rjpp, rjeh and r)ph\ --------------- iteration targeting P® =  +127 N;
iteration targeting P® =  +1870 N ; iteration targeting P® =  —4866 N.
shows schemes (i) and (ii), in which P and P with L were used respectively 
to improve the finite element model.
The question arises as to what factor causes the theoretical and exper­
imental eigenvalues to converge, whilst maintaining a marked discrepancy 
between the converged load and the load measured in experiment. Certainly, 
progressively taking away modes associated with the largest discrepancies in 
A of Eqa 2.13 to achieve a more minimised solution did not result in P R 
moving significantly closer to P®.
Fig. 6.12 shows the converged, theoretical frequency response functions
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Figure 6.12: Converged, theoretical and scaled, experimental frequency response func­
tions at each magnitude of load tested: (a) +127 N; (b) +1870 N; (c) -4866 N; 
theoretical frequency response function;---------------experimental frequency response func­
tion; (d) overlaid theoretical functions; P® =  +127 N; P®  =
+1870 N; P® =  -4866 N.
at each of the load magnitudes considered. The averaged, experimentally- 
determined estimates of the accelerances are also shown1. Good agreement 
was found between theory and experiment, further raising the query into 
what factor accounts for the failure to identify load more accurately given
that the converged finite element model represents the frame well. It is
1 These were scaled based on a calibration test in which a known mass was excited by 
a sinusoidal force, measured by a force transducer, and the response was measured by 
an accelerometer; the scaling factor was then determined knowing that, from Newton’s 
second law of motion, the transducer to accelerometer voltage amplitude ratio needed to 
equal the vibrated mass.
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(27r) *0 ;® (27r) 1u/) (27r) *0 ;*, (iii) (27r) lu*, (iv)
73.5 72.9 62.0 71.1
122.0 133.9 119.7 124.2
195.5 193.8 188.2 189.5
219.7 216.0 210.2 218.1
373.2 395.5 372.6 374.6
559.4 555.3 559.6 558.9
712.1 703.9 713.6 711.8
1199.5 1145.5 1199.3 1199.6
1428.4 1577.6 1428.4 1428.4
Table 6.2: Updated bi-tetrahedral frame frequencies for P® — +127 N.
(2tt) - 1u;® (2tt) - 1o;0 (2tr) V ,  (iii) (2tr) V ,  (iv)
47.5 72.9 6.2 48.1
125.7 133.9 122.2 126.2
194.1 216.0 176.5 192.2
354.7 395.5 349.1 355.3
504.9 508.8 495.1 505.2
551.2 555.3 542.2 551.3
661.4 703.9 651.2 661.3
954.7 975.8 957.4 954.7
1022.2 1025.3 1021.9 1022.2
Table 6.3: Updated bi-tetrahedral frame frequencies for P® = +1870 N.
evident that a significant, albeit very small, degree of damping exists within 
the physical frame, most probably attributable to energy loss at the joints. 
Fig. 6.12(d) depicts the variations in converged frequencies across the three 
magnitudes of load. The several thousand Newton change in load in the 
polar member sees great shifts in frequencies, in one instance nearly as much 
as 100 Hz. As anticipated by early plots of eigenvalue loci for this frame, 
in which coalescence and veering were abundant, and the findings of Mead
(2tt) - 1u;® (2tr)"1^ 0 (27r) V*, (iii) (2tt) ' u*, (iv)
108.1 72.9 115.8 108.1
143.7 148.1 131.5 143.2
261.0 216.0 276.6 266.2
396.1 432.1 376.5 394.2
524.9 508.8 521.5 526.4
757.1 703.9 755.8 756.2
805.9 930.0 807.0 806.7
904.7 976.9 906.8 904.1
1202.9 1145.5 1202.5 1203.0
Table 6.4: Updated bi-tetrahedral frame frequencies for P®  = —4866 N.
(2002), the spectrum demonstrates that while most frequencies decrease with 
respect to compression in the polar member, some also increase.
Of interest is the appearance of a new peak at the lower end of the spec­
trum in the high tension frequency response function, Fig. 6.12(c). The ap­
parent mode in the finite element model is in fact comprised of one degenerate 
and one distinct mode, both of which have been brought into existence by 
loading. While these modes could not be extracted from the modal analysis 
of test data, the experimentally determined transfer function estimate shows 
a peak corresponding to the theoretical one. Upon investigation of the fi­
nite element model, it was found that the degree of loading forced the three 
rotational rigid body modes to become strain modes with non-zero frequen­
cies 19.5 Hz and 24.9 Hz. Of relevance is the finding of Liu et al. (1996), as 
mentioned in Ch. 2, who report that high tension in a free-free beam trans­
forms one of the rigid body modes — the pitching mode — to one exhibiting 
flexure. This previously overlooked result is confirmed by the authors both
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analytically and through a finite element formulation. The analogy of high 
tension in the polar spar bringing about new modes, together with the char­
acteristic of the fundamental eigenvalue vanishing at its buckling, serves to 
demonstrate that although a space frame comprises many coupled, single 
beams, it is still governed to a great extent by a single constituent mem­
ber. The tension-transformed modes of the bi-tetrahedral frame are given in 
Fig. 6.13. In essence, the mode shapes axe little changed, which is expected 
as the frequencies are relatively small. There is however slight curvature in­
troduced in the members, with the joints vibrating as rigid bodies by virtue 
of the offset elements.
£ \ / A =  19.5 H z £ \ / A =  19.5 H z =  24 .9  H z
Figure 6.13: The three rotational rigid body modes of the bi-tetrahedral frame trans­
formed to strain modes by the high tension level of load.
The mode shapes for the structure at each of the three levels of load are 
shown in relation to the theoretical eigenvectors in Fig. 6.14-6.16. For the 
degenerate modes, which accounted for nearly all of those used for itera­
tion due to their abundance, the eigenvectors shown have been numerically 
aligned to those measured, by Eq- 4.13. Before alignment, mac values were
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=  73.5 Hz 
^v^A* =  71.1 Hz 
mac(0*,0®) =  0.985 
£ =  0.0342
£u;® =  122.0 Hz 
124.2 Hz 
mac(<£*, 0®) =  0.952 
f  =  0.0190
£u>® =  195.5 Hz 
=  189.5 Hz 
mac(4>* ,<(>®) =  0.902 
f  =  0.0243
£u;® =  219.7 Hz ± u ®  =  373.2 Hz ± u ®  =  559.4 Hz
^\/A * =  218.1 Hz =  374.6 Hz =  558.9 Hz
mac(<f>\ <i>®) =  0.898 mac(<£*, <*>®) =  0.963 mac(<f>\ <t>®) =  0.727
f  =  0.0196 f  =  0.0084 £ =  0.0104
± u ®  =  712.1 Hz 
=  711.8 Hz 
mac(<j>*, <p®) =  0.930 
£ =  0.0040
£trf® =  1199.5 Hz 
=  1199.6 Hz 
mac{<t>*,4>®) =0 .819  
i  =  0.0254
± uj® =  1428.4 Hz 
± y / \*  =  1428.4 Hz 
mac(<f>*, <j>®) =  0.891 
f  =  0.0057
Figure 6.14: Theoretical and experimental mode shapes of the modes used in iteration
towards P® — +127 N ;---------------undisplaced frame;---------------- theoretical mode shape,
mathematically aligned to the experimental mode shape; --------------- experimental mode
shape.
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± u ®  =  47.5 Hz 
J-VA* =  48.1 Hz 
mac(<f>*, <(>®) =  0.991 
£ =  0.0290
£u;® =  125.7 Hz 
=  126.2 Hz 
mac{<t>\<t>®) = 0 .972  
£ =  0.0260
£u>® =  194.1 Hz 
=  192.2 Hz 
mac(<t>*, <f>®) =  0.911 
£ =  0.0286
± uj® =  354.7 Hz 
£>/A* =  355.3 Hz 
mac(<(>*, <j>®) =  0.915 
£ =  0.0126
± u ®  =  504.9 Hz 
£>/A* =  505.2 Hz 
mac((f>*, 0®) =  0.816 
£ =  0.0119
^w® =  551.2 Hz 
^v^A* =  551.3 Hz 
mac(4>*, 0®) =  0.789 
£ =  0.0074
£w ®  =  661.4 Hz 
^\/A * =  661.3 Hz 
mac(<t>*, <(>®) =  0.805 
£ =  0.0193
£u;® =  954.7 Hz 
=  954.7 Hz 
mac(<t>*, 0®) =  0.897 
£ =  0.0070
£u;® =  1022.2 Hz 
£ \/A *  =  1022.2 Hz 
moc(0*, 0®) =  0.709 
£ =  0.0118
Figure 6.15: Theoretical and experimental mode shapes of the modes used in iteration
towards P® =  +1870 N ;---------------undisplaced frame;----------------theoretical mode shape,
mathematically aligned to the experimental mode shape; -—    experimental mode
shape.
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£u/® =  805.9 Hz 
£>/A* =  806.7 Hz 
mac(<f>*, <(>®) =  0.835 
£ =  0.0093
± u ®  =  904.7 Hz 
±y/>*  =  904.1 Hz 
mac{<t>\ <)>®) =  0.730 
f  =  0.0302
£a;® =  1202.9 Hz 
± y / * =  1203.0 Hz 
mac(<f>*, <f>®) =  0.667 
f  =  0.0157
Figure 6.16: Theoretical and experimental mode shapes of the modes used in iteration
towards P® -  —4866 N ;---------------undisplaced frame;----------------theoretical mode shape,
mathematically aligned to the experimental mode shape; ---------------experimental mode
shape.
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in certain instances below 0.1, giving no indication that potentially modes 
could be paired with consistencies greater than 0.9. Some computational 
cost was therefore involved in aligning all of the subset of theoretical eigen­
vectors to each of the measured mode shapes in turn before establishing the 
binary operator of Eqa 4.3 and Eqa 4.4. Although this worked very well, 
presently no alternative way has been conceived to match degenerate modes 
more efficiently. Consistency was also seen to significantly increase from it­
erate k = 0 to convergence, as expected, since the loci are non-linear, and 
shown in previous numerical simulations.
Note that the distinct modes of the finite element model can be identified 
as those that involve zero displacement of the internal spar. This is because 
the distinct modes must uphold rotational symmetry in their mode shapes; 
movement from the internal spar is particular to the degenerate mode pair 
eigenvectors, whose linear combination can account for this spar vibrating in 
any direction.
Visual inspection indicates that at convergence, mode shapes are well 
correlated. For the near zero load level — Fig. 6.14 — generally high mac 
values are achieved, with the lowest value being 0.727; graphically however, it 
is seen that this mode was also correctly correlated. For the case in which the 
polar spar was compressed, Fig. 6.15, mac values were again above 0.7. The 
fundamental mode was traced with almost unit consistency notwithstanding 
that, upon inspection, the positions of the polar member according to theory 
and the measurement to which this has been aligned were seen to be not
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coincident. The same can be said of the case in which the polar member 
was tensed, Fig. 6.16, although here, deformation has leaked into the mea­
surement lowering the consistency value. Further, here the mac values were 
generally lower. Note that low consistency may be largely attributable to 
veering-induced deterioration in the model.
Damping factors for all of the extracted modes were generally low, which 
supports the absence of damping in the finite element model. The frame 
was further known to resonate for lengthy periods following impact excita­
tion. Fig. 6.12 shows that damping is present in the frame, but the peaks 
are still well defined enough for damping not to become significant to the 
mathematical description.
The plots of the modes across the three loads allow certain mode shapes 
to be visually traced from figure to figure. Fig. 6.17-6.18 indicate the mea­
sured frequencies at each load and how these trace load-wise. Also shown 
are the corresponding converged frequencies of the finite element model. The 
loci shown connecting these axe artificially generated by linearly varying the 
load, offset and length parameters between the converged values since these 
were of course different at each converged load. That is to say, the theoretical 
loci were computed as best as could be based on the limited data and that 
they serve to demonstrate the general variations of the theoretical frequen­
cies. Indeed, this is seen to agree well with the variations in the measured 
frequencies. The discrepancies between converged and measured load are ev­
ident in these figures, and it is obvious that were it not for this, the similarity
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Figure 6.17: Load-wise comparison of converged, theoretical eigenvalues and experimen­
tal frequencies (lower range of frequencies); — loads converged upon;
loads measured; •  modes matched between the theoretical model and experiment; O
modes unmatched between the theoretical model and experiment; --------------- theoretical
interpolation; —  experimental interpolation.
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Figure 6.18: Load-wise comparison of converged, theoretical eigenvalues and experimen­
tal frequencies (upper range of frequencies); -  loads converged upon;
loads measured; •  modes matched between the theoretical model and experiment; O
modes unmatched between the theoretical model and experiment; --------------- theoretical
interpolation; — — — — experimental interpolation.
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of the finite element and physical frequency loci would be even greater.
Although an insufficient number of load-wise data values are available 
to verify visually that the veering phenomenon actually takes place for the 
physical frame, what is evident is that even the measured frequencies cross. 
This occurs with five of the modes in these figures, with a set of three, the 
highest frequencies shown, all crossing each other.
The exercise of attempting to identify load in a physical frame has high­
lighted issues that would not have otherwise been anticipated in a numerical 
simulation. The use of offset and length parameters was seen to greatly aid 
convergence of the theoretical and measured frequencies, although the load 
parameter was in discrepancy. This discrepancy was seen to be proportional 
to the magnitude of loading, but without more data it cannot be said that 
this will hold for all loads. Even failing to identify load accurately, at conver­
gence the finite element model was in good agreement with measurement, as 
seen from mode shapes, mode shape consistencies, frequencies and frequency 
response functions.
Generally, the greater the number of the nominated updating parameters, 
the closer were the theoretical and measured frequencies at convergence. Per­
haps, and as is highly probable, if all the sixteen offsets were accounted for 
separately in the iteration, the agreement of the frequencies would have been 
better. Load may also have been identified more accurately. Conversely, it 
may not because of the danger that load and effective length may not be 
close enough to orthogonality as far as how they affect the frequencies is
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concerned.
Consider the eigenvalues as functions of load and effective length, some 
parameter accounting for offsets and length together, taking the forms as 
seen in this thesis with values of zero coinciding with Euler buckling loads. 
The effect of varying effective length would be, to describe it coarsely, to 
augment or diminish the loci load-wise. This stretching of the loci may help 
to explain why the results indicate that the eigenvalue constraints have been 
met whilst the load has not been identified as accurately. Fig. 6.17-6.18 in 
particular suggest that both the frequencies and load could have converged 
well if in the theoretical frequency-load plane the loci had been stretched.
What is needed is a balance such that the finite element model is not 
under or over parameterised. Even so, the results have served to show that 
the identification method achieved significant success and may be a useful 
indicator to the extent of loading in a space frame. That an unconstrained 
Newton’s method has resulted in convergence to physically determined data 
to identify load is most encouraging.
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Chapter 7 
Identification of Load in a 
Thrice Redundant Octet Frame
With the success of identifying load in the bi-tetrahedral frame, the last of 
the numerical simulations, the octet frame, is physically realised and its dy­
namic data experimentally extracted at loaded states. The finite element 
model is modified based on experience previously gained; both length and offset 
quantities are used to supplement load in parameterising the model. Heeding 
the particular difficulties associated with this more complicated structure to 
strengthen convergence, Newton’s method is employed in an attempt to match 
physically measured loads. Updating is repeated for two states of load, both 
of which are generated by random member straining, and indicates that iden­
tification is not only successful, but also its accuracy is not affected by the 
existence of more than one force distribution. What is an issue is beginning 
iteration in the neighbourhood and ‘eigenvector neighbourhood’ of the root, 
a minimum condition for convergence to result at all. Strategies useful to 
iteration are suggested, including one increasing mode tracing confidence.
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7.1 G eneral
The numerical simulation of the octet frame in Ch. 5 demonstrated that the 
chances of converging upon the root of the problem are small. For there to be 
hope of convergence, two things certainly must hold. Firstly, iteration must 
start in the neighbourhood of the root; this is a classic criterion for Newton’s 
method. Secondly, and mutually, the consistency of the eigenvectors at each 
iterate and the eigenvectors at the root must be strong enough for there to 
be a smooth trace of the eigenvalue functions to the solution. Away from 
the root, it is possible, as seen in Sec. 5.8, for the eigenvectors to bear little 
or no resemblance to the root eigenvectors.
In approaching the application of the method of force identification to 
a such demanding and real structure, for which further difficulties of ex­
perimental error and lack of data exist, some helpful modifications are now 
first explored. These involve formulating a better conditioned problem and 
strengthening the consistency during iteration.
7.2 Form ulating upon an O rthonorm al B asis  
for th e  D istributions o f Force
Until now, the models of multiply redundant frames have been formulated 
on distributions of force such as to attain a reduced equilibrium matrix E 
of full rank, but not necessarily of unit condition number. Although in this 
case a small amount of dependency exists between the columns of E, even 
when the optimum columns are selected from E, its condition is sufficient to
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deliver a numerically stable solution.
Whether formulating the finite element model on an orthonormal basis 
for the distributions of force significantly improves the quality of iteration is 
unknown, but for good practice it should be done. Certainly, one question 
to be answered is whether the condition of the Jacobian is largely dependent 
upon the condition of the force distributions. It is known that a problem 
formulated on a singular equilibrium matrix will lead to a singular Jacobian 
and non-unique roots, which is a consequence of rank(3) = rank(E), for J  
involving only derivatives with respect to load parameters — q.v. Sec. 3.3. 
There must therefore be some relation between the conditions of the reduced 
equilibrium and Jacobian matrices.
Decomposing E G K/xn into its singular values and vectors,
E =  U E V T, (7.1)
where U G M*xe and V G Rnxn are respectively the orthonormal left and 
right singular vector matrices; E =  diag(ai, . .. ,crn) G Rexn is a diagonal 
matrix of singular values. It follows that
E =  ' jh  cqiiivf. (7.2)
t=i
All force vectors that lie in range(E),
f = Ep, (7.3)
p G Rnxl, lie in the span of the first n columns of U, which is an orthonormal 
matrix,
U TU =  I. (7.4)
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In turn, the first n columns of U lie in range(E) since, from Eq- 7.2,
Ui =  —Evj, i =  l , 2 , . . . ,  n. (7.5)
Thus [ui • • • u„] form an orthonormal basis of range(E). It is then factors
upon these left singular vectors that will form the parameters of the finite
element model relating to load, so that the member forces are expressible as
f  =  U P u , (7.6)
or
f =  [ui— u j p * .  (7.7)
What is lost in the physical meaningness of the force parameters is gained in 
being able to describe the statics of a frame in terms of entirely uncoupled, 
orthogonal force distributions. For convention, let the columns of the reduced 
equilibrium matrix be normalised such that
I N L  =  1- i =  l , . . . , n ,  (7.8)
before singular value decomposition is performed.
7.3 M odal Tagging
Typically, at the start of iteration, the root mode shapes of subset S  are 
compared to a subset of eigenvectors, T, at k = 0. Due to practical limita­
tions, the root mode shapes will generally not be fully described and, further, 
may have significant experimental error associated with them. If the start
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of iteration is sufficiently close to the root and unambiguous pairings exist 
between the eigenvectors there and the root mode shapes, an opportunity 
exists for consistency to be potentially strengthened during iteration. The 
notion is to tag the experimentally extracted frequencies with the eigenvec­
tors with which their associated mode shapes are consistent at k = 0. That 
is to say, <f>® are replaced with their paired 4>k=0. This obviously requires 
initially strong consistencies between experimental and model mode shapes, 
but may alleviate any potential iterative decline in mac arising from exper­
imental error or, more likely, the mode shapes being described at only a 
limited number of degrees of freedom. It must be emphasised that modal 
tagging is an artificial approach. It may recover an otherwise ill-fated itera­
tion or it may not, although the hope is that the former is the more frequent 
circumstance. This is investigated later. The intention is that, even though 
the initial consistencies must by stipulation be strong, tagged modes will fare 
better than untagged modes should an iterate subsequently land fax from the 
root.
Formally, the unmodified mode tracing philosophy seeks to pair all modes 
<f)® in the root subset S  with some in a subset T  at a general iterate k by 
computing between all the modes in each subset the consistency
mac > * )  =  ■ ^ , , 2  „ J t „» 6  [0 .1 ] . (7-9)i i* * n ;  n**iii
and acknowledging the maximum mac as indicating the smoothest trace of
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eigenvalues. Modal tagging uses as its basis the consistency
(f>k=0
> - 1 ^ 1  |710>
to tag the experimental frequencies and use, instead of 7.9, the consistency
-» « < * “  v >  ^ t0- "  <™>
to trace modes. From Eq- 7.11, it is obvious that, in a modal tagging scheme, 
at the start of iteration consistency is unity. Note that the eigenvectors of 
Eq- 7.11 are of dimension equal to the order of the finite element model, 
N  (which means the mode shapes are now described in their fullest detail), 
whereas those of Eq- 7.9 are limited to being only of an order governed by 
the number of degrees of freedom at which mode shapes are experimentally 
measured. This is not indicated in the notation, as the limiting number of 
degrees of freedom is obvious from the types of eigenvector used to compute 
mac. If, however, the number of degrees of freedom used to compute mac is 
less than the total available, this is indicated.
7.4 Frame R ealisation
The frame investigated is a physical realisation of the octet space frame of 
Ch. 5, Fig. 5.14; the actual frame can be seen in Fig. B.3. The octet frame 
is formed in the same way and of the same steel member and aluminium 
joint system as the bi-tetrahedral frame (q.v. Ch. 6 ), so as to allow self- 
equilibrating forces to develop throughout the frame. Similarly, the frame is 
first assembled as the statically determinate outer frame in the absence of
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the three internal members 2, 3 and 55, which later provide the three redun­
dancies, and, hence, force distributions. As before, the reason for this is to 
allow freedom of movement that is not easy once the structure is redundant. 
In this way, it is ensured that all member lengths are equal so as to form a 
regular frame before the internal redundancies are inserted. Before a modal 
test is performed, the joint non-linearity is alleviated by the application of 
nuts and washers at the member-joint interfaces.
7.5 A xial Strain M easurem ent
Any state of equilibrium of the octet frame lies in, at most, the range of 
three linearly independent distributions of force. Because of the success of 
the axial strain measuring system depicted in Fig. 6.1, it is again employed 
here. Use can be made of the reduced equilibrium matrix, which is now the 
set of orthonormal left singular vectors U =  [ui 112 113], so that measuring 
all member forces is not necessary — this is made apparent shortly. In 
fact, as the order of the linear system of equilibrium equations is three, only 
three member force measurements are required to know all member forces, 
in theory. However, it is prudent to measure more than just three member 
forces in order to have an overdetermined set of equations. Axial strain is 
therefore observed in ten of the frame members: 9, 10, 18, 24, 27, 42, 51, 55, 
56 and 63 — q.v. Fig. 5.14. Determining all member forces from measuring 
just these ten is performed as follows.
For m  measured axial forces and i the designations of their members,
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assume the overdetermined subset of linear equilibrium equations can be 
expressed as follows with the measured forces in the range of the subset of 
the equilibrium matrix:
(7.12)
f  1J l 1 ^*1,1 H»i,n
f y
Pux
:
k f lm  , .  Uim ,l u im,n
< :
, P u" ,
The force parameters are then
/  >
Pux ^»i,i Hti,n
+ f fJ t l
:
.  u im ,i u i m,n
< : (7.13)
and the entire set of forces can be calculated through reconstruction as
f® =  up® , (7.14)
where U =  [ui • • • un].
Precisely how much overdeterminacy, m  — n, is required to attain an 
accurate, stable solution to the member forces is unknown. However, for 
i =  [9 10 18 24 27 42 51 55 56 63], m = 10, the entire member force set 
f® is seen to be little changed as m is decreased to 5 or 6, indicating forces 
are correctly determined.
7.6 P aram eterisation  o f th e  F in ite E lem ent 
M odel
Experience from identifying load in the bi-tetrahedral frame was used in mod­
ifying the finite element model of the octet to better represent the physical 
frame.
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Due to the size of the model, member discretisation for the octet frame is 
only four. However, Mottershead and James (1998) and Mottershead et al. 
(2000) find success in updating the frequencies of an aluminium frame finite 
element model, to converge well to physically observed frequencies, and use 
a member discretisation of only four for the three storey structure. This 
suggests that a discretisation of four for the octet frame may be sufficient; the 
global beam modes would certainly not require a very detailed description.
Based on the study for the bi-tetrahedral frame in the previous chapter re­
garding the inclusion of parameters accounting for member effective lengths, 
both member length and offset parameters are included in the modified octet 
model. Since all of the octet joints are identical, rhombic dodecahedra, all 
members other than member 55 are of the same length and have similar 
lengths embedded in the joints. Only two offset parameters, therefore, are 
considered: the regular member offset and the member 55 offset.
Point masses are added to the appropriate degrees of freedom of the mass 
matrix to account for presence of the joints. These are a mean value of 
0.095 kg based on physical measurements of the actual joint masses, nuts 
and washers. Other constant properties of the frame were taken as follows: 
E  = 2.1 x 1011 Nm-2, based on supply data; p = 7591.9 kgm~3 and d =
0.00785 m, based on indirect and direct measurements, respectively.
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7.7 M odal T esting o f  th e  Frame
The experimental set-up for the octet frame was identical to that schematised 
in Fig. 6.4 for the bi-tetrahedral frame. The dynamic characteristics were ex­
tracted at two states of load, each induced by the random straining of a num­
ber of frame members and measured as outlined in Sec. 7.5. Modal tests were 
run using a single, suspended shaker fitted with a force transducer of sensi­
tivity 11.24 mVN-1 and an accelerometer of sensitivity 1.02 mV(ms-2)-1 to 
measure response at a number of locations. Angled aluminium studs were 
used to mount the accelerometer in each of the orthogonal directions of the 
global coordinate system. The position of the shaker was at the first node 
down from the top of member 2 and excitation was applied parallel to the 
plane of members 16, 20 and 60 and perpendicular to the longitudinal axis 
of the frame. Filtered, random excitation was provided from a white noise 
generator. Accelerations were measured in three orthogonal directions at a 
select number of nodes in one half of the frame; only 7.98 percent of the total 
degrees of freedom were measured but measurement locations were chosen 
so as to minimise ambiguity of mode shapes. Fig. 7.1 shows test planning 
automac plots in which the eigenvectors were reduced according to the de­
grees of freedom at which the frame response was to be measured. For the 
modes in the subset T  shown, which were the first t = 400 modes of the 
finite element model considered at each iteration for mode tracing purposes, 
much corruption is present, but this is deemed inevitable and measuring at 
a greater number of locations is impractical. What inspecting automac plots
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Figure 7.1: Octet frame test planning automac plots, with eigenvectors defined at 7.98 
per cent of the total number of model degrees of freedom: (a) pUl =  pU2 =  pU3 =  0, 
L =  0.42, d =  0.00785, no offset parameters; (b) pUl =  pU2 =  pU3 =  1000, L — 0.42, 
d =  0.00785, no offset parameters; o i mac consistency scale.
of reduced eigenvectors further exposes is that the modes travel in massive 
families, revealed in their square patches, among which they bear similarities 
to, and can only be subtly different from, one another.
As the octet finite element model revealed a higher modal density than 
that of the bi-tetrahedral frame, a smaller sampling frequency of 2604 Hz was 
nominated, whilst keeping a discrete Fourier transform size of 1024, in the 
hope of extracting in more detail the abundant lower frequencies and their 
mode shapes. The low pass cut-off frequency of the filter was then accordingly 
set at approximately two thirds of the Nyquist frequency, 860 Hz. Amplified 
excitation force and response acceleration signals were then sent back to a 
computer via a data acquisition unit.
Transfer function estimates were performed within a Visual Basic code, 
which itself calls the function spectrum.m in the Matlab signal process­
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ing toolbox. The results from this system have previously been validated 
against transfer function estimates from a spectrum analyser (Data Transla­
tion PL2000). Each frequency response function was averaged over a number 
of estimates.
7.8 N ew to n ’s M ethod  A pplied  to  Force Iden­
tification
Iteration involved six parameters, with the three force parameters, pUl, pU2 
and pU3, supplemented by member length, L, and the two offset parameters, 
rji and 772, respectively relating to the regular and member 55 offsets. Itera­
tion was performed using, in each case, ten modes to identify two physically 
measured states of load, State 1 and State 2, each of which was generated 
by the random straining of a number of frame members.
The geometry of the frame and the existence of multiple force parame­
ters meant that there was no permanent degeneracy of the eigenvalues and 
therefore mode tracing was simpler to perform than in the case of the bi- 
tetrahedral frame in that sense.
Finding a starting point for iteration that led to convergence posed sig­
nificant difficulty. The issues raised by the numerical simulation for the octet 
frame suggest that the starting point must be close to the root in terms of 
both the magnitudes of the eigenvalues and the consistencies of the eigen­
vectors. Since no methodical global method for establishing a starting point 
for Newton’s method is known for the present type of problem, an ad hoc
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Figure 7.2: Iteration for the octet frame loaded in State 1: (a) minimisation of the eigen­
value difference; (b) iterative progression of the load parameters; (c) iterative progression 
of the length parameter; (d) iterative progression of the offset parameters.
approach was adopted. (No advantage was taken of the knowledge of the 
measured forces, as this would have been an unfair aid to the success of force 
identification.) Starting points were established through randomly varying 
the parameters and beginning a damped Newton’s method, where a sufficient 
number of strong mode shape consistencies were found, with constrained pro­
gressions aAp, 0 < a  < 1 — q.v. Eqa 2.15. Once it was felt that a close 
enough starting point was established, the unmodified Newton’s method was 
initiated with modal tagging. This is by no means a robust approach, as 
it does not guarantee success of convergence, and the issue of finding some
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Figure 7.3: Iteration for the octet frame loaded in State 2: (a) minimisation of the eigen­
value difference; (b) iterative progression of the load parameters; (c) iterative progression 
of the length parameter; (d) iterative progression of the offset parameters.
global strategy for establishing a starting point for Newton’s method needs to 
be addressed. Line search algorithms, which meaningfully control the value 
of ct, based on current function information, to ensure function minimisation 
at each iteration, are not capable of addressing the eigenvector deterioration 
problem that hinders mode tracing. This is still open to investigation.
Eventually, starting points were found that led to successful convergence. 
For State 1, the start of iteration was at pUl = 1000, pU2 =  10500, pU3 = 2500, 
Vi =  0, rfr =  0.02 and L = 0.42; for State 2, it was at pUx = —1000, pU2 =
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(2 tt) - 1o;® (27r) 1lj*
138.1 143.3 137.5
247.7 245.7 249.3
294.6 286.5 294.2
316.6 326.2 316.8
343.1 365.0 345.0
366.1 384.1 367.3
377.4 394.9 376.0
410.5 428.4 409.8
430.2 447.1 428.9
519.9 538.4 520.3
Table 7.1: Updated octet frame frequencies for State 1.
—3000, pu 3 =  5000, 771 =  0, 772 =  0.02 and L = 0.42. Fig. 7.2-7.3 show the 
minimisation of the theoretical and experimental frequency discrepancy and 
the iterative progressions of all of the updating parameters for, respectively, 
loaded State 1 and State 2 . For both load states, the eigenvalue difference was 
well minimised and the updating parameters converged upon what appear 
to be physically reasonable values. What is noteworthy is the fact that 
across the convergences, as previously with the bi-tetrahedral frame, all of 
the ‘effective length’ parameters, L, 771 and 772, are different. Again, this 
suggests that these parameters are not constant, but load-dependent, and it 
is therefore wise to include them when updating load. A summary of the 
root, initial and converged frequencies is given in Tab. 7.1-7.2.
A comparison of the converged load parameters, in relation to those mea­
sured, are summarised in Fig. 7.4. The similarity between model and ob­
servation is promising. Further, the discrepancy associated with each force
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(27t) - 1o;® (27r) 1cj° (27r) l (J*
81.9 85.9 82.9
138.2 141.7 139.8
176.4 178.8 179.0
245.3 237.2 247.9
247.6 233.0 245.9
266.1 261.9 265.8
313.4 325.9 314.1
358.7 385.9 358.2
433.7 451.3 433.6
660.9 644 .7 660.8
Table 7.2: Updated octet frame frequencies for State 2.
parameter seems to be of an order similar to that exhibited by the single 
force parameter of the bi-tetrahedral frame (cf. Fig. 6.11). This suggests 
that shortfalls of the model in identifying the actual load in a frame are not 
accumulative across the force parameters, but that discrepancies between 
model and observation are, in a sense, constrained by the suitability of the 
model and are not dependent upon the number of force distributions required 
to describe frame equilibrium. That is to say, constraint is provided by the 
state of equilibrium, irrespective of how many linearly independent distrib­
utions of force are needed in describing it. This is encouraging, even though 
loads have not been identified accurately. The idea is supported further by 
inspecting the converged member forces in relation to those measured.
Fig. 7.5-7.6 show that iteration had indeed attempted to converge to the 
measured force distributions. Generally, the member forces are identified 
as greater than what has been measured, unlike identification for the bi-
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Figure 7.4: Converged octet frame force parameters (colour) in relation to measured 
force parameters (white): (a) State 1; (b) State 2.
tetrahedral frame, which underestimated the member forces. Error is not 
then consistent in this sense.
The question of whether just ten modes, for each of the two tests, were suf­
ficient in characterising the dynamic characteristics of the frame fully needs 
to be asked. In order to explore this, the scaled, averaged, point frequency 
response functions are shown in Fig. 7.7 for each load state and in relation 
to the frequency response functions of the converged model. The similarity 
of the experimental accelerance estimates and the theoretical frequency re­
sponse functions reveals that the modifications to the finite element model 
owing to the updating of the six parameters using ten modes has reasonably 
accounted for the dynamic characteristics of the octet frame, at least within 
the frequency bandwidth shown.
With the octet frame also, it is evident that a small degree of damping 
exists within the physical frame and is most probably attributable to energy
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Figure 7.5: Converged frame forces (colour) in relation to measured forces (white) for the octet frame loaded in State
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Figure 7.6: Converged frame forces (colour) in relation to measured forces (white) for the octet frame loaded in State 2.
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Figure 7.7: Converged, theoretical and scaled, experimental frequency response functions
at each octet load state: (a) State 1; (b) State 2; -------------- theoretical frequency response
function;-------------- experimental frequency response function.
loss at the joints.
The ten mode shapes for each of State 1 and State 2 are shown in rela­
tion to the theoretical eigenvectors in Fig. 7.8-7.17. There is generally good 
agreement between model and experimental mode shapes, although in some 
instances for certain experimental mode shapes, a few of the members oscil­
late 7r radians out of phase with what the model predicts. In a moment, this 
will be seen to be extremely detrimental.
Accompanying the mode shapes plots are, as well as experimental and 
converged frequencies, and damping factors, the following consistency values:
• raac(</>®, </>*), the maximum consistency between the experimentally 
extracted mode shape and a model eigenvector at convergence;
• mac(</>®,</>fc=0), the maximum consistency between the experimentally 
extracted mode shape and a model eigenvector at the start of iteration,
i.e., the basis for modal tagging, with <f>k=z0 the tagging eigenvector;
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£u>® =  138.1 Hz 
£ V ) f  =  137.5 Hz 
mac(<t>®,<j>*) =  0.704 
mac(<^®,0fc=o) =  0.741 
mac(<f>k=0, <j>*) =  0.775
7nac(^ioixi! 01oixi) =  0.905 
f  =  0.0176
£u;® =  247.7 Hz 
=  249.3 Hz 
mac(4>® ,4>*) =  0.911 
mac(<p®, <l>k=0) =  0.854 
mac(<t>k=0, <(>*) =  0.951 
"»«c(^wx1. « 01x i ) -  0.909 
f  =  0.0088
Figure 7.8: Theoretical and experimental mode shapes of the octet modes used in itera­
tion towards State 1; modes 1 and 2 ; -------------- undisplaced frame;-------------- theoretical
mode shape;------------- experimental mode shape; note that convergence is achieved with
the inclusion of the modal tagging strategy.
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± uj® =  294.6 Hz 
^n/A* =  294.2 Hz 
moc(0®, 0*) =  0.901 
mac(0®,0fc=o) =  0.918 
roac(0*=°, 0*) =  0.971 
mac« f x x 10!oixi) =  0.997 
f  =  0.0139
£ uj® =  316.6 Hz 
2^ ^  =  316.8 Hz 
mac(0®,0*) =  0.835 
mac(0®, 0*=°) =  0.815 
mac(0*=o,0*) =  0.992
'"“ ( t f x  1.0101 XI) =0.995 
£ =  0.0071
Figure 7.9: Theoretical and experimental mode shapes of the octet modes used in itera­
tion towards State 1; modes 3 and 4 ; -------------- undisplaced frame;-------------- theoretical
mode shape;------------- experimental mode shape; note that convergence is achieved with
the inclusion of the modal tagging strategy.
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=  343.1 Hz 
£ v / F  =  345.0 Hz 
mac{<t>®,<p) =  0.626 
mac(<j)®, <j>k=0) =  0.655 
mac(<f>k=0, 0*) =  0.983 
mac(^iofxi,0ioixx) =  0.967 
£ =  0.0083
± lj® =  366.1 Hz 
=  367.3 Hz 
mac(<t>®,<pr) =  0.730 
mac(<f>®, 0*=°) =  0.787 
mac(0fc=o,0*) =  0.579 
^O Aiofxi.^Ioixi) =  0.887 
f  =  0.0122
Figure 7.10: Theoretical and experimental mode shapes of the octet modes used in iter­
ation towards State 1; modes 5 and 6 ;-------------- undisplaced frame;-------------- theoretical
mode shape;------------ experimental mode shape; note that convergence is achieved with
the inclusion of the modal tagging strategy.
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±u®  =  377.4 Hz 
=  376.0 Hz 
mac(4>®, <t>*) =  0.575 
mac(4>®, <t>k=0) =  0.551 
mac(4>k=0, 4>*) =  0.691 
m a c (</>ioi°x i > ^ ’oi x i ) =0.844  
f  =  0.0144
±u®  =  410.5 Hz 
^r\/A* =  409.8 Hz 
mac{4>® ,4>*) =  0.701 
mac(4>®, 0*=°) =  0.749 
mac(4>k=0,4>*) =  0.816 
m a c (0ioi°x i  10 !o i x i  ) =  0.651 
f  =  0.0089
Figure 7.11: Theoretical and experimental mode shapes of the octet modes used in iter­
ation towards State 1; modes 7 and 8 ; -------------- undisplaced frame;-------------- theoretical
mode shape;------------- experimental mode shape; note that convergence is achieved with
the inclusion of the modal tagging strategy.
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±UJ® =  430.2 Hz 
=  428.9 Hz 
mac(0®, <t>*) =  0.576 
mac(0®, <f>k=0) =  0.471 
mac{<t>k=°,(t>*) =  0.595 
»W<Ai6i0x i.# o ix i) =  0.531 
£ =  0.0067
=  519.9 Hz 
£n/A^ =  520.3 Hz 
mac(<f>®,<l>*) =  0.000 
mac(<t>®, <t>k=0) =  0.528 
mac(4>k=0, <j>*) =  0.668 
^ ( < t > m 0xi,< t> m xi) ~  0-178 
£ =  0.0125
Figure 7.12: Theoretical and experimental mode shapes of the octet modes used in itera­
tion towards State 1; modes 9 and 10;-------------- undisplaced frame;-------------- theoretical
mode shape;------------- experimental mode shape; note that convergence is achieved with
the inclusion of the modal tagging strategy.
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± u®  =  81.9 Hz 
£ \ / F  =  82.9 Hz 
mac((f>®, 0*) =  0.938 
mac(<p®, 0 fc=o) =  0.938 
mac(<t>k=0,4>*) =  0.971
m a c (0ioi°x i ) 0 io i  x l ) =  0.999 
(  =  0.0397
£u>® =  138.2 Hz 
=  139.8 Hz 
mac(<f)®, 0*) =  0.446 
mac(<f)®, <t>k=0) =  0.489 
mac(^=°,0*) =  0.790 
" W c« fx i^ Io ix i)  =  0.723 
f  =  0.0121
Figure 7.13: Theoretical and experimental mode shapes of the octet modes used in iter­
ation towards State 2; modes 1 and 2 ; -------------- undisplaced frame;-------------- theoretical
mode shape;------------ experimental mode shape; note that convergence is achieved with
the inclusion of the modal tagging strategy.
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± u®  =  176.4 Hz 
=  179.0 Hz 
moc(</>®, 0*) =  0.661 
77ioc(0®,0*=°) =0.634  
m a c ^ 0, 0*) =  0.953
mac(0ioxxi> ^xoixi) =  0.978 
i  =  0.0208
2^ ®  =  245.3 Hz 
=  247.9 Hz 
mac(0®,0*) =  0.492 
rruxc(0®, 0*=°) =  0.543 
77100(0*=°, 0*) =  0.917 
mac(^ioixi) ^ioixi) =  0.954 
f  =  0.0105
Figure 7.14: Theoretical and experimental mode shapes of the octet modes used in iter­
ation towards State 2; modes 3 and 4 ; -------------- undisplaced frame;-------------- theoretical
mode shape;------------ experimental mode shape; note that convergence is achieved with
the inclusion of the modal tagging strategy.
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=  247.6 Hz 
=  245.9 Hz 
mac(<(>®, 0*) =  0.907 
mac(<t>®, 0fc=o) =  0.867 
mac(<t>k=°,<t>*) =  0.900 
m a c « =i ° x i ,< A m x i ) =  0.966 
f  =  0.0079
£o;® =  266.1 Hz 
^\/A* =  265.8 Hz 
mac(0®, 0*) =  0.778 
mac(0®, 0*=°) =  0.805 
mac(0*=°, 0*) =  0.976
" ^ (^ o lx i^ Io ix i)  =  0.992 
f  =  0.0173
Figure 7.15: Theoretical and experimental mode shapes of the octet modes used in iter­
ation towards State 2; modes 5 and 6 ;--------------undisplaced frame;-------------- theoretical
mode shape;------------ experimental mode shape; note that convergence is achieved with
the inclusion of the modal tagging strategy.
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£u;® =  313.4 Hz 
£ > / F  =  314.1 Hz 
mac(<j>®, <fi*) =  0.937 
mac(<t>®. <t>k=0) =  0.905 
mac(0fc=o>*) =  0.972
m a c (<l)i o i x i ^ <l>i o i x i )  =  0 -9 6 5
f  =  0.0107
^u>® =  358.7 Hz 
=  358.2 Hz 
mac(4>®, </>*) =  0.889 
mac(0®,0*=°) =  0.883 
mac(<t>k=0, </>*) =  0.982
=  0.989
i  =  0.0098
Figure 7.16: Theoretical and experimental mode shapes of the octet modes used in iter­
ation towards State 2; modes 7 and 8 ; -------------- undisplaced frame;-------------- theoretical
mode shape;------------ experimental mode shape; note that convergence is achieved with
the inclusion of the modal tagging strategy.
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=  433.7 Hz 
=  433.6 Hz 
mac(<j>®,<t>*) =  0.392 
mac(<t>®, <j>k=0) =  0.552 
moc(< =^°,<*>*) =  0.882 
^ (^ w fx i^ I o ix i)  =  0.910 
£ =  0.0214
£u;® =  660.9 Hz 
£>/A* =  660.8 Hz 
mac(</>®, </»*) =  0.724 
mac(<p®, <th°) =  0.738 
mac(0fc=o, <£*) =  0.959 
mac(^ioiOxi)0!oixi) =  0.991 
f  =  0.0058
Figure 7.17: Theoretical and experimental mode shapes of the octet modes used in itera­
tion towards State 2; modes 9 and 10;-------------- undisplaced frame;-------------- theoretical
mode shape;------------- experimental mode shape; note that convergence is achieved with
the inclusion of the modal tagging strategy.
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• mac(<f>k-°, </>*), the maximum consistency between the tagging eigen­
vector and a model eigenvector at convergence;
• wiac(^i5ioxl,0 Iolxl), the maximum consistency between the tagging 
eigenvector and a model eigenvector at convergence, with reduced eigen­
vectors reflecting the limited number of measured degrees of freedom 
in the modal test.
There does not seem to be any firm rule as to the magnitudes of these 
consistency quantities, but, generally, mac(</>fc=0, </)*) is large, suggesting that 
iteration is started in the ‘eigenvector neighbourhood’ of the root. That 
it is generally large in relation to mac(<f>®, <f>*) is also encouraging for the 
intentions of the modal tagging philosophy. In certain cases, the reduced 
equivalent of this measure, mac(0{5ioxl, <M01xl), is much greater, although 
it can also be much smaller. This is deemed as pure chance and depends 
on which degrees of freedom are best consistent across a parameter interval. 
In any case, the consistency mac(<f)®, <j>k==0) needs to be, and is seen to be, 
strong for the basis of a modal tagging strategy to be established at all.
The most striking example of modal tagging saving an otherwise ill- 
fated iteration is mode 10 of State 1, Fig. 7.12. For this mode, the basis 
for modal tagging, raac(0®, <f*k=0), is small but significant and the tagging 
eigenvector returns a reasonable consistency with the converged eigenvec­
tor, mac(<f)k=0, <f>*) = 0.668. What is surprising is that the experimen­
tal mode shape is completely inconsistent with the converged eigenvector, 
mac(4>®, </>*) ~  0 (note that these values are the maximum consistencies
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achieved), even though, to the nearest integer, iteration with the modal tag­
ging strategy has brought the model frequency equal to the experimental 
frequency. Inspection of the mode shape plot reveals the reason for this. At 
first glance, the experimental and model mode shapes seem consistent, and 
indeed they are, except that roughly half of the members of the former are 
7r radians out of phase with those of the latter but oscillating in the same 
local modes. It is understandable why, notwithstanding this fact, the ex­
perimental and converged model frequencies are almost the same, since two 
such mode shapes would be associated with the same vibration energy. Even 
though all indications suggest that these are the same mode, as far as the 
scrutiny of mac is concerned, they are almost orthogonal1. This is at least 
one mechanism by which mode shapes are susceptible to erratic change.
Damping factors for all modes were low and the octet frame, which is 
considerably larger than the bi-tetrahedral frame, was also known to resonate 
for lengthy periods following impact excitation. Fig. 7.7 shows that some 
damping is present, but the peaks are still well defined enough for damping 
not to become significant to the mathematical description.
It is necessary to investigate the attributes of the starting points for itera­
tion to State 1 and State 2, and the modal tagging strategy further. Fig. 7.18 
and Fig. 7.19 are parameter-mac maps illustrating the maximum consistency 
between each experimental mode shape and eigenvectors at various values of
load parameters pUx and pU2, with the remaining four parameters constant.
*It is for the same reason why, for some angle 6 defined regularly over [0,27r] and a 
vector defined by 4>i =  sin#*, mac(4>, <t>) =  1 while mac(<j>, |</>|) = 0 .
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F igure 7.18: Parameter-mac(</>®, </>(pti1,pU2)) maps for octet frame State 1; pU3 =  2500, rji =  0.00, rfr =  0.02 and L =  0.42; 
o * ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ * ■  i mac consistency scale; (a)-(j), experimental modes 1-10, respectively; starting point encircled.
Figure 7.19: Parameter-mac(</>®,</>(pUl,pUa)) maps for octet frame State 2; pU3 =  5000, r)\ =  0.00, rj2 =  0.02 and L =  0.42; 
0 i m ac consistency scale; (a)-(j), experimental modes 1-10, respectively; starting point encircled.
The points of the figures have been generated by randomly varying pUl and 
pU2 within the limits 1.5 x 104 and —1.5 x 104; the colour scale is indica­
tive of how consistent the experimental mode shapes are with the randomly 
generated eigenvectors. The aim is to recognise whether there is anything 
special about the starting points that allows convergence to ensue. While 
consistency is not always high at the starting points chosen (this may be 
attributable to experimental error and the limited mode shape description), 
they do appear to be situated within hotspots of relative strength of consis­
tency, away from which the maps demonstrate great declines in consistency. 
This serves to support the notion that for a starting point to succeed in lead­
ing to convergence, it at the very least should be in both the neighbourhood 
of the root and its ‘eigenvector neighbourhood’.
The iterative progression of all the quantities mac(<f>®, <j>k), mac(<f)k=0, (f>k) 
and mac(<f>kQix l, <^>i0ixi) f°r &fi of the modes of State 1 and State 2 are shown 
in Fig. 7.20 and Fig. 7.21, respectively. The desire of the modal tagging pro­
posal has been fulfilled in that in nearly all cases the progression of the 
tagged consistency, although susceptible to fluctuations, is at higher values 
than that of the normal experimental mode shape consistency during itera­
tion. That this does not universally hold exposes, as has been anticipated, 
that modal tagging is not a robust strategy. Tagging is more useful in the 
State 1 iteration, where consistencies at times become worrying small. The 
tagged consistency that involves the reduced eigenvectors in some instances is 
greater than the tagged consistency with the full eigenvectors. As stated be-
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Figure 7.20: Iterative progression of maximum consistency values for octet frame State 1: O mac(<f>®, </>fc=0); mac{<j>®, 4>k)]
------------mac(<f>k=0,<j>k) ; --------------- mac(<f>kQ^ x l , </>i0i xi); (a)'(j)> experimental modes 1-10, respectively; note that convergence is
achieved with the inclusion of the modal tagging strategy.
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Figure 7.21: Iterative progression of maximum consistency values for octet frame State 2: O mac(<j>®, <f>k=0)] — ------- mac(<f>®, $*);
------------mac(<f>k=0,<f>k) - ,--------------- mac($ioi°xi>$ioixi); (a)"0)> experimental modes 1-10, respectively; note that convergence is
achieved with the inclusion of the modal t a g g i n g  strategy.
fore, this is deemed as pure chance and depends on which degrees of freedom 
are most consistent across a parameter interval. The fact that the reduced 
tagged measure is also, in other instances, troublingly below the unreduced 
tagged measure of consistency, suggests that if modal tagging is to be em­
ployed, it should be done so with all of the available degrees of freedom.
Overall, the identification of load in the thrice redundant octet frame 
has been a success, but whose solutions have been obscure and considerably 
demanding to find. The length, offset and load parameters that provided 
success for the bi-tetrahedral frame have been here employed to update the 
finite element model to be in very good agreement with physically observed 
measurements, in all aspects: mode shapes, frequencies and frequency re­
sponse functions.
The issue of mode shape consistency has been investigated and the strat­
egy of modal tagging has been seen to save an otherwise ill-fated iteration 
by artificially raising eigenvector consistency. Modal tagging is certainly not 
a robust measure and should be seen rather as an aid offering more insight 
into how eigenvectors should be paired between the current iterate and the 
root. It must be stressed that for such a large structure accommodating 
many members, the dynamic model is of such a nature as to make success 
of iteration the exception rather than the rule. What has been given here 
is two successful convergences, both of which presented obscure roots. The 
question of finding a global method of locating a starting point for Newton’s 
method in the present context is still open to investigation. It would need
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to take into account the volatility of the eigenvectors as well as the intricacy 
and erratic nature of the eigenvalue loci. What is encouraging is that roots 
to the force identification problem do exist, even for more complicated, mul­
tiply redundant space frames, and are easily found if iteration commences 
suitably close; it is locating the starting point that remains an issue.
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Chapter 8 
Epilogue
General conclusions for the work undertaken in this thesis are herein dravm, 
the potential uses of the title method noted and possible directions for future 
research suggested.
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8.1 General C onclusions
A survey of the literature has revealed that, while the dynamics of axially 
loaded beams have long been understood, the way in which distributions of 
axial force affect the dynamics of frames is a relatively unexplored area of 
research. The finite element models of the frames in this thesis have served 
to show that the eigenvalue loci may be inferred as the coupled, individual, 
constituent member loci. Further, certain phenomena analogise with sin­
gle beam characteristics, for example, the fundamental, global frame mode 
vanishes at buckling and rigid body modes have been seen to transform to 
flexural modes at high levels of predominantly tensile load.
It has been found that any state of frame equilibrium can be expressed 
through the superposition of a number of linearly independent distributions 
of axial force, equal to the degree of static redundancy. Enforcing such equi­
librium constraints has greatly reduced the number of updating parameters 
compared to the approach of Greening (1999), which involves as many para­
meters as there are frame members. As well as iterating in a lower number 
of dimensions, there is a resulting improvement to the condition of New­
ton’s method. Singular value decomposition of the equilibrium matrix has 
been a useful way to offer insight into the number of linearly independent 
force distributions necessary to describe any state of frame equilibrium. Al­
though Maxwell’s formula may be a more efficient way in which to determine 
this number, the decomposition further indicates the similarities between the 
force distributions and allows an orthogonal basis to be formed to describe
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them.
Function discontinuity at points of eigenvalue coalescence means that 
evaluation of the eigenpair derivatives there needs particular attention for 
differentiability to be observed. Degeneracy associated with transitorily co­
alesced eigenvalues has been overcome, to make differentiability observable, 
through methods from the literature that anticipate the separation of the 
eigenvectors into distinct spaces along with the separation of the eigenval­
ues. The derivatives of eigenvectors of permanently degenerate eigenvalues 
are noted to be valid but non-unique, since the eigenvector spaces never sep­
arate. There are seen to be special cases of coalescence involving distinct and 
permanently degenerate loci, for which it is necessary to use usual methods 
in combination with methods of vector orthonormalisation.
The fact that eigenvalues coalesce, and that eigenpairs are ordered ac­
cording to the magnitudes of the eigenvalues, means that the functions upon 
which Newton’s method is formulated are generally non-smooth. Iteration 
is known to be encumbered by such discontinuous functions. Mode trac­
ing, which makes use of the consistency of eigenvectors of the eigenvalue 
loci across coalescence, has been cited and experienced to be a measure of 
generally overcoming function discontinuity and preserving smoothness.
Eigenvalue locus veering is noted to be a detrimental mechanism of eigen­
vector consistency deterioration that can severely disrupt mode tracing, which 
relies on this consistency to discern function smoothness. When successful at 
veering, mode tracing causes iterates to transcend loci past veering events;
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when unsuccessful, iteration can fail altogether because of erroneous mode 
pairings. The veerings, which relate to modal coupling, mark rapid changes 
in the eigenvectors so that they can become unrecognisable. An augmented 
modal assurance routine, which casts eigenvectors based on their derivatives 
and the parameter perturbation between iterates, has been proposed and 
seen to offer extra insight into how modes should be paired when consis­
tency is deficient. Mode tracing in permanently degenerate loci requires that 
the eigenvectors be numerically aligned across parameter intervals since such 
eigenvectors are arbitrarily oriented.
Shortcomings of the modal assurance criterion have been brought to light 
by comparison to the more natural eigenvector consistency evaluation of 
cross-orthogonality or cross-mass-orthogonality. The unpredictability of the 
modal assurance criterion has been partly attributed to its artificial, scal­
ing denominator. Unfortunately, since cross-mass-orthogonality involves the 
mass matrix by definition, it cannot be applied to experimental data, for 
which a limited number of degrees of freedom are measured, unless disrup­
tive, artificial reduction or expansion techniques are applied.
Under certain conditions, eigenvector consistency has been seen to be 
quasi-linearly related to the eigenvalue derivative. These include the relative 
location of the datum eigenvector and the simplicity of the veering charac­
teristic. This is a natural consequence of the variation of eigenvectors being 
related to the degree of non-linearity of their eigenvalue loci.
Overdeterminacy of Newton’s method decreases the likelihood of converg­
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ing upon an erroneous root and also generally decreases the error range at 
convergence.
Numerical simulations have served to show that the proposed method of 
force identification formulated on force distributions is successful for a variety 
of space frames. Locus plots for progressively more complicated frames show 
that, because the loci are the coupled systems of the constituent beams, 
with an increasing number of frame members the loci become more intricate 
and erratic. This is detrimental to Newton’s method and is exemplified in a 
simulation of a frame with a large number of members. While simple frames 
are almost guaranteed convergence, for more complicated ones convergence 
is the exception rather than the rule and hinges largely on the proximity of 
the starting point to the root. What is meant by proximity is not only the 
eigenvalue neighbourhood of the root, but also the eigenvector neighbourhood 
because, for erratic loci, consistency has been seen to deteriorate very rapidly 
away from the root, making mode traces in some instances impossible.
For symmetric space frames with multiple axes of spatial periodicity, there 
will be interchangeable independent parameters of force that each affect the 
eigenvalues identically. If Newton’s method is formulated upon these para­
meters, and even though the resulting set of equations is non-singular, there 
exist ambiguous roots that incorrectly ascribe member forces. Such an is­
sue is wholly alleviated through employing mode tracing, which utilises the 
uniqueness of the force distribution to mode shape relation.
Newton’s method has proved successful in identifying the level of load
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in a real, physical, once redundant space frame. Following suggestions from 
the literature, offset and length parameters have been used to supplement a 
single load parameter to make the finite element model frequencies converge 
to a very good degree upon those measured for the frame. These physically 
meaningful, supplementary parameters are seen as a necessary inclusion in 
terms of both accuracy of identification and stabilising convergence; they 
may capture secondary effects of loading that Greening (1999) formerly ac­
counted for with deformation. Experimentally determined modes are noted 
to exchange places in the spectrum, which is indicative of eigenvalue coa­
lescence and veering phenomena. While identification has not been entirely 
accurate, tests at a number of different loads have indicated that iteration 
has converged to an encouraging degree. That an unconstrained Newton’s 
method has resulted in convergence to physically determined data to identify 
load as well as it has is promising, especially considering that the literature 
shows little success of updating to experimental data.
The same success is met in identifying load in a more complicated space 
frame, with multiple force distributions, utilising load, offset and length pa­
rameters. Updating force distributions is seen not only to succeed, but not 
to be affected in terms of accuracy by the presence of more than one force 
parameter. Constraint is provided by the state of equilibrium, irrespective 
of the number of linearly independent force distributions required in describ­
ing it. Some beneficial strategies for more complicated frames have been 
suggested. Prudently, Newton’s method should be formulated on an ortho­
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normal basis for the distributions of force to ensure that the problem is well 
conditioned. Modal tagging, which tags experimental frequencies with math­
ematical eigenvectors based on consistency with experimental mode shapes 
in the neighbourhood of the root is seen to increase, generally, mode tracing 
confidence during iteration. In some instances, it can rescue an otherwise 
ill-fated iteration. It is again noted that the mode shape consistency greatly, 
and rapidly, deteriorates away from the root and that starting iteration in 
both the eigenvalue and eigenvector neighbourhood is crucial. It remains 
to find a global convergence strategy for the present context. Traditional 
global convergence strategies for Newton’s method (e.g., line search) do not 
lend themselves because they cannot circumvent the eigenvector consistency 
deterioration problem.
One of the reasons for not using eigenvectors as the functions in New­
ton’s method was the assumption that they are relatively insensitive to load, 
compared to the eigenvalues. This has been shown to be not always the case 
— at locus veering — and eigenvectors can undoubtedly become candidate 
functions at certain ranges of load to offer greater overdeterminacy.
The work in this thesis has highlighted the issue of defining a mode. 
When dependent upon such parameters as load, the definition of a mode 
becomes somewhat superficial as both the frequency and mode shape can 
change dramatically. In a landscape of varying dynamic characteristics, it 
is more sensible to speak of modes dying and being born as parameters are 
gradually perturbed; they can even resurrect, as seen following veering events.
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8.2 Potentia l o f  W ork U ndertaken
The method of force identification outlined and described in this thesis has 
a number of potential uses. It is a useful way to account for load in a finite 
element model of a space frame that is susceptible to loading, particularly 
variable loading. There are also repercussions for monitoring the axial forces 
in space frames in a way that is, in a sense, more robust, albeit less accurate, 
compared to using strain gauges. The reason for this is that once gauges have 
failed, all knowledge of a load datum at which to configure new gauges is lost. 
Force identification from dynamic data could identify this load datum. For 
only a small number of gauge failures, Newton’s method would have the po­
tential of converging more accurately as extra information would be available 
from the functioning gauges. Finally, Newton’s method could further be ap­
plied to the mathematically identical problem of determining the loads to be 
applied to a space frame to achieve a prescribed set of frequency magnitudes.
8.3 Future Research
There are some issues that remain to be addressed and would form areas of 
future research. Although there was success in identifying load in both singly 
and multiply redundant, real space frames, the accuracy of identification can 
still be improved. Ways in which to do so may include describing the set 
of offset parameters to greater detail or even parameterising with additional 
variables indicated by an error location technique. Updating deformation, 
as advocated by Greening (1999), may further help to obtain more accurate
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solutions.
Another issue is the eigenvector consistency deterioration problem, which 
exists for complicated frames with a great number of constituent members. 
Some global convergence method needs to be sought that overcomes this 
predicament so that convergence can ensue from greater regions of the iter­
ation space. This thesis has gone some way into viewing eigenvector con­
sistency as a function of load. The augmented modal assurance routine was 
even seen to alleviate ambiguity of tracing modes at a veering event. Perhaps 
future work could investigate methods that involve perturbation expansions 
of the eigenproblem at a particular iterate and in this way attempt to ap­
proximate the eigenpairs at the proceeding iterate — consideration would of 
course need to be given to the associated computational cost. There may 
be merits in formulating the problem on frequency response function data 
rather than modal data.
Ultimately, future work should focus on making Newton’s method for 
static force inference more mathematically robust and accurate.
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Appendix A
Elemental M atrices and Their 
Derivatives
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Figure B .l:  Rhombic dodecahedral joint node.
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Figure B.2: Bi-tetrahedral space frame.
Figure B.3: Octet space frame.
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